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About This Manual

Overview
Introduction

This chapter contains information about the Oracle Financial Analyzer User
Manual.

What is in this guide

This guide describes the Oracle Financial Analyzer (hereinafter referred to
as “Financial Analyzer”) user environment and provides information about
database maintenance and document customization tasks. This guide is
meant to be as a companion to the online help system; conceptual
information and examples are included here, procedural information is
included in online help. Throughout this manual you will find many
references to specific online help topics.

The information in this guide is intended for users of Budget, Analyst, and
Administrator workstations who are familiar with the Microsoft Windows

environment. Note that this guide contains the information that was
previously available in the Oracle Financial Analyzer Administrator’s
Guide.

About the examples in this manual

The examples in this manual are based on a fictitious company called the
Global Computer Company. The Global Computer Company manufactures
computers and related equipment.
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The following list describes the organization and structure.

The company carries seven separate product lines.

These products are broken down into 14 different product categories.

The company Sales organization is broken down into four divisions:

Sales Management

Commercial Sales

Government Sales

Integrator and Distributor Sales

The largest sales organization, in terms of revenue, is the Commercial
Sales division.

The company maintains a calendar year and performs monthly variance
analyses comparing Actuals to Budgets. The first quarter of 1996 has
been closed.

Before you begin

Before you can use Financial Analyzer, you must install Microsoft
Windows, Oracle Express Server, and Financial Analyzer software on your
computer. For information about installing Windows, refer to your
Windows documentation.

To install Financial Analyzer, you use the Oracle Installer program. For
information about how to set up the Financial Analyzer software, refer to
the Oracle Financial Analyzer Installation.
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Financial Analyzer Documentation
Structure of this document

Oracle Financial Analyzer User’s Guide contains the following chapters.

Chapter Description

1 Describes Financial Analyzer workstations and provides configuration
information.

2 Describes Financial Analyzer menus and components.

3 Describes dimensions and dimension values, which are used in
Financial Analyzer to describe data.

4 Describes financial data items, which are used in Financial Analyzer to
store and calculate financial data.

5 Describes how you can create and use hierarchies in the Financial
Analyzer environment.

6 Describes how to create and work with attributes.

7 Describes how to use the Selector.

8 Describes how to create and use models.

9 Describes how to solve data.

10 Describes how data and structures are transferred throughout Financial
Analyzer.

11 Describes the features of the Task Processor and Task Queue.

12 Describes the user maintenance tasks that administrators must perform.

13 Describes reports and how to create, edit and maintain them.

14 Describes graphs and how to create, edit and maintain them.

15 Describes worksheets and how to create, edit and maintain them.

16 Describes folders and how to manage them.

Glossary Provides definitions for commonly used terms.
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Related documentation

This guide is part of a comprehensive document set that also includes:

Oracle Financial Analyzer Installation — Describes how to install
various types of Financial Analyzer workstations on a computer
network.

Online Help — Provides procedural and reference information for both
system administrators and users. You can access Help in the following
ways:

By choosing an option from the Help menu.

By pressing F1.

By choosing a Help command button.
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Conventions
Text conventions

You will find the following text conventions in this document.

Convention Usage

Boldface text Indicates menu items, command buttons, options, and field
names.

Bold text is also used for notes and other secondary
information in tables (e.g., Result).

Courier  text Indicates examples and anything that you must type exactly
as it appears.

For example: If you are asked to type show  eversion,
you would type all the characters exactly as shown in the
Courier font.

Italic text Indicates variables, including variable text. Variable text is
used when dialog boxes or their components are unlabeled or
have labels that change dynamically based on their current
context. The wording of variable text does not exactly match
what you see on your screen.

Italic type is also used for emphasis and for titles of
documents.

SMALL CAPITALS Indicates a key name.

Note: The UP ARROW, DOWN ARROW , LEFT ARROW, and RIGHT
ARROW keys are collectively referred to as the “arrow keys.”

For example: The Control key is shown as CTRL.

UPPERCASE text Indicates folder names, file names, operating system
commands, Express commands and objects, and acronyms

Mouse usage

Always use the left mouse button unless you are specifically instructed to
use the right mouse button.

The term “left mouse button” refers to the dominant button. If you have
reconfigured your mouse to reverse the functions of the left and right
buttons, you will need to use the reverse button when following the
procedures in this manual.
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Formats for key combinations and sequences

Key combinations and key sequences appear in the following formats.

Format Meaning

KEY1+KEY2 A plus sign (+) between key names means to press and hold down
the first key while pressing the second key. For example, “press
ALT+TAB” means to press and hold down the ALT key while
pressing the TAB key.

KEY1, KEY2 A comma (,) between key names means to press and release the
keys one after the other. For example, “press ALT, F, O” means to
press and release the ALT key, press and release the F key, then
press and release the O key.

Related information

For definitions of basic mouse terms, refer to the Microsoft Windows
documentation.
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Chapter 1

Overview

Overview
Introduction

This chapter describes Oracle Financial Analyzer (hereinafter referred to
as “Financial Analyzer”) workstations and also provides configuration
information.

Who should read this chapter

You need to know the information in this chapter if you are:

A system administrator who needs to learn configuration information in
addition to basic information about Financial Analyzer

A Budget or Analyst workstation user who wants to know how their
workstation fits into the Financial Analyzer environment

In this chapter

About Financial Analyzer

Super Administrator Workstations

Administrator Workstations

Task Processor Workstation

Budget Workstations

Analyst Workstations

Example: Workstations in a Typical Corporate Environment
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Comparison of Workstation Types

Typical Financial Analyzer Configurations

About Financial Analyzer
Definition: Financial Analyzer

Financial Analyzer is a distributed software application that you can use to:

Report and analyze corporate financial data and create financial
budgets, forecasts and plans

Create and run financial models

Configure an efficient and convenient financial system for your
business

Financial Analyzer  runs on a combination of networked personal
computers and servers. A variety of software modules, known as
workstations, are installed on the personal computers and servers and are
set up to access common databases, called shared databases. These shared
databases contain data and structures that are used throughout the Financial
Analyzer system.

Types of workstations

The Financial Analyzer environment includes two basic types of
workstations, administrator workstations and user workstations.

The following types of Administrator workstations are supported:

Super administrator workstation

Administrator workstations

Task Processor workstations

The following types of User workstations are supported:

Budget workstations

Analyst workstations
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Types of databases

The following table describes the types of databases that can be associated
with Financial Analyzer workstations.

Database Description

Personal Personal databases are used to store objects, and on some types of
workstations, financial data. Objects include dimensions, financial data
items, attributes, and hierarchies, as well as documents such as reports,
worksheets and graphs.

Shared The shared database contains financial data and objects that are shared
by all users. Shared databases are maintained by Administrators.

Tiered system design

Using the Super Administrator workstation as the starting point, you can
build a tiered architecture by creating subordinate administrator
workstations, which can in turn be used to create other subordinate
administrator workstations.

This tiered approach to system design reduces the size and complexity of
the top-level structures and permits greater autonomy and control at lower-
level and remote sites.

Each workstation type is discussed in detail in the following sections.

Super Administrator Workstations
Definition: Super Administrator workstation

The Super Administrator workstation is a system management and data
access tool that enables you to perform all of the tasks that other
Administrator workstations perform. The only administrator tasks you
cannot perform are those that require a higher level workstation (such as
transferring data from a shared to a higher level shared) because by
definition, the Super shared database is at the top of the hierarchy.
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Super Administrator workstations provide the following unique
capabilities:

It enables you to set the fiscal time for the entire system

If you have purchased Oracle General Ledger, you can integrate it with
Financial Analyzer

Location in a tiered environment

The Super Administrator workstation is located at the top level of any
Financial Analyzer environment. Only one Super Administrator
workstation can exist in a given system.

Associated databases

Super Administrator workstations are associated with a Super shared
database, a personal database, and a Task Processor. The following
illustration shows how a typical Super Administrator workstation is
configured.

Super
Administrator

Personal
Database

Task
Processor

Super Shared
Database

lower level
administrator
workstation
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Administrator Workstations
Definition: Administrator workstation

The Administrator workstation is a system management and data access
tool that enables you to perform the following tasks:

Define and maintain users of Budget, Analyst and subordinate
Administrator workstations.

Specify the default configuration for Budget, Analyst and subordinate
Administrator workstations when you create them.

Restrict changes to shared data by controlling user access to the
financial data in the shared database.

Define database structures and distribute them to the shared database,
subordinate Administrator workstations, Budget workstations, and
Analyst workstations. Database structures include dimensions,
dimension values, attributes, hierarchies, models, reports, graphs,
worksheets, and folders.

Distribute slices of financial data to users and the shared database.

Refresh the shared database that you maintain with data distributed
from your administrator.

Submit financial data from the shared database that you maintain, to
your administrator’s shared database. (Note that super administrators
cannot perform this task because by definition they are at the highest
level in the reporting structure.)

Location in a tiered architecture

Multiple Administrator workstations can exist at various levels of an
environment that is set up in a tiered configuration. Each Administrator
workstation is associated with its own shared database.
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Associated databases

Administrator workstations are associated with a shared database and a
Task Processor. The following illustration shows how a typical
Administrator workstation is configured.

Administrator
Workstation

Personal
Database Task

Processor

Shared
Database

Higher Level
Administrator

Task Processor Workstation
Definition: Task Processor workstation

A Task Processor workstation is a queue management tool that has the
following characteristics:

It is associated with each Administrator workstation in an Financial
Analyzer system

It enables administrators to monitor and control the transfer of data
between user workstations and their associated shared databases

It enables administrators to manage distribution of structures to
subordinate workstations

The task processor is described in depth in Chapter 11 of this manual.
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Methods of running a task processor

Although all tasks are actually processed on the server, a Task Processor
can be set up:

As a separate software component on the computer where an
Administrator workstation runs

On a separate computer that is dedicated to task processing

Directly on a server

When the Task Processor workstation is installed as a standalone
workstation on a dedicated PC or server, tasks can be processed without
interruption.

Administrator workstation task processors

The following illustration shows how a Task Processor workstation can be
installed on the same PC as an Administrator workstation.

Shared
Database

Processed
Tasks

Administrator controls
the task processor

Budget
Tasks Administrator

Tasks

Analyst
Tasks

Task
Processor
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Stand alone task processors

The following illustration shows a task processor workstation that is set up
to run on a separate computer that is dedicated to task processing.

Shared
Database

Processed
Tasks

Task Processor workstation
controls the task processor

Budget
Tasks Administrator

Tasks

Analyst
Tasks

Task
Processor

Budget Workstations
Definition: Budget workstation

A Budget workstation is a data access tool that provides the capability to
perform the following tasks:

Define and maintain personal database objects, such as dimensions,
attributes, hierarchies, models, solve definitions, and group solve
definitions

Create and maintain personal reports, graphs, worksheets, and folders

Use administrator defined database objects and documents

Submit financial data from the personal database to the Administrator
workstation’s shared database

Refresh the personal database with data from the Administrator
workstation’s shared database
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Location in a tiered architecture

In a tiered structure, a Budget workstation is located beneath the
Administrator workstation that created it and is associated with a personal
database that contains database structures, settings, and financial data.

Multiple Budget workstations can exist beneath the same Administrator
workstation. In a tiered configuration, multiple Budget workstations can
also exist at multiple levels of the configuration.

How Budget workstations communicate with the shared database

The following illustration shows how Budget workstations communicate
with the shared database through the Task Processor.

Budget
Workstation

Personal
Database

Task
Processor

Shared
Database

Administrator
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Analyst Workstations
Definition: Analyst workstation

An Analyst workstation is a data access tool that enables you to accomplish
the following tasks:

Refresh structures distributed by the Administrator workstation

Define and use personal reports, graphs, worksheets and folders or use
administrator defined documents

Access and manipulate data associated with dimensions, dimension
values, time, attributes, hierarchies, and models in the shared database

Location in a tiered architecture

In a tiered structure, an Analyst workstation is located beneath the
Administrator workstation that created it and is associated with a personal
database that contains database structures and settings but no personal copy
of financial data.

How Analyst workstations communicate with the shared database

The following illustration shows how Analyst workstations communicate
with the shared database through the Task Processor.

Task
Processor

Shared
Database

Administrator

Analyst
Workstation

Limited
Personal
Database
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Note that when viewing data, the Analyst workstation communicates
directly with the shared database, and does not go through the Task
Processor.

Example: Workstations in a Typical
Corporate Environment
Introduction

In a typical corporation, there are many different ways that Financial
Analyzer can be configured and utilized. The following sections describe
different divisions of the Global Computer Corporation  and how they each
use Financial Analyzer.

Consulting division

In the consulting division, regional Consulting Managers use Budget
Workstations that report into the Sub Administrator Workstation of the
Consulting VP. Consulting Managers can:

Edit the expense and revenue line items of their region

View the expense and revenue line items of other regional Consulting
Managers. This facilitates Consulting Managers inputting their budget
and forecast numbers based on trends in their particular regions.

Perform what-if analysis to evaluate the potential performance based on
the probability of the variable environment factors occurring.

Augment their personal database by adding financial and personnel data
which is not present in the data set distributed to them from the
Administrator (which is sourced primarily from Oracle General
Ledger).

When budgets or forecasts are completed, Consulting Managers submit
their final numbers to the Consulting VP who reviews them and requests
revisions if necessary.  The Consulting VP may also make edits to the
shared data which become the final budget.  The lower level Budget
workstations Consulting Managers then refresh their personal databases to
get the finalized figures.  The Consulting VP submits final summary
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consulting P&L budgets and forecasts to a Senior Financial Analyst in
Corporate Finance who runs the Super Administrator workstation.

The following illustration shows the Consulting Division.

Senior Financial Analyst
Corporate Finance

(Super Administrator Workstation)

Consulting VP
 (Administrator Workstation)

Consulting Manager
 (Budget Workstation)

Consulting Manager
 (Budget Workstation)

Consulting Manager
 (Budget Workstation)

Manufacturing

In the manufacturing environment, Product Managers:

Follow an organization similar to the Consulting Managers, except that
what they can view and edit is determined by their product
responsibilities rather than by their geographic region.

Utilize Financial Analyzer Budget Workstations to budget and forecast
and perform in depth analyses such as product profitability, customer
profitability, trend analysis, what-if analysis, and production
forecasting.

Submit forecasts and budgets to the Production VP or directly to a
Financial Analyst in Corporate Finance.

Some product managers are provided with Analyst Workstations to keep
current on company performance and to support production line decisions.
These Analyst Workstation users view the historic, budget and up to date
forecast data to properly plan and execute to the budget/forecast.  Their
view of the data is also very product-focused.  They do not need to perform
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analysis or provide budget or forecast data. They use the finalized corporate
data for ongoing decision making and planning; therefore, the functionality
of the Analyst Workstation suits their needs.

The following illustration shows the manufacturing division.

Senior Financial Analyst
Corproate Finance

(Super Administrator Workstation)

Production VP
(Administrator  Workstation)

Analyst views data in
the shared database

Production Manager
(Budget Workstation)

Production Manager
(Analyst Workstation)

Corporate finance

In general, all Manufacturing and Consulting related workstations report
directly to the Super Administrator in Corporate Finance. Other Financial
Analyzer users in the Corporate Finance Department are either Budget or
Analyst workstations, all of which report to the Super Administrator
Workstation.

A Senior Financial Analyst or a number of Senior Financial Analysts are
responsible for the collection of budget and forecast data throughout the
organization.  If there are a number of these positions, they act as
Administrator workstations which then report to a Super Administrator
Workstation within the Corporate Finance Department.  The Senior and
Junior Financial Analysts all require analysis and modeling capabilities to
review and possibly modify the information coming in from other areas of
the organization.
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Other specialists in the Corporate Finance Department can require either
the Budget or Analyst Workstation functionality:

The CFO normally requires only Analyst Workstation functionality

Budget or Forecast Analysts who concentrate primarily on forward
trends and potential changes in the projected performance path require
Budget Workstations

The Super Administrator resides in the Corporate Finance Department and
the number of Sub Administrator workstations they support depends on
whether data from other areas of the organization is submitted to one or
many workstations within the Corporate Finance department.

The following illustration shows Corporate Finance.

Senior Financial Analyst
(Super Administrator Workstation)

CFO
(Analyst Workstation)

Forecast Analyst
(Budget Workstation)

Financial Analyst
(Budget Workstation)

Production VP
(Administrator  Workstation)

Manufacturing

Consulting VP
(Administrator  Workstation)

Consulting
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Comparison of Workstation Types
System management tasks

The following table shows the different types of workstations and the
system management tasks that each can accomplish.

Task Super
Administrator

Administrator Task
Processor

Budget Analyst

Configure
workstations

All but Super
Administrator

Control user
access to
database
objects

Define and
maintain users

All but Super
Administrator

Monitor and
control transfer
of data

Set fiscal time

Specify default
configurations
for Budget and
Analyst
workstations
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Data management tasks

The following table shows the different types of workstations and the data
management tasks that each can accomplish.

Task Super
Administrator

Administrator Task
Processor

Budget Analyst

Create data
structures

Personal
only

Create and
maintain
personal
documents

Distribute
financial data

Distribute
structures

To all but
Super

Administrator

Maintain
personal data

Submit data to
shared data-
base via the
task processor

N/A

Process tasks
in the shared
database

View task log

Integrate with
Oracle General
Ledger

Refresh data
distributed from
higher level
administrators

Use the Copy
Data feature

Enable data-
base for
OEO/OEA
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Typical Financial Analyzer
Configurations
Simple configurations

The simplest system configuration is made up of the following:

A single Super Administrator workstation that includes a super shared
database and Task Processor

One or more user workstations

The following illustration shows an example of a simple system
configuration.

Super
Administrator
Workstation

Budget
Workstation

Budget
Workstation

Analyst
Workstation

Complex configurations

A more complex system configuration can be set up with multiple tiered
structures. In a structure with multiple tiers, each level, or tier, includes the
following:

A single Super Administrator workstation, that includes a super shared
database and Task Processor

One or more Administrator workstations that each include a shared
database and Task Processor

One or more user workstations that communicate with the
Administrator workstation in the tier immediately above them
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The following illustration shows a more complex system configuration.

Super
Administrator
Workstation

Budget
Workstation

Budget
Workstation

Analyst
Workstation

Administrator
Workstation

Budget
Workstation

Analyst
Workstation

Administrator
Workstation

Budget
Workstation

Analyst
Workstation
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Chapter 2

Getting Started

Chapter Overview
Introduction

This chapter describes Financial Analyzer basics including documents,
menus and components of the Financial Analyzer window.

Who should read this chapter

You need to know the information in this chapter if you are an
Administrator, Budget or Analyst workstation user who needs to learn basic
information about Financial Analyzer

In this chapter

About Financial Analyzer

Window Components

The Menu Bar

Other Components

Starting Financial Analyzer

Working in a Stand-Alone Session

The Help System
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About Financial Analyzer
Financial Analyzer documents

You can work with three kinds of documents in Financial Analyzer:

Reports

Graphs

Worksheets

Example: Reports

The following illustration shows an example of a report created using
Financial Analyzer. You use reports to view your financial data from
different perspectives and prepare presentations based on your analyses.
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Example: Graphs

The following illustration shows an example of a graph created using
Financial Analyzer. You use graphs to create visual representations of your
financial data.

Example: Worksheets

The following illustration shows an example of a Financial Analyzer
worksheet. Worksheets can be used to enter and manipulate financial data.
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Compatibility with other products

You can use Financial Analyzer in conjunction with other products such as:

Oracle General Ledger –  If you are a Super Administrator,  and have
purchased Oracle General Ledger, you can choose to integrate it with
Financial Analyzer when installing Financial Analyzer. If you have
chosen this option, Oracle General Ledger options will be available
from the Tools menu.

Microsoft® Excel – You can choose to install the Oracle Financial
Analyzer Excel Add-In when installing Financial Analyzer
workstations. If you have chosen this option, the Excel Add-In will be
accessible from the Toolbar.

Oracle Express Objects and Oracle Express Analyzer – If you have
purchased Oracle Express Objects and Oracle Express Analyzer you
can enable your Financial Analyzer databases for use with these
products by selecting Enable DB for OEO from the Tools menu. You
can then use Oracle Express Objects and Oracle Express Analyzer to
develop custom applications.

Window Components
The Financial Analyzer window

The following illustration shows the Financial Analyzer window.

Application
Window

Tool
Bar

Title
Bar

Menu
Bar

Edit Bar
Buttons

Edit
Bar
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Financial Analyzer window components

The following table describes the Financial Analyzer window components.

Component Description

Title bar Displays the name of the database or workstation.

Menu bar Contains the names of Financial Analyzer menus. You open menus
and then choose menu items to perform tasks.

Tool bar Provides you with quick access to commonly used functions through a
set of buttons. When you start up Financial Analyzer for the first time,
the toolbar is displayed automatically.

Edit bar Features an area for modifying report, worksheet, and graph
components such as titles, labels, and footnotes. It can also be used in
worksheets to edit data, and in reports to enter calculation formulas.

Edit bar
buttons  In Reports, the Formula Tools button invokes the Formula Tools

dialog box which you can use to edit formulas to perform report
calculations. This button is disabled in Worksheets and Graphs.

 The Cancel button is used to clear text or formulas from the edit
bar.

 The Enter button is used to move text or formulas from the edit bar
into the currently selected area.

Application
window

The area where Financial Analyzer documents, such as reports,
graphs, and worksheets, appear.

The Menu Bar
Standard control menus

The Financial Analyzer menu bar always contains the following control
menus.

To see a control menu, move the pointer to the item you want to view and
choose it. The following sections describe the control menus.
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The File menu

The following table describes the File menu.

Menu Item Description

New Creates a new document (report, graph or worksheet).

Open Opens an existing document.

Close Closes an open document.

Save Saves an open document under its existing name.

Save As Saves an open document under another name.

Rename Renames an existing document.

Delete Deletes an existing document.

Add to Folder Adds a document to a folder.

Print Preview Enables you to view a document before you print it.

Print Prints a document.

Print Setup Sets up the printing specifications for a document.

Print Multiple Lets you print more than one document at a time.

Export to File Places the contents of a document in a file.

Exit Exits Financial Analyzer.
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The Edit menu

The following table describes the Edit menu.

Menu Item Description

Cut Selects a portion of a document and moves it to the Clipboard.

Copy Copies a portion of a document to the Clipboard.

Paste Pastes the contents of the Clipboard into the current document.

Paste Link Links selected tiles between two documents.

Clear Clears the contents of selected cells in a report or worksheet.

Clear Link Clears a link between two documents.

Highlight
Special

Highlights labels, data, or both in reports and worksheets for
formatting purposes.

Insert Opens the Insert cascading menu from which you can choose to:

Insert rows or columns in reports and worksheets
Insert page breaks in reports and worksheets

Move Insert Opens the Move Insert dialog box, which enables you to move
inserted rows and columns in reports. This menu item only appears
in report that have inserted rows or columns.

Delete Opens the Delete cascading menu from which you can choose to:

Delete rows or columns in reports and worksheets
Delete page breaks in reports and worksheets
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The Format menu

The following table describes the Format menu.

Menu Item Description

Number Formats numbers in reports, graphs, and worksheets.

Alignment Controls the positioning of data within a cell.

Font Sets the typeface, font style, size, and color of text in a document.

Patterns Sets the pattern and color of data cells and labels.

Axis Options Sets tick marks and scaling in graphs.

Series
Options

Calculates a fitline for graphs.

Border Sets width, color, and border style.

Row Height Sets the row height in reports or worksheets.

Column Width Sets the column width in reports or worksheets.

Page Setup Sets page and print options, margins, headers, or footers.

The Report menu

The following table describes the Report menu. This menu is accessible
only when a Report document is open.

Menu Item Description

Report
Options

Opens the Report Options dialog box, which provides a set of
elements that you can display in a report.

Dimension
Labels

Opens the Dimension Label Setup dialog box, where you can
choose how to display the labels for dimensions that appear in a
report.

Drill Enables drilling in a report.

Auto
Redisplay

Specifies that reports are to be automatically redisplayed when you
make changes to them.

Asymmetric
Format

Opens the Create Asymmetric Combination Dialog Box, which allows
you to join the values of two dimensions so that you can compare
and contrast them in a report.

View in
Spreadsheet

If you installed the optional Oracle Financial Analyzer Excel Add-In,
this button enables you to work with data from your current Financial
Analyzer report in an Excel worksheet.
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The Graph menu

The following table describes the Graph menu. This menu is accessible
only when a graph document is open.

Menu Item Description

Type Opens the Graph Type dialog box, which enables you to specify the
type of graph you want to use to display your data.

Legend Opens the Legend dialog box, where you can specify whether to
display a legend for your graph. This dialog box also enables you to
format the legend, if you choose to display it.

Pie Options Opens the Pie Options dialog box, which allows you to specify labels
for the graph and/or its slices and perform other formatting functions.

Grid Opens the Grid dialog box, where you can specify whether to display
gridlines along the X- and/or Y-axis of a graph.

Graph
Options

Opens the Graph Options dialog box, which provides a set of
elements that you can choose to include in a graph.

Dimension
Labels

Opens the Dimension Label Setup dialog box, where you can specify
how to display the labels for dimensions that appear in a graph.

Auto
Redisplay

Enables you to automatically redisplay a graph when you make
changes to it.
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The Worksheet menu

The following table describes the Worksheet menu. This menu is accessible
only when a worksheet document is open.

Menu Item Description

Worksheet
Options

Opens the Worksheet Options dialog box, which provides a set of
elements that you can choose to include in a worksheet.

Dimension
Labels

Opens the Dimension Label Setup dialog box, where you can specify
how to display labels for dimensions that appear in a worksheet.

Drill Enables drilling in a worksheet.

Auto
Redisplay

Enables you to automatically redisplay a worksheet when you make
changes to it.

Worksheet
Tools

Opens the Worksheet Tools cascading menu which contains the
following items:

Grow Data — Opens the Grow Data dialog box, which enables
you to grow data by a specified amount or percent across months.

Increase Data — Opens the Increase dialog box, where you can
increase data for selected months by a specified amount or
percent.

Spread Data — Provides access to the Spread dialog box, where
you can apply a value to a parent in a hierarchy and spread that
data to descendants in the hierarchy.

Recalculate — Enables you to recalculate data after you have
entered data for input dimension values.

Recalc Options — Opens the Recalc Options dialog box,
enabling you to specify options for recalculating data.

Save Data — Lets you save worksheet data without saving the
current worksheet definition.

Reset Data — Returns worksheet data to the values that were
displayed when the worksheet was last opened or the worksheet
was last saved.
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The Tools menu

The following table describes the Tools menu.

Menu Item Description

Selector Selects dimension values.

Solve
Definition

Specifies model definitions and hierarchies for solving financial data.

Group Solve
Definition

Groups solve definitions to be run in sequence.

Copy Data Copies data from one financial data item to another.

Maintain
Folders

Groups reports and graphs to be run in sequence.

Custom
Colors

Defines custom colors for documents.

Application
Options

Sets workstation specific and system-wide options.

Enable
database DB
for OEO

Enables your personal database for use with Oracle Express Objects
and Oracle Express Analyzer. If you are an Administrator, you can
also enable the shared database.

The Maintain menu

The following table describes the Maintain menu.

Menu Item Description

Dimension Maintains the definitions of dimensions, which are the structures
used to organize data.

Financial Data
Item

Maintains the multidimensional structures used to hold data.

Time Adds or deletes Financial Analyzer time and sets the current time.

Dimension
Value

Maintains the values of the dimensions used to organize data.

Attribute Associates a characteristic to multiple values so you can easily
select those values by specifying the characteristic.

Hierarchy Maintains the tree structures used to relate dimension values.

Model Allows you to define calculated dimension values.
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The Manage menu

The following table describes the Manage menu.

Menu Item Description

Distribution Opens a cascading menu, which contains the following menu items:

Distribute Structures — Enables administrators to distribute
structures such as reports to users.

Distribute Data — Enables administrators to distribute data to
uses.

Users Opens a cascading menu which contains the following menu items:

Maintain User List — Enables administrators to add and delete
users from the  system.

Distribution Report — Allows you to view the current status of
distributions.

Confirm Distribution to Users — Allows administrators to
synchronize their view of the database with that of users.

Data Access
Controls

Enable you to control write and user access to slices of data.

Task
Processor

Processes copy data,  distribution, and submission tasks.

Task Queue Lets you view a comprehensive task log report with the capability to
erase processed task logs and reorder tasks.

Submit Data Submits data to the shared database.

Refresh Data Refreshes data from the shared database.

The Window menu

The following table describes the Window menu.

Menu Item Description

Cascade Arranges open documents in overlapping order.

Tile
Horizontally

Arranges open documents top-down.

Tile Vertically Arranges open documents side-by-side.

Arrange Icons Arranges minimized open documents side-by-side.
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The Help menu

The following table describes the Help menu.

Menu Item Description

Contents Provides extensive information on Financial Analyzer Help.

Search for
Help On

Allows for easy access of specific Help information.

How to Use
Help

Provides further information on how to use Help.

About
Financial
Analyzer

Provides external and internal version numbers for Financial
Analyzer.

Other Components
The Toolbar

The toolbar provides quick access to frequently used commands. The
following table shows each button on the tool bar and describes its
function.

Button Function

Opens the New dialog box, which allows you to create a new report, graph,
or worksheet.

Opens the Open dialog box, from which you can open a saved report,
graph, or worksheet.

Lets you save the active document.

Opens the Selector dialog box, where you can specify the data with which
you want to work.

Displays the Font dialog box, which lets you specify font, style, and size of
text or data in a document.
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Button Function

Opens the Patterns dialog box, which allows you to specify characteristics,
such as color, pattern, line style, and width, in a report, graph, or worksheet.

Opens the Format Number dialog box, which lets you change the format for
numeric values and dates.

Saves the data in the current worksheet. The difference between Store and
Save is that Save saves the worksheet, its layout, and its associated data;
Store saves only the data.

Opens the Graph Type dialog box, enabling you to choose the type of graph
that you want to view.

If you have installed the optional Oracle Financial Analyzer Excel Add-In,
this button enables you to view data from an Financial Analyzer report in an
Excel spreadsheet.

Opens the Print dialog box, letting you print the active document with the
current print options.

Enables you to access on-line information that explains how to perform a
task or describes what is currently displayed on your screen.

The Edit bar

The edit bar enables you to edit selected text elements in reports, graphs,
and worksheets, and values and text in some dialog boxes. The following
list describes the elements you can edit in each document type:

In graphs you can edit the title, subtitle, X-axis tick label, Y-axis tick
label, axis title, legend label, or footnote.

In reports and worksheets you can edit titles, subtitles, row labels,
column labels, or footnotes.

In worksheets, you can edit data.

In reports, you can edit calculation formulas.
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Starting Financial Analyzer
Logging in

You  must connect to an EXPRESS Server session to start Financial
Analyzer. After the first time you log in, the information that you enter in
the Connect to EXPRESS Server dialog box is saved. You only have to
enter your password in subsequent sessions.

How to log in to Express Server

Use the procedure in the following table to log in to Express Server.

Step Action

1 Double click on the Financial Analyzer icon.

The Connect to EXPRESS Server dialog box appears.

2 Complete the fields as follows:

Field Action

Username Enter your username for the system on which Express
Server is located.

Password Enter your password for the system on which Express
Server is located.

 

Domain Enter the domain name for your PC, if required.
 

Personal
Database
group box

Name – Enter the name of the personal database to
which you want to connect.

Path – Enter the full path for the database to which
you want to connect.

 

Express
group box

Express installed on local workstation  – Check
this box if you want to work in a stand-alone session.

Server – Enter the name of the server to which you
want to connect.

UUID – Enter the unique universal identifier (UUID)
for a specific Express server session if multiple
instances of Oracle Express Server are running on
the server.

3 Select OK.

The Financial Analyzer main screen appears.
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Note: Contact your system administrator to obtain the correct login
information for your system if necessary.

Working in a Stand-Alone Session
Definitions: Thick and thin clients

Thick Client

A client is considered thick if the personal database and express server are
installed on the PC and a majority of processing takes place on the PC.

Thin Client

A client is considered thin if the personal database and express server are
installed on the server and a majority of processing occurs on the server.

About working stand-alone

You can work standalone if your PC is setup as a thick client. When you
start the software while working on a standalone computer, the software
warns you that you are not able to connect to the shared database and asks
if you want to work unattached to the shared database. If you choose Yes,
you will be running in a standalone session, where you are unable to
receive distributions or submit your work. During a subsequent work
session when you are attached to the shared database, you can submit the
data you worked on during your unattached session.

You can specify a setting in the Application Options dialog box that tells
the system to automatically ask if you want to work unattached to the
shared database. Setting this option enables users who are working away
from the office to bypass a set of message boxes requesting passwords and
providing warning messages.
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Conditions that must be met

You can work in a standalone session unattached to the shared database if
the following conditions are met:

You are working on a Super administrator, Administrator, or Budget
workstation

You installed a personal copy of Financial Analyzer code

You are working on a PC that is set up as a thick client

When you can work stand-alone

Using this feature, you can continue to work productively even if:

You have to be away from your office and do not have the ability to
communicate with the shared database

You are unable to connect to the shared database because of
communications problems within your normal working environment

When you cannot work stand-alone

You can not work standalone if:

You are using an Analyst workstation. This is because Analyst
workstations must always attach directly to the shared database.

You are on a workstation that does not have a copy of personal code
installed.

You are working on a PC that is set up as a thin client

The Help System
Overview

The on-line Help system included with the software is comprehensive and
easy to use. It is your best source of procedural information and is designed
to give you step-by-step instructions on how to do almost everything in the
application.
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How to access the Help system

To access the Help system, click on the Help button on the toolbar or select
the Help menu from the Menu bar. The initial help screen contains a list of
underlined topics. Choose these topics for more information.

How to find specific information

Use the following procedure to find information on specific topics in the
Help System.

Step Action

1 Choose Search at the top of the Help screen.

The Search dialog box appears.

2 Select a search keyword and choose Display to get help on that topic.

3 To return to the help topic that you last viewed, choose Back.

4 To see a list of topics you have already viewed, from the Options menu,
choose Display History Window.
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Chapter 3

Dimensions and Dimension
Values

Overview
Introduction

This chapter describes dimensions and dimension values.

Who should read this chapter

You need to know the information in this chapter if you are:

An Administrator who will be creating and maintaining dimensions and
dimension values for your own personal use as well as for distribution
to other users in your system.

A Budget workstation user who will be creating dimensions and
dimension values for their own personal use as well as using
dimensions and dimension values that have been distributed to them by
their Administrator.

An Analyst workstation user who, although unable to create or maintain
them, wishes to gain a basic understanding of dimensions and
dimension values.
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In this chapter

Dimensions and Dimension Values

Maintaining Dimensions And Dimension Values

Suggested Ways to Define and Use Dimensions

Dimensions and Dimension Values
How data is organized

Data is organized in Financial Analyzer using three kinds of data structures:

Dimensions

Dimension values

Financial data items

Financial data items (described in detail in Chapter 4) are made up of
dimensions, which in turn are made up of dimension values.

Definition: Dimensions

Dimensions are database objects that perform the following functions:

They organize the data contained in financial data items

They answer the following questions about data: what, when, and where

They let you select and work with specific subsets of data

Definition: Dimension values

Dimension values are the elements that make up a dimension.  They are
used in the database to organize financial data item values. You maintain
dimension values by accessing and working with the Maintain Dimension
Value dialog box.
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Example: Dimensions and dimension values

The report in this example contains the following dimensions and
dimension values:

Dimension Dimension Values

Line Taxes, Benefits, and Office Expenses

Organization Eastern Region, Central Region, and West Region

Time January 1996

The financial data item in this example is called Actuals, and it is
comprised of the dimensions and dimension values described above.

Financial Data Item

Dimension

Dimension Value

The following illustration shows how the intersection of the Taxes, Eastern
Region and January 1996 dimension values points to the financial data item
value 5,565,146 in the database.

January 1996

Taxes

Eastern
Region

5,565,146

Line

Time

Organization
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Maintaining Dimensions And
Dimension Values
Introduction

You can create and maintain dimensions and dimension values.
Maintaining includes creating, modifying, renaming and deleting
dimensions and dimension values.

Related help topics:

Creating Dimensions

Creating Dimension Values

Modifying Dimensions

Modifying Dimension Values

Moving Dimensions

Moving Dimension Values

Renaming Dimensions

Renaming Dimension Values

Deleting Dimensions

Deleting Dimension Values

If you have Oracle Express Analyzer or Oracle Express Objects installed
and you wish to enable your database for use with those products, you
should also refer to the help topic “Enabling Databases for OEO/OEA
Compatibility” if you have created, deleted, or renamed a dimension.

Note to administrators

As an administrator, it is your responsibility to maintain dimensions and
dimension values in your shared database. It is important to remember that
if you modify a dimension or dimension value (including creating or
deleting), and you want other users to be able to see the modification, you
must distribute the modified dimension or dimension value to the shared
database and to other users as described in Chapter 10, and in the online
help topic “Distributing Structures to Users”.
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Note to Budget workstation users

As a Budget workstation user, you can create and modify dimensions and
dimension values for your own personal use. You can modify dimensions
and dimension values that your administrator has created for you, but you
cannot save the modifications unless you assign a new name to the
modified dimension or dimension value, retaining the original. Also note
that you cannot submit data to the shared database if is associated with a
dimension or dimension value that you have created in your personal
database.

Suggested Ways to Define and Use
Dimensions
Introduction

When you create or modify a dimension, you can define the dimension as a
specific class by associating it with specific definition supports and objects.
There are four basic classes of dimensions that you can create. The
following sections describe these classes. The last section includes a table
of suggested properties that you should consider using when creating or
modifying dimensions.

Model dimensions

A model dimension is a dimension in which the interaction between the
dimension values requires complex calculations provided in an associated
model. For example, “Line Item” or “Account” would be model
dimensions. Typically, the values of this class of dimension need to be
treated differently when aggregating over other dimensions, such as Income
Statement and Balance Sheet items over the Time dimension. You can
build hierarchies for this class of dimension, but they would typically be
used only for drill down in reporting.

Hierarchical dimensions

A hierarchical dimension is a dimension in which the interaction between
the dimension values requires simple aggregation provided by a hierarchy;
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for example, “Organization” or “Product”. A hierarchical dimension’s
values are treated uniformly when aggregating over other dimensions such
as Time. A model would not be associated with this class of dimension.

Custom time dimensions

You can set up time periods using either the Standard Time dimension or
you can create a Custom Time dimension. In a Custom Time dimension,
you define values individually and you can create hierarchies to build
relationships.

Group attribute dimensions

Attributes establish relationships between values of two dimensions.
Typically the Grouping dimension of the attribute is used only in the
attributes and is not used to dimension any financial data items and
therefore requires no model or hierarchy objects to manipulate data.
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Suggested properties to assign when creating dimensions

The following table describes suggested dimension types, supports and
definition properties that you can use when defining each dimension class.

Dimension Class

Property Model
Dimension

Hierarchical
Dimension

Custom Time
Dimension

Attribute
Group

Dimension

Dimension
Type

Text Text Time Text

Dimension
Supports

Time
Aggregations
B/W Variance
Indicators
Maintaining
DBA Sort
Order

Maintaining
DBA Sort
Order

Maintaining
DBA Sort
Order

Maintaining
DBA Sort
Order

Defined by
Hierarchies

DBA
EveryOne
NoOne

DBA
EveryOne

DBA
EveryOne

NoOne

Defined by
Models

DBA
EveryOne

NoOne NoOne NoOne

Defined by
Attributes

DBA
EveryOne
NoOne

DBA
EveryOne

NoOne DBA
EveryOne
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Chapter 4

Financial  Data Items

Overview
Introduction

This chapter describes financial data items, which are used in Financial
Analyzer to store and calculate financial data.

Who should read this chapter

You need to know the information in this chapter if you are:

An Administrator who will be creating financial data items for your
own personal use and for distribution to other users on your system

A Budget workstation user who will be creating financial data items for
your own use as well as using financial data items that have been
distributed to you by your administrator

An Analyst workstation user who, although unable to create or maintain
financial data items, wishes to gain a basic understanding of financial
data items and their uses
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In this chapter

This chapter contains information about the following topics:

About Financial Data Items

Maintaining Financial Data Items

Handling Sparse Data

Copying, Changing, or Deleting Data in Financial Data Items

About Financial Data Items
Definition: Financial data items

Financial data items are database objects that are used to store or calculate
financial data values. There are two types of financial data items:

Stored financial data items, which are used to store values

Formula financial data items, which are used to calculate values

Stored financial data items

A stored financial data item can accept data in the following ways:

You can enter the data manually using a worksheet.

Worksheets are discussed in detail in Chapter 16 of this guide.

You can enter the data using a data loading program.

A data loading program reads in data and loads it into the appropriate
financial data items. Administrators use data loading programs to load
large amounts of data into the system at one time.

You can copy the data into one financial data item from another
financial data item.

Important: Dimension order in stored financial data items

When creating new stored financial data items, you must pay attention to
the order in which you select the dimensions that comprise the financial
data item. The first dimension you select will be the fastest varying
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dimension, and the last dimension you select will be the slowest varying
dimension. This is important because it affects the performance and storage
needs of the data base.

In typical databases, the following rules are suggested:

Time should be selected as the slowest varying dimension because
processes are run on selected time periods in a financial data item, as
opposed to all values of the time dimension.

Model dimensions should be selected as the fastest varying because
solve routine performance can be improved due to iteration that occurs
when solving models.

Example: Dimension order

In this example, the financial data item is created using the dimensions
Line, Product, Organization and Time. Because Line is a model dimension,
it is the fastest varying and therefore it is placed first in the financial data
item. Conversely, because Time is the slowest varying dimension, it is
placed last in the financial data item.
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Formula financial data items

A formula financial data item contains a formula that calculates values
based on the values of one or more stored financial data items. For
example, you could create a formula financial data item called Budget
Variance whose values reflect the difference between two stored financial
data items, Actuals and Budget.

The values of a formula financial data item are calculated and displayed
when you include the financial data item in a report or graph. Because the
values are based on another financial data item, whose values may change,
the values of a formula financial data item are not permanently stored in the
system. They are calculated based on their associated stored financial data
items each time you work with them.

Types of formula financial data items

There are two types of formula financial data items:

Manual – Where the financial data item's value is dynamically
calculated with a formula in which the data's dimensionality is specified
by the user

Automatic – Where the financial data item's value is dynamically
calculated with a formula in which the data's dimensionality is
automatically determined from a stored financial data item.

Example 1: Budget variance financial data item

In this example, the formula financial data item being created calculates the
variance between a financial data item called Budget and a financial data
item called Actuals. Both of these financial data items are dimensioned by
Time, Line and Organization.
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The formula (located in the “Formula” box in the following illustration) is:

(act-bud)*line.bw

where:

“act” is the object name of the financial data item “Actuals”

“bud” is the object name of the financial data item “Budget”

“line.bw” specifies the Line dimension, which includes a B/W Variance
Indicator. When you create a dimension that includes support for a B/W
Variance Indicator,  a .BW object is created in the database. Using
LINE.BW in the formula allows the signage of the variance to be
correctly displayed.
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The Budvar financial data item would appear in a report as shown below.
The negative variance that results from using line.bw in the formula is
displayed in parentheses.

Example 2: Calculating Line Item as a percentage of Revenue

In this example, the formula calculates every Line Item as a percentage of
the Revenue Line Item for the financial data item Actuals for every Time
and Organization.

The formula (located in the “Formula” box in the following illustration) is:

act/act(line'A4000')*100

where:

“act” is the object name for the financial data item “Actuals”

“line” is the internal identifier representing the Line dimension

“A4000” is the internal identifier representing the Revenue line item
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Thus, act(line'A4000') represents the Revenue line item for every
dimension that makes up the Actual financial data item.

The following report shows the results of this calculation.
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Maintaining Financial Data Items
Introduction

You can maintain financial data items in your personal database.
Maintaining includes creating, renaming, modifying, moving and deleting
financial data items.

Related Help topics:

Creating Financial Data Items

Renaming Financial Data Items

Moving Financial Data Items

Deleting Financial Data Items

If you have Oracle Express Analyzer or Oracle Express Objects installed
and you wish to enable your database for use with those products, you
should also refer to the help topic “Enabling Databases for OEO/OEA
Compatibility” if you have created, deleted, or renamed a financial data
item.

Note to administrators

As an administrator, it is your responsibility to maintain financial data
items  in your shared database. It is important to remember that if you
modify a financial data item (including creating or deleting), and you want
other users to be able to see the modification, you must distribute the
modified financial data item to the shared database and to other users as
described in Chapter 10, and in the online help topic “Distributing
Structures to Users”. Note that if you are redistributing an existing financial
data item for which you have modified sparse data handling, it may take a
while to process because the data within the financial data item has to be
reassigned in the database.
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Note to Budget workstation users

As a Budget workstation user, you can create and modify financial data
items for your own personal use. You can modify financial data items that
your administrator has created for you, but you cannot save the
modifications unless you assign a new name to the modified financial data
item, retaining the original. Also note that you cannot submit data to the
shared database if is associated with a financial data item that you have
created in your personal database.

Handling Sparse Data
Overview

When creating or maintaining financial data items,  you have the option to
change how Financial Analyzer handles sparse data. Changing the way
sparse data is handled can have a dramatic impact on the performance of
your database. Oracle recommends that you modify sparse data handling
only after careful analysis of the dimensions and financial data in your
database.

The following sections must be read by anyone who is considering
changing the definition of a financial data item to include handling of
sparse data. It is also important to read through the section in this chapter
regarding dimension order in stored financial data items.

Definition: Sparse data

Sparse data is when many data cells in a financial data item contain NA
values. For example, if a financial data item contains information that is
dimensioned by Product and Market, it is likely that the data will be sparse
because not all products will be sold in all markets.
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Reasons to modify sparse data handling

Reasons to change the way sparse data is handled on your system include:

You can reduce the amount of storage required for your database

You can improve data access time

You can improve data processing performance

Conversely, if you select a dimension for sparse data handling that is not
actually sparse, you may experience increased data access time and
decreased data processing performance.

Modifying sparse data handling

To modify the way that sparse data is handled, you access the Sparsity
dialog box from either the New Financial Data Item dialog box or the
Maintain Financial Data Item dialog box. In this dialog box, you select the
dimension or dimensions that you have determined are or will be sparsely
populated.

Related Help Topics:

Creating Financial Data Items

Setting Sparsity

Important note

If you are modifying sparse data handling for an existing financial data
item, it may take a while to process because the data within the financial
data item has to be reassigned in the database.
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Example: Changing sparse data handling

In this example:

The financial data item called “Budget” is dimensioned by Time, Line,
Product and Organization.

All Organizations have non-product specific data, but only the Sales
Organization has data for every product. Therefore, the data is sparse in
the Organization and Product dimensions.

The following report shows the Budget financial data item.

Note: When you modify sparsity, reports and worksheets do not change;
your NA values still appear. This report is shown to demonstrate the
concept of a sparsely populated dimension.
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If the financial data item in this example was created without changing how
sparsity is handled, all of the NA values would be stored in the database as
represented in the following illustration:
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If, however,  the dimensions Product and Organization were defined as
sparse dimensions when the financial data item was created , the NA values
would not be stored, as represented in the following illustration:
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To create a financial data item that handles sparse data, we would:

Step Action

1 Select Financial Data Item from the Maintain menu.

2 Choose the New button in the Maintain financial data item dialog box.

3 Create the new financial data item, following the rules for defining a financial
data item as described previously in this chapter (including taking into
account the order in which dimensions are selected).

The dialog box would appear as follows:

Note that the model dimension Line is listed first because it is the fastest
varying dimension, and Time, the slowest varying dimension, is last.

To change the sparsity handling, we would:

Step Action

1 In the Maintain Financial Data Item  dialog box, select the Sparsity button.

2 Select Product and Organization as sparse dimensions.

3 Choose the Set button to accept the changes.

Because Line is the fastest varying dimension, it is not selected for sparse
data handling.
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The Sparsity dialog box would appear as follows.

Copying, Changing, or Deleting Data in
Financial Data Items
The Copy Data feature

You can use the Copy Data feature to:

Copy data between financial data items

Increase or decrease numerical data in a financial data item

Delete data from a financial data item to conserve space in your
database

The Copy Data feature provides a quick way to populate new financial data
items using data from existing items, or to make broad changes to data in
existing financial data items.

The Copy Data feature can assist you in:

Creating a new budget based on the previous year’s budget data

Updating a budget to reflect a change in allocations

Generating multiple what-if scenarios from a single source
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Steps required to use Copy Data

Copying data requires the following steps:

Step Action

1 Specify both a source and target financial data item (data is copied from the
source item to the target item).

In some cases, the source and target items are different. For example, when
you are populating a new financial data item with data from an existing item.
In other cases, the source and target items are the same, such as when you
are altering the data within a single financial data item.

2 Specify the data that is to be copied.

You do this by choosing a set of dimension values for the source item and,
optionally, for the target item. You can select the same set of dimension
values for both the source and target items, or you can select one set of
values for the source item and a different set of values for the target item.

You can increase or decrease the data by a specific amount or percentage
when it is copied from the source to the target. Alternatively (when the
source and target are the same), you can set the data values to N/A,
effectively deleting the data from the financial data item.

Related Help topics:

Modifying Data in Financial Data Items

Setting Data to NA
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Example: Using Copy Data

In the following report, there are no data values for the first quarter of 1997
for the financial data item Budget.

In this example, we will use Copy Data to copy values for the first three
months of Actuals 1996 into the first three months of Budget for 1997.

First, open the Copy Data dialog box. It appears with no values selected as
shown here.
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Because we are copying  from Actuals, you select Actuals in the Select
Financial Data Source box.

Because we are copying  to Budget,  you select Budget in the Select
Financial Data Target box.

The next step is to select the data you want to copy. You can access the
Selector either by choosing the Source Status button or by double-clicking
on a box in the Source Dimension column. Select the time values Jan 1996,
Feb 1996, Mar 1996, the line value Total Assets, and the Organization
values Resource Rollup, Facilities Rollup, Machine Rollup, and Comp and
Comm Rollup.

After you are finished selecting data, click on the box in the Time row and
select Pick Both in the Set Options column.
The Target Status button becomes active.

Choose the Target Status button and select the time periods Jan 1997, Feb
1997, and Mar 1997 using the Selector. In the Change Target Data box,
choose None to copy the source data to the target with no change.  The
completed dialog box will look like the following example.
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Choose OK. The data is copied from the source financial data item to the
target item. The report now appears as shown in the following example.
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Chapter 5

Hierarchies

Overview
Introduction

This chapter describes how you can create and use hierarchies in the
Financial Analyzer environment.

Who should read this chapter

You need to know the information in this chapter if you are:

An Administrator who will be creating hierarchies for your own
personal use and for distribution to other users on your system

A Budget workstation user who will be creating hierarchies for your
own use as well as using hierarchies that have been distributed to you
by your administrator

An Analyst workstation user who, although unable to create or maintain
them, wishes to gain a basic understanding hierarchies and their uses

In this chapter

This chapter contains information about the following topics:

About Hierarchies

The Hierarchy Structure

Maintaining Hierarchies
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About Hierarchies
Definition: Hierarchies

Hierarchies are tree-like organizational structures that you can use to relate
the values of dimensions in your database. Hierarchies enable the data
associated with dimension values to be aggregated at various levels along
the structure. Dimensions that are associated with hierarchies in this way
are called embedded total dimensions because the levels of aggregation are
embedded in the dimension’s values. Typically, these dimensions include
Time, Product, and Organization, but you can define hierarchies for any
dimension in your system whose definition includes hierarchy support.

For more information about dimensions and dimension values, refer to
Chapter 3 of this guide.

The Hierarchy Structure
Typical structures

A typical hierarchy is organized in a tree-like structure with one value at
the top of the tree and multiple values branching out from the top.

The following illustration shows a typical hierarchy.

Top-Most
Value

Value Value

Value Value Value Value
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Parent and child values

 The relationships between the various values are referred to as though they
were part of a family tree. Each dimension value in a hierarchy (except the
top-most value) has a parent value, which is the value directly above it in
the structure. The dimension values directly below a parent are called its
children.

Children

Parent

Value Value

Value

Sibling values

Each parent value can have any number of children. Dimension values that
have the same parent are called siblings.

The following illustration shows siblings in a hierarchy.

Top-Most
Value

Value Value

Value ValueSiblings

Siblings

Value Value
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Descendant and ancestor values

Each child value can also have children of its own, and so on. Multiple
levels of dimension values that roll up to a common value are called
descendants of that value, and the value itself is known as the ancestor of
the descendent values.

Value Value

Descendants

Ancestor

Value Value

Value

Leaf values

In a hierarchy, any dimension value that has no children is called a leaf
dimension value.

Leaf dimension values are the only dimension values for which you can
input data for a hierarchy. The data for each non-leaf dimension value is
consolidated from its children.

Top-Most
Value

Value Value

Value ValueLeaf
Values

Value Value
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Example: Hierarchies

In this example, the diagram illustrates a sample hierarchy based on the
Organization dimension that reflects the structure of US Global Computers.
In this diagram:

All of the divisions (East, Central, West) at the bottom of the hierarchy
are leaf organizations, as are the values Support and Training.

Data for the Support, Consulting and Training divisions will roll up into
Sales data, and Resource, Manufacturing, Sales, and Finance data will
roll up into corporate data for US Global Computers.

US Global
Computers

Resources Manufacturing Finance

Support Consulting Training

East Central West

more.. more.. more..

Sales

Using dimension values in multiple hierarchies

Financial Analyzer supports multiple hierarchies; this means that you can
specify any number of hierarchies for rolling up data. For example, you
might want to define separate hierarchies for examining management and
functional data. In most hierarchies, any dimension value that is not the top-
most can have only one parent. However, if that dimension value belongs to
more than one hierarchy, it can have a different parent in each hierarchy.
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Example: Using dimension values in multiple hierarchies

In this example, there are two hierarchies, each representing a different type
of computer system.

The Sentinel Standard hierarchy contains the dimension values Monitor
and System Software

The Sentinel Multimedia hierarchy contains the dimension value
Fax/Modem, as well as Monitor and System Software

Sentinel
Standard

Sentinel
Multimedia

Fax/
Modem

System
Software

MonitorSystem
Software

Monitor

In the Selector, these would appear as separate product hierarchies that you
can choose from to use in a report or worksheet:
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Multiple top-level parents in the same hierarchy

You can also create a hierarchy that has more than one top-level parent.
Specifying a hierarchy with more than one top-level value can be useful
when working with time-related dimensions.

Example: Multiple top-level parents in the same hierarchy

In this example, 1995, 1996 and 1997 are top level parents in the
Application Time hierarchy.

1996

4Q96

3Q96

2Q96

1Q96

1997

4Q97

3Q97

2Q97

1Q97

1995

4Q95

3Q95

2Q95

1Q95

In the Selector, 1995, 1996 and 1997 appear as top level parents in the
Application Time hierarchy. Notice that these values are siblings, and there
are no higher level values than them in the hierarchy.
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Maintaining Hierarchies
Overview

The following sections briefly describe the tasks that you can perform to
maintain the hierarchies in your database. You can perform maintain tasks
on hierarchies that are part of your personal library.

Creating hierarchies

You can create new hierarchies for aggregating financial data. Creating a
hierarchy involves specifying:

The dimension values that the hierarchy is to organize

The position each dimension value is to occupy within the hierarchy

Related Help Topics:

Creating Hierarchies

Editing hierarchies

You can edit the structure of hierarchies that are part of your personal
library. When you create a hierarchy, you must edit it to specify the
organization of the dimension values that it includes. You can also edit
existing hierarchies to change their structure.

Editing a hierarchy structure can involve any of the following tasks:

Adding new dimension values to the hierarchy

Removing dimension values from the hierarchy

Changing the position of dimension values within the hierarchy

Related Help Topics:

Editing Hierarchies
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Renaming hierarchies

You can use the Maintain Hierarchy dialog box to access hierarchies that
are part of your personal library and modify their names. When you rename
a hierarchy, you do not change its structure.

Related Help Topics:

Renaming Hierarchies

Note: Using hierarchies in Oracle Express Objects or Oracle Express
Analyzer

If you have Oracle Express Analyzer or Oracle Express Objects installed
and you wish to enable your database for use with those products, you
should refer to the help topic “Enabling Databases for OEO/OEA
Compatibility” if you have created, deleted, renamed or edited a hierarchy.

Deleting hierarchies

You can use the Maintain Hierarchy dialog box to delete hierarchies that
are part of your personal library. Administrators can also delete hierarchies
from the shared database.

Related Help Topics:

Deleting Hierarchies

Note to administrators

As an administrator, it is your responsibility to maintain hierarchies in your
shared database. It is important to remember the following:

If you create, rename or delete a hierarchy in your shared database, in
order for other users to see this change, you must distribute the change
to them as described in Chapter 10, and in the online help topic
“Distributing Structures to Users”.

If you want to submit a hierarchy from the shared database that you
manage to a higher level shared database, you must first set the
operational mode to Administrator, as described in the online help topic
“Specifying the Operational Mode”.
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Note to Budget workstation users

As a Budget workstation user, you can create and modify hierarchies for
your own personal use. You can modify hierarchies that your administrator
has created for you, but you cannot save the modifications unless you
assign a new name to the modified hierarchy, retaining the original.
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Chapter 6

Working with Attributes

Overview
Introduction

This chapter describes how to create and work with attributes.

Who should read this chapter

You need to know the information in this chapter if you are:

An Administrator who will be creating attributes for your own personal
use and for distribution to other users on your system

A Budget workstation user who will be creating attributes for your own
use as well as using attributes that have been distributed to you by your
administrator

An Analyst workstation user who, although unable to create or maintain
them, wishes to gain a basic understanding of attributes and their uses

In this chapter

This chapter contains information about the following topics:

About Attributes

Attribute Types

Maintaining Attributes
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About Attributes
Definition: Attributes

As part of setting up your database, you can create database objects called
attributes. Attributes establish relationships between the values of two
dimensions in such a way that the values of one dimension (a grouping
dimension) can be used to group multiple values of the other dimension (a
base dimension). Each value of the grouping dimension serves as a
characteristic, or attribute, that applies to multiple values of the base
dimension.

Uses of attributes

Attributes are used to:

Facilitate the process of selecting data to use in reports, graphs, and
worksheets.

Make selecting related data easier, because you can choose any number
of values of the base dimension by specifying a single value of the
grouping dimension.

Eliminate the need to specify each value of the base dimension in a
separate operation when used to select data.

Attribute Types
Overview

Financial Analyzer supports the following types of attributes. These
attribute types are discussed in detail in the following sections.

Attribute Type Description

One-to-many Each base dimension value is related to multiple values of a
grouping dimension.

Many-to-many Multiple base dimension values can be related to multiple values of
a grouping dimension which enables you to view the same data in
multiple contexts.
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One-to-many attributes

One-to-many attributes:

Establish a relationship between the values of two dimensions where
each value of a grouping dimension is related to multiple values of a
base dimension.

Simplify the process of selecting data by enabling you to specify a
single value of the grouping dimension to select many values of the
base dimension.

Example: One-to-many attributes

In this example:

The Products shown are either workstations or components

The grouping dimension is called Unit Type

The grouping dimension value Workstation is related to the base
dimension values Sentinel Standard and Envoy Standard

The grouping dimension value Component is linked to the base
dimension values Monitor and Modem/Fax

You can select a subset of Products by specifying either Workstation or
Component

Unit Type Product

Base

Dimension

Values

Grouping

Dimension

Values

Workstation

Component
Envoy Standard

Sentinel Standard

Modem/Fax

Monitor

Figure 6.1 One-to-Many Attributes
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Many-to-many attributes

Many-to-many attributes:

Establish a relationship between the values of two dimensions where
multiple values of a grouping dimension are related to multiple values
of a base dimension.

Simplify the process of selecting data by enabling you to specify a
single value of the grouping dimension to select many values of the
base dimension, just as the one-to-many attribute does.

Provide an additional feature for refining your data selection; because
the base dimension values can be linked to multiple values of the
grouping dimension, the grouping dimension values provide a context
for selecting data.
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Example: Many-to-many attributes

In this example:

Various Products are displayed, along with possible types of monitors
available for each.

The grouping dimension is Monitor Type Availability.

The grouping dimension value VGA is linked to Sentinel Standard,
Sentinel  Multimedia, and Envoy Standard.

The grouping dimension value Super VGA is linked to Sentinel
Financial, Sentinel Multimedia and Envoy Standard.

The Products Sentinel Multimedia and Envoy Standard are related to
both types of Monitor Availability because they are available with
either VGA or Super VGA monitors.

You can select the value Sentinel Multimedia in terms of the context in
which you want to view or analyze it: as part of your VGA
workstations, or as part of your Super VGA workstations.

Monitor Type Availability Product

Base

Dimension

Values

Grouping

Dimension

Values

VGA

Super VGA

Envoy Standard

Sentinel Multimedia

Sentinel Financial

Sentinel Standard

Figure 6.2  Many-to-Many Attributes
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Maintaining Attributes
Creating attributes

Attributes are used to simplify the process of selecting related data.  You
can create attributes to group related data in many different ways, such as
by product type, time period or even user. For example, an administrator
could create an attribute called “BudgetWest” that includes all Budget
workstation users in the West division. The administrator could then
distribute data specific to Budget Workstation users in the West division,
without having to select them all individually.

The following sections briefly describe the tasks involved in creating
attributes in your database.

Establishing links between dimension values in attributes

Financial Analyzer enables you to:

Create links between the dimension values that are part of new
attributes you create.

Modify the links between dimension values of existing attributes that
are part of your personal library.

You create or modify the links between the dimension values of an attribute
by accessing the Edit Attribute dialog box. This dialog box changes
depending on whether the attribute you are editing is a one-to-many or a
many-to-many attribute.

Related Help Topics:

Creating a Many-to-Many Attribute

Creating a One-to-Many Attribute

Editing Many-to-Many Attributes

Editing a One-to-Many Attributes
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Example: Linking dimension values of one-to-many attributes

The following illustration shows an example of how the Edit Attribute
dialog box appears when you have linked each base dimension value to a
grouping value.

Refer to Figure 6.1 to see a graphical representation of this example.

Example: Linking dimension values of many-to-many attributes

  The following illustration shows an example of how the Edit Attribute
dialog box appears when you have established the links between the
base and grouping dimension values.

  

  Refer to Figure 6.2 to see a graphical representation of this example.
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Renaming attributes

You can use the Maintain Attribute dialog box to access attributes and
modify their names. When you rename an attribute, you do not change the
links between values of its base and grouping dimensions. You can only
rename attributes that belong to your personal library.

Related Help Topics:

Renaming Attributes

Deleting attributes

You can use the Maintain Attribute dialog box to access attributes and
delete them. You can only delete attributes that belong to your personal
library.

Related Help Topics:

Deleting Attributes

Note to administrators

As an administrator, it is your responsibility to maintain attributes in your
shared database. It is important to remember that if you modify an attribute
(including creating or deleting), and you want other users to be able to see
the modification, you must distribute the modified attribute to the shared
database and to other users as described in Chapter 10, and in the online
help topic “Distributing Structures to Users”.

Note to Budget workstation users

As a Budget workstation user, you can create and modify attributes for your
own personal use. You can modify attributes that your administrator has
created for you, but you cannot save the modifications unless you assign a
new name to the modified attribute, retaining the original.
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Chapter 7

The Selector

Overview
Introduction

This chapter describes how to use the Selector.

Who should read this chapter

All users of Financial Analyzer need to know the information contained in
this chapter.

In this chapter

This chapter contains information about the following topics:

About the Selector

Selecting Values

About the Selector
Definition: Selector

Enabling you to select the precise information that you want to work with is
a key feature of the Financial Analyzer software. Financial Analyzer
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provides a tool called the Selector to help you with your selection tasks.
The Selector:

Gives you flexible access to your data and to database objects that you
use in Financial Analyzer.

Provides a set of selection tools that enable you to easily select groups
of related data.

How to access the Selector

You interact with the Selector by accessing the Selector dialog box. You
can access the Selector dialog box in the following ways:

While working in a document, you can choose Selector from the Tools
menu or choose the Select button from the toolbar.

Note: If you are not currently working in a document, this menu item
is not available to you.

While working in a document, you can double click on one of the
document’s dimension tiles.

For information about dimension tiles and their use in reports, graphs,
and worksheets, refer to Chapters 13, 14, and 15 of this guide.

Many Financial Analyzer dialog boxes contain a Select or Select
Status button or a set of dimension tiles that you can click on to access
the Selector.

Selecting Values
Moving values

When you work in the Selector dialog box, your focus should be on placing
the values you want to work with into the Selected box. The values that
appear in the Selected box when you choose OK to leave the Selector
dialog box are those that are included in the document you are working in,
or are used in the hierarchy you are currently editing, and so on.

After accessing the Selector dialog box, use one of the methods in the
Select By box to add values to the Selected box. If the Selected box
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contains values that you want to remove from the box, you can select them
and use the Remove button to move them back into the Available box.

It is also important to understand that the Selector dialog box provides
dimensions and hierarchies from which you can select values based on your
current Financial Analyzer context.

Selecting hierarchical values

If you want to display values as they relate to a hierarchy, you must select
the hierarchy from the Hierarchy box. If you do not select a hierarchy, you
will not be able to drill through data in reports and worksheets as described
in Chapters 13 and 15 respectively.

Maximum amount of selectable values

When selecting values to include in a document, note that you cannot select
more than 5000 values for an across or down edge.

Example 1: Accessing the Selector from a tile

The following report contains a dimension tile labeled “Organization”.

Organization Tile
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The following illustration displays the Selector dialog box after it has been
accessed by double clicking on the report’s Organization tile. The report
also contains the Time, Line, and FinData dimensions. You can see that the
Dimensions box gives you access to all of the dimensions in the report.

The Organization dimension is the currently selected dimension, because it
was used to access the Selector dialog box. You can select any of the
dimensions in the Dimensions box and select values from it to include in
the report. However, you cannot access any dimension that is not part of the
report’s current context.
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Example 2: Accessing the Selector from a button

In this example, the Selector is accessed by clicking the Time tile in the
Copy Data dialog box.

Time
Tile

When the Selector opens, it appears as follows:
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You can see that the Selector dialog box provides no access to other
dimensions. It enables you to modify the dimension values of the Time
dimension only because that is the context in which you accessed the
Selector.

Selectable objects

Depending on your current context when you access the Selector dialog
box, you can select:

Values for one or more dimensions

Dimension values associated with one or more financial data items

Dimension values associated with one or more hierarchies

Selector tools

Using the options in the Select By box and the group of selection tools, you
can select values in several ways. You can:

Manually select particular values from a list of available values

Select all values of a dimension

Select values that match an attribute that you specify

Select values based on their hierarchical relationship

Select values that match characters that you specify

Select values that meet specific numerical exception criteria that you
specify

Select values that meet specific variable exception criteria that you
specify

Select values within a top and bottom range that you specify

Select values and then name and save that selection for future use

Related Help Topics:

Selecting Data
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Chapter 8

Modeling Data

Overview
Introduction

This chapter describes how to create and use models.

Who should read this chapter

You need to know the information in this chapter if you are:

An Administrator who will be creating and maintaining models for your
own personal use and for distribution to other users on your system

A Budget workstation user who will be creating and maintaining
models for your own use as well as using models that have been
distributed to you by your administrator

An Analyst workstation user who needs a basic understanding of
models and their uses

In this chapter

This chapter contains information about the following topics:

About Models

Examples of Models

Maintaining Models

Modeling Functions
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Examples of Modeling Functions

Specifying Model Options

About Models
Definition: Models

Models are sets of up to 8,000 interrelated equations that can be used to
calculate new data values. They can also be used in worksheets for
performing what-if analyses. Models are:

Database objects that you create and maintain

Separate from the financial data items whose data they calculate

The same model can be used to calculate data for multiple financial data
items, as long as they have the same dimensions. To use a model to
calculate new data for a financial data item, you associate the model with
the financial data item using a solve definition. You then run the solve
definition to calculate the data. Refer to Chapter 9 for information on solve
definitions.

Using models to manage financial data

Financial Analyzer models can be used to manage a wide range of financial
data management issues including:

Simple relationships between dimension values

Complex reference calls involving data stored in separate data cubes

Simultaneous equations where the sequence of multiple calculations is
essential to deriving the desired results.
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Examples of Models
Introduction

Typically, models are used to derive Line Item (or Account) values.  The
following examples are provided to give you an idea of some of the basic
uses of the Financial Analyzer models.

Example 1: Generating basic revenue and expense values

Revenue and expense line items which are commonly derived include:

Gross Sales

Cost of Goods Sold

Gross Profit

Line items not stored in the general ledger or reflected in the standard
income statement are often used as the basis for some of these calculations
and may be calculations themselves.  Here are some examples.

Cost of Goods Sold = Unit Volume * Unit Cost

Gross Sales = Unit Volume * Unit Price

Net Sales Revenue = Gross Sales - (Sales Discount +
Sales Return)

Gross Profit = Net Sales Revenue - Total Cost of Goods
Sold

Unit Volume = LAG (Unit Volume, 12, TIME) * 1.05 * (1 
+ LAGPCT (Advertising Expense, 12, TIME) / 100)

Average Sales Price = Gross Sales / Unit Volume

Gross Profit Percentage = Gross Profit / Total Revenue 
* 100

In this example, Unit Volume, Unit Price, Unit Cost, Sales Discounts and
Sales Returns are input values. The Unit Volume equation is based on the
previous year’s Unit Volume value.
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The combination of these and other equations is referred to as a model.  By
applying this model to financial data, these equations are calculated and the
resulting figures are available for review, publishing, or further analysis.

Example 2: Modeling employee headcount

One use of models within organizations with many employees is the
modeling of number of employees, or headcount.  In organizations where
compensation expenses accounts for a large percentage of total operating
expenses, effectively budgeting and planning the compensation expense
line items through headcount modeling provides significant level of cost
controls.

This example shows some options for modeling consulting employee
headcount and related revenue.

Monthly Revenue = n * Billing Rate * Billability 
Percentage/100

Monthly Margin = Monthly Revenue - (Average Salary / 
12)

Consulting Revenue = Monthly Revenue at Job Grade A * 
(Number of EEs at Job Grade A + Monthly Revenue at 
Job Grade B * Number of EEs at Job Grade B + ... 
Monthly Revenue at Job Grade J * Number of EEs at 
Job Grade J)

In this example, analysts can vary the Billing Rate, Billibility, or number
(n) of employees (EEs) at each Job Grade (V.P., Director, Senior
Consultant, etc.). They can then apply the model and see the impact of that
change on overall corporate Consulting Revenue.

Example 3: Top down expense allocation based on prior year data

This sample model calculates the proportion of Advertising Expenses to
Marketing Expenses from last year as a means of allocating the targeted,
annual budget amount that was entered into Marketing Expense on the
worksheet.  This is an example of top/down budgeting with models that
spread higher level values to the detail based on historical ratios.  This
same approach will work for time, org and all other dimensions.  In this
example, Marketing Expenses (MKTEXP) consists of Advertising and
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Selling Expenses.  The following table describes the steps taken to create
the model.

Step Action

1 Create a financial data item formula called  Budref.

2 Equate the formula for Budref to the Budget as follows:

Budref = Budget

3 Create a worksheet that allows you to enter into Budget the high level
numbers you want to spread (for example, Marketing Expenses, Sales,
Operating Expenses).

4 Enter the numbers you want to budget into that worksheet

5 Create a model called Allocate Lines Based On Last Year.

6 Write the model equations for the Advertising and Selling Expense line items
as follows:
Advert = lastyear(line 'Advert')/lastyear(line
'MKTEXP') * budref(line 'MKTEXP')

Sellexp = lastyear(line
'Sellexp')/lastyear(line 'MKTEXP') *
budref(line 'MKTEXP')

(Note: The item “lastyear” represents a financial data item that contains last
year’s data.)

Maintaining Models
Creating models

You create new models by choosing options in the New dialog box. You
can create entirely new models, or you can create models based on existing
ones. Typically, administrators create and distribute the basic line item
models for their groups.
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Basic steps for creating models

Creating a model is a process that includes the following basic tasks:

Task Description

1 Create and name the database object that stores the model definition.

2 Specify the financial data item or items whose data the model will calculate.

3 Define equations and associate them with the values of the financial data
item’s dimensions.

4 Specify model options that determine the processing order for simultaneous
equations, if necessary.

5 Compile and save the model.

Related Help Topics:

Creating Models

Specifying Model Options

Modifying model equations

You can edit existing models to change the equations that are associated
with their dimension values.

Before modifying a model, you can view the equations that are associated
with each value of its base dimension by selecting the model and choosing
Edit in the Maintain Model dialog box.

Related Help Topics:

Defining Equations for Dimension Values

Compiling and saving models

When you have created the model, you must compile and save it. You can
then include the compiled model as part of solve and group solve
definitions and apply it to worksheet data.

Related Help Topics:

Creating Models
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Renaming models

You can use the Maintain Model dialog box to access a model you have
created and modify its name. When you rename a model, you do not
change its underlying structure.

Related Help Topics:

Renaming Models

Moving models

You can move models in your personal library to change their position in
choice lists. You may want to change the position of a model in a choice
list to make it easier to find and select.

Related Help Topics:

Moving Models

Deleting models

You can use the Maintain Model dialog box to access and delete models
that you have created.

Related Help Topics:

Deleting Models

Note to administrators

As an administrator, it is your responsibility to maintain the models in your
shared database. It is important to remember that if you modify a model
(including creating or deleting), and you want other users to be able to see
the modification, you must distribute the modified model to the shared
database and to other users as described in Chapter 10, and in the online
help topic “Distributing Structures to Users”.
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Note to Budget workstation users

As a Budget workstation user, you can create and modify models for your
own personal use. You can modify models that your administrator has
created for you, but you cannot save the modifications unless you assign a
new name to the modified model, retaining the original.

Modeling Functions
Uses for functions

Financial Analyzer has many functions you can use to make calculations
and analyze data. You can use functions to perform the following tasks:

Calculate totals and moving totals, averages and moving averages

Reference values from different time periods or derive data based on
other line item values

Compute logs, square roots, absolute values, and random numbers

Calculate statistical and financial functions

To use a function, you type its name and, in parentheses, some additional
information. Each piece of information needed by a function is called an
argument.

Related Information:

For complete descriptions of modeling functions, refer to the Oracle
Express Language Reference Manual or the Oracle Express Language
online help.
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Types of functions

Financial Analyzer includes the following types of numeric functions.

Type of
Function

Description

Advanced
Mathematical

Functions that perform advanced mathematical calculations.

Time-Series Functions that retrieve values from a previous or future time period
and perform calculations on those values.

Financial Functions that perform calculations for financial analysis.

Aggregation Functions that return an aggregate value, generally consisting of a
single value for many values of the input expression.

Each of these function types is described in the following sections.

Advanced mathematical functions

Advanced mathematical functions operate on each dimension in the
expression. The dimensions of the result are the union of the dimensions of
the inputs. The following table describes these functions.

Function Calculation

ABS Calculates an absolute value

INTPART Calculates the integer part of a value

LOG Calculates the natural logarithm

LOG10 Calculates the logarithm base 10

MAX Calculates the maximum between 2 expressions

MIN Calculates the minimum between 2 expressions

RANDOM Calculates a random number

REM Calculates the remainder after a division

SQRT Calculates the square root

Most advanced mathematical functions operate on a single numeric
variable, but the MAX and MIN functions make comparisons between the
values of two variables. For dimensioned variables, the MAX and MIN
functions compare each value of one variable with the corresponding value
of the other variable.
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Time–series functions

The time–series functions retrieve and perform calculations on values from
a previous or future time period. The following table describes these
functions.

Function Calculation

CUMSUM Calculates cumulative sums over time

LAG Calculates the value for a previous time period

LAGABSPCT Calculates the percent difference between current and
previous values and indicates the direction of change

LAGDIF Calculates the difference between current and previous
values

LAGPCT Calculates the percent difference between current and
previous values

LEAD Calculates the value for a subsequent time period

MOVINGAVERAGE Calculates a series of averages over time

MOVINGMAX Returns a series of maximum values over time

MOVINGMIN Returns a series of minimum values over time

MOVINGTOTAL Calculates a series of totals over time

The data you retrieve with a time-series function is usually dimensioned by
a time dimension, such as MONTH, PERIOD, or YEAR. LAG and LEAD
actually can retrieve data of any type, but the other time–series functions
handle numeric data only.

The LAG, LAGDIF, LAGPCT, LAGABSPCT, and LEAD functions let
you compare data for the time dimension values in the current status with
data from a previous or future time period. You specify the data expression
you want to analyze, the number of time periods the function should go
back or forward for the comparison, and the time dimension. LAG and
LEAD simply return the past or future value.

The LAGDIF and LAGPCT functions make the most commonly used types
of comparisons, that is, the difference and the percent difference, between
the current data and the comparison value.
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The moving functions (such as MOVINGTOTAL or MOVINGMAX)
return a value for each time period in the status of a time dimension. The
value is based on the data for a range of time periods that precede, include,
or follow the period for which the value is being calculated. The range is
always relative to the current period, so the range is always moving forward
as you process each time value in the current status.

Financial functions

The financial functions provide standard calculations needed for financial
analysis. The following table describes these functions.

Function Calculation

DEPRDECL Calculates declining–balance depreciation

DEPRSL Calculates straight-line depreciation

DEPRSOYD Calculates sum-of-year’s-digits depreciation

FINTSCHED Calculates the interest on a series of fixed-rate installment loans

FPMTSCHED Calculates payments for a series of fixed-rate installment loans

IRR Calculates the internal rate of return for a stream of cash flows

NPV Calculates the net present value of a stream of cash flows
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Aggregation functions

Functions that return an aggregate value ordinarily return one value for
many values of the input expression. The following table describes these
functions.

Function Calculation

ANY Tests if any values match a criterion (returns Boolean result)

AVERAGE Calculates an average value

COUNT Counts values that match a criterion

EVERY Tests if every value matches a criterion (returns Boolean result)

LARGEST Calculates the largest value

NONE Tests if no value matches a criterion (returns Boolean result)

SMALLEST Calculates the smallest value

STDDEV Calculates the standard deviation using N–1

TALLY Counts the number of dimension values corresponding to related
dimension values

TCONVERT Aggregates or allocates data based on time periods

TOTAL Calculates a total value

Examples of Modeling Functions
Example 1: Using the LEAD function

The LEAD function retrieves values from a subsequent time period.  A
model equation can refer to data from a subsequent time period by
incorporating the LEAD command in the equations.  For example, if
December’s budgeted Plant & Equipment asset balance has been
determined, September’s budgeted amount may be derived based on that
year end balance as shown here.

P&E = LEAD(P&E, 3, TIME) * .90

Example 2: Using the LAG function

The LAG function retrieves data from a previous time period.  A model
equation can refer to data from a previous time period by incorporating
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the LAG command in the equation.  When working with budget data, you
can derive a month’s revenue based on the prior month’s estimate.  For
example:

REVENUE = LAG(REVENUE, 1, TIME) * 1.05

Example 3: Using the LAGDIF function

The LAGDIF function calculates the difference between current and
previous values.  When the difference between two values is useful in
deriving a value, this function can be incorporated into the model
equation.  For instance, in statement of cash flow balances, net change in
accounts receivable can be quickly calculated using the LAGDIF
function.  In the example below, the end of year balances are compared
(lag one year time period).

AR.CHG = LAGDIF(ACCTS.REC, 1, TIME)

Example 4: Using the LAGPCT function

The LAGPCT function calculates the percent difference between current
and previous values.  The percent difference calculation is often
referenced in deriving budget, forecast and plan data as well as when
creating key indicators for tracking performance growth.  In the example
below, Computer Expense is tied to Employee Headcount totals.  Here,
monthly Computer Expense is budgeted based on last month’s Computer
Expense, multiplied by the increase/decrease in Headcount from the
previous month.

CMPTR = LAG(CMPTR, 1, TIME) * (LAGPCT(HEADCOUNT, 1,
TIME) + 1)
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Example 5: Using the MOVINGAVERAGE function

The MOVINGAVERAGE (abbreviated MVAVG) function computes a
series of averages over time or over another dimension. This function may
be used to maintain a three-month moving average balance on inventory, as
calculated in the following example.

INV.MAVG = MVAVG(INVENTORY, -2, 0, 1, TIME)

Example 6: Using the MOVINGTOTAL function

The MOVINGTOTAL function  (abbreviated MVTOT) computes a series
of totals, usually over time, but can also be used over another dimension.
Asset management may require monitoring Property Plant and Equipment
in six-month moving totals.  For example:

PPE.MVTOT = MVTOT(PP&E, -5, 0, 1, TIME)

Example 7: Using conditions

Model equations may be used to derive data based on certain conditions.
For example, the TAX line item may be calculated based on SALES -
EXPENSE and a TAXRATE, where, if the result is negative, the tax is
zero.

TAX = IF SALES - EXPENSE GT 0 THEN (SALES - EXPENSE) *
TAXRATE ELSE 0
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Specifying Model Options
Using the Model Options dialog box

When you create a model, you can control how simultaneous equations are
solved by selecting options in the Model Options dialog box. A
simultaneous equation occurs when an equation in a model indirectly
depends on itself as the result of the dependencies among other equations in
the model. A dependency occurs when the expression on the right-hand
side of the equal sign in one equation refers to the assignment target of
another equation.

The model options enable you to specify:

The solution method to use

The factors to use in testing for convergence and divergence

The maximum number of iterations to perform

The action to take if an equation diverges or fails to converge

Related Help Topics:

Specifying Model Options

Modifying model option selections

If you modify the equations associated with a model, you may need to
modify the option selections that govern how simultaneous equations are
solved.  You can only modify model option selections for models that
belong to your personal library.

Related Help Topics:

Specifying Model Options
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Chapter 9

Solving Data

Overview
Introduction

This chapter describes how to solve data.

Who should read this chapter

You need to know the information in this chapter if you are:

An Administrator who will be creating and maintaining solve
definitions for your own personal use and for distribution to other users
on your system

A Budget workstation user who will be creating and maintaining solve
definitions for your own use as well as using solve definitions that have
been distributed to you by your administrator

An Analyst workstation user who, although unable to create, modify, or
run solve definitions, wishes to gain a basic understanding of solve
definitions and their uses

In this chapter

This chapter contains information about the following topics:

About Solving Data

Working with Solve Definitions
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Using Solve Definitions

Working with Group Solve Definitions

About Solving Data
Definition: Solving data

If there have been edits made to data that is related to dimension values in
the database, you must solve the data to ensure that it is current. When you
solve data associated with a particular financial data item, Financial
Analyzer performs calculations and aggregates the data along hierarchies,
according to settings that you specify using models. (Models are described
in detail in Chapter 8.)

Reasons to solve data

You need to solve the data in a financial data item after you have performed
any of the following actions that affect it:

Changing or adding an equation in a model for a line item associated
with the financial data item

Changing the aggregation type of a line item dimension associated with
the financial data item

Changing or adding a hierarchy for a dimension associated with the
financial data item

Adding new time periods to your database

Adding new dimensions to your database

Adding new financial data items to your database

Changing the current time period for your database

Refreshing the financial data item after adding new data

Entering or changing data for the financial data item through either of
the following means:

A worksheet

The Copy Data feature
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Solve definitions

The basic mechanism for solving data is called a solve definition. Solve
definitions enable you to:

Associate up to 50 stored financial data items with related dimension
hierarchies for the purpose of aggregating data

Associate up to 50 stored financial data items with sets of interrelated
equations called models, for the purpose of calculating new data

Use both models and hierarchies in combination with the same financial
data item so you can calculate new data for that item and aggregate it
along a hierarchy or hierarchies

Solving versus recalculating data

In the discussion of worksheets in this manual (Chapter 15), you will read
about recalculating data. Solving data is different than recalculating data
because solves are performed on models, which are defined using specific
financial data items. When a solve is performed, it is performed for all
financial data items in the model. When  you recalculate data, the
recalculation is performed only on the dimensions currently in status in the
worksheet.

Group solve definitions

Financial Analyzer also provides a mechanism for solving large quantities
of data in multiple financial data items, called a group solve definition.
Group solve definitions:

Enable you to combine up to 37 solve definitions and run them in a
particular order to calculate and aggregate data for any number of
financial data items

Are useful for performing complex sets of calculations that need to be
completed on a periodic basis
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Note: Stored financial data items

Because solve and group solve definitions perform calculations or
aggregations on actual stored data values, you can run them only on stored
financial data items. You cannot run solve or group solve definitions on
formula financial data items because formula financial data items contain
no actual data values.

For detailed information about hierarchies, refer to Chapter 5 of this guide.
For information about financial data items, see Chapter 4.

Working with Solve Definitions
Introduction

A solve definition is an Financial Analyzer tool that enables you to define a
context for calculating new data for a financial data item. The elements that
can make up a solve definition are models, hierarchies, and financial data
items.

Combining elements of solve definitions

You can combine the elements of a solve definition in the following ways:

You can specify a hierarchy and a financial data item.

When you run the solve definition, the stored values of the base
financial data item are aggregated along the hierarchy, calculating new
values for related financial data items.

You can specify a model and a financial data item.

When you run the solve definition, the model calculates new values for
the financial data item.

You can specify a hierarchy, a model, and a financial data item.

When you run the solve definition, the model calculates new values for
the financial data item. Financial Analyzer then aggregates the new
values into the financial data items along the selected hierarchy.
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Zero values in financial data items

When creating formulas for solve definitions, remember that zero values
entered into financial data items are stored in the database as NA values.
Zero values entered into financial data items through a data reader are
stored as zeros. This can affect the results of calculations in which use zero
values.

Using Solve Definitions
Maintaining solve definitions

You can create solve definitions and maintain those that you have created
using the Solve Definition dialog box. Maintenance tasks include creating,
renaming, moving, and deleting.

Related Help Topic:

Creating Solve Definitions

Renaming solve Definitions

Moving Solve Definitions

Deleting Solve Definitions

Using solve definitions to calculate new data

When you need to calculate or aggregate new data for financial data items
in your database, you can solve that data by running a solve definition.
Both Administrators and Budget workstation users can manually run solve
definitions. Administrators can also set them up to run automatically when
users input new values to the shared database; this is called setting up a
profile to solve.

Note that when an Administrator Workstation is running in administrator
mode,  solve definitions are submitted to the task processor because the
solve is being run on data in the shared database.
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Related Help Topics:

Running Solve Definitions to Calculate New Data

Specifying the Operational Mode

Setting up a solve profile

The Profile to Solve feature, which is reserved for administrators, lets you
solve the data for a financial data item whenever a user submits data
associated with that financial data item to the shared database.

Setting up a Profile to Solve requires the following three steps:

Step Action

1 Associate a solve definition (or group solve definition) with a financial data
item.

2 Define a solve profile and associate it with both the solve definition and
financial data item.

3 Distribute all three structures to the shared database.

After you distribute the solve profile, each time a Budget workstation user
submits data (or the case of an Analyst workstation user, saves data),  for
the financial data item associated with the solve profile, the software
automatically initiates the appropriate solve definition or group solve
definition to recalculate the data.

Related Help Topics:

Creating Financial Data Items

Creating Solve Definitions

Distributing Structures to Users

Note to administrators

As an administrator, it is your responsibility to maintain solve definitions in
your shared database. It is important to remember that if you modify a solve
definition (including creating or deleting), and you want other users to be
able to see the modification, you must distribute the modified solve
definition to the shared database and to other users as described in Chapter
10, and in the online help topic “Distributing Structures to Users”.
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Note to Budget workstation users

As a Budget workstation user, you can create and modify solve definitions
for your own personal use. You can modify solve definitions that your
administrator has created for you, but you cannot save the modifications
unless you assign a new name to the modified solve definition, retaining the
original.

Working with Group Solve Definitions
Introduction

A group solve definition enables you to combine multiple solve definitions
to solve large amounts of data at one time. You can set up and use group
solve definitions to solve all of the financial data items that are affected by
a particular occurrence in your business cycle.

Maintaining group solve definitions

You can create new group solve definitions or maintain those that you have
created using the Group Solve Definition dialog box. Maintenance tasks
include creating, renaming, moving, and deleting.

Related Help Topic:

Creating Group Solve Definitions

Renaming Group Solve Definitions

Moving Group Solve Definitions

Deleting Group Solve Definitions

Using group solve definitions to calculate new data

When you need to calculate or aggregate new data for a group of financial
data items in your database, you can solve that data by running a group
solve definition.

Note that when an Administrator Workstation is running in administrator
mode, group solve definitions are submitted to the task processor because
the group solve is being run on data in the shared database.
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Related Help Topic:

Running Group Solve Definitions to Calculate new Data

Specifying the Operational Mode

Note to administrators

As an administrator, it is your responsibility to maintain group solve
definitions in your shared database. It is important to remember that if you
modify a group solve definition (including creating or deleting), and you
want other users to be able to see the modification, you must distribute the
modified group solve definition to the shared database and to other users as
described in Chapter 10, and in the online help topic “Distributing
Structures to Users”.

Note to Budget workstation users

As a Budget workstation user, you can create and modify group solve
definitions for your own personal use. You can modify group solve
definitions that your administrator has created for you, but you cannot save
the modifications unless you assign a new name to the modified group
solve definition, retaining the original.
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Chapter 10

Transferring Data

Overview
Introduction

This chapter describes how data and structures are transferred throughout
Financial Analyzer.

Who should read this chapter

The following table describes types of users and the information in this
chapter they should know:

If you are... Then you need to know about...

An administrator The Data Transfer Process
Distributing Structures
Distributing Data
Submitting Data From Administrator Workstations
Refreshing Administrator Workstations

A Budget workstation user The Data Transfer Process
Submitting Data From Budget Workstations
Refreshing Budget Workstations

An Analyst workstation
user

The Data Transfer Process
Saving Data From Analyst Workstations
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In this chapter

This chapter contains information about the following topics:

About Transferring Information

How Information Flows

Administrator Distribution Tasks

Processing Distribution Tasks

Submitting Data From Administrator Workstations

Submitting Data From Budget Workstations

Saving Data from Analyst Workstations

About Refreshing

Refreshing Analyst Workstations

Refreshing Budget Workstations

Refreshing Administrator Workstations
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About Transferring Information
Methods of transferring information

The following table describes the methods of transferring information that
are described in this chapter.

Method of
Transfer

Description

Distribute
Structures

Enables administrators (including the system’s super
administrator)  to transfer database objects to their users.

Distribute Data Enables administrators (including the system’s super
administrator)  to transfer data to their users.

Refresh
Structures

Enables users  to incorporate database objects distributed to them
by their administrators.

Refresh Data Enables users to update the data that they view or use with the
most current version of that data from the shared database.

Submit Data Enables administrators and Budget workstation users to contribute
data to the shared database.
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How information is transferred

The following table describes the process of how data and structures move
through the system as well as related on-line help topics that provide step-
by-step instructions for performing each task.

Step Action Related Help Topic

1 The super administrator of a system creates a
set of database objects.

Creating Dimensions
Creating Dimension
Values
Creating Hierarchies
Creating Models
Creating Worksheets
Creating Reports
Creating Graphs

2 The super administrator distributes the
database objects to the users that he or she
supports.

Distributing Structures
to Users

3 Budget workstation users in the level
immediately below the super administrator
incorporate those structures into their personal
databases.

Refreshing Data
Structures

4 Budget workstation users perform data entry
and run calculations on the data they enter to
create new data.

Entering Data
Modifying Data in
Financial Data Items
Creating Models

5 Budget workstation users use a process called
Submit Data to contribute the data they have
created back up to the super administrator’s
shared database.

Submitting Data from
Budget Workstations

6 Once the data is in the shared database, it is
available to Analyst workstation users, other
Budget workstation users, and administrators to
whom the super administrator has distributed
the appropriate objects. These users run the
Refresh Data process to access the data.

Refreshing Data
Structures
Refreshing Data
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How Information Flows
Data flow

The Financial Analyzer system usually has a multi-layered, or tiered,
structure that follows the reporting structure of the organization or group of
organizations that it supports. Data flows both upward and downward
through this system in a specific, controlled manner, which enables
administrators to ensure the integrity of the data at each level and to know
that the users they support have access to the appropriate data.

If you are an Administrator, it is key to understand that to make data
available to users you must give those users access to the objects in the
shared database that structure the data. When you distribute objects to a
user, you by default provide read and write access to the data referenced by
those objects.

Structure flow

Database objects (often called structures) always flow downward through
the levels of the tiered structure. The super administrator, who occupies the
top-most level of the structure, creates database objects based on the needs
of the organization or organizations that the system is intended to support
and makes them available to users in the next level of the structure. The
super administrator accomplishes this by distributing the objects to the
shared database that he or she maintains and to the appropriate users that he
or she supports.
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Information flow in a tiered environment

The following figure shows how information flows in an installation that
uses a tiered architecture.

Super
Administrator
Workstation

Analyst
Workstation

Budget
Workstation

Administrator
Workstation

Analyst
Workstation

Budget
Workstation

Administrator
Workstation

= Financial Data
= Database Structures

More...

This illustration shows how financial data (represented by the dotted line) is
submitted and distributed and thus flows both up and down through the
tiered architecture. Database structures, however,  (represented by the solid
line) are distributed from administrators to users, and thus only flow down
through the tiered architecture. This process is handled by administrator
workstations and allows data that originates at one level of the tiered
structure to be passed to other tiers.

Transferring data to and from the shared database

Data contributed by Budget and Analyst workstation users is sent to the
shared database via the task processor. Once it has been processed, other
users associated with that shared database can refresh their view of the
shared database to see the new data. They can then can work with this data
and generate additional data based on any tier-specific objects that their
administrator created and distributed to them. They can then use the Submit
Data process to contribute any new data they have created to their
administrator’s shared database, making it available to other users in the
same tier they occupy. Likewise, their administrator can also use the
Submit Data process to contribute relevant data that has meaning to both
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levels of the reporting structure back up to his or her administrator’s shared
database, at the tier above.

In this way, each tier in the multi-tiered system can access database objects
and related data from the level immediately above, and they can contribute
data back, if it is related to objects relevant to both tiers. The process is
monitored and controlled by the administrator at each level, who maintains
the shared database for the users at the level below. The administrator at
each level of the reporting structure acts as a sort of gate keeper, letting the
appropriate information flow upward and downward through the system.

Administrator Distribution Tasks
Introduction

The following sections discuss Financial Analyzer’s Distribution feature
and explain how administrators distribute database objects and data to users
that they support.

What is distribution?

In order to give a user access to data in the shared database that you
maintain, you must first provide access to the database objects that
reference that data. The process you use to provide access to objects in your
shared database is called distribution.

Distributable objects

The objects that you can distribute to your users include:

Dimensions

Dimension values

Financial data items

Hierarchies

Documents (reports, graphs and worksheets)

Models
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Attributes

Folders

You can also distribute data associated with objects to users.

To whom do you distribute?

You can distribute objects and data:

To Analyst and Budget workstations in the tier immediately below you
in a multiple-tier environment

To Administrator workstations in the tier immediately below you in a
multiple-tier environment

From your personal database to the shared database that you maintain.

It is your responsibility as an administrator to distribute the appropriate
objects and data to each user based on which slices of data each user needs
to access to in order to carry out his or her work.

Important Note: Verify your data and structures before distributing

As an administrator, you must remember that everything you distribute is
distributed from your personal database. This means if you have incorrect
data or outdated structures in your personal database, you will be
distributing these to users or even the shared database, overwriting any
existing data or structures that might be correct. Always ensure that your
data is current and correct before distributing it to other users.

When do you distribute?

The following list outlines some of the conditions under which you would
need to process a distribution to your shared database and to users you
support:

You have created a new database object for one or more of your users.

You have modified an existing database object, to which one or more of
your users currently has access.

 It is important to ensure that users have immediate access to new
versions of objects that they use because, if there is a discrepancy
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between the version of an object they are working with and the version
that is currently resident in your shared database, they will be unable to
contribute any data they develop based on that object to the shared
database.

You need to delete an object from the shared database and remove
access to it from one or more users.

One or more new users needs access to objects in the shared database.

You need to provide one or more users with access to additional
objects, to which they previously did not have access.

You have modified or created new data that is associated with a
structure that users already have access to.

Distributing data

 Administrators can distribute slices of data from their personal database to
either their shared database, or to subordinate workstations.

Note that you can only distribute data slices associated with Financial Data
Items that have been defined as distributable in the Maintain Financial Data
Item dialog box.

Note: Running the task processor

After you specify data for distribution, you must run the Task Processor to
complete the distribution. Then, each Budget workstation user must refresh
his or her personal database in order to incorporate the changed data.
Analyst workstation users must refresh their view of the shared database to
see the new data.

Related Help Topics:

Distributing Data

Creating Financial Data Items

Distributing structures

As an administrator you need to distribute database structures to your users
periodically to ensure that they have appropriate access to data in the shared
database.
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Distributing structures involves selecting the items you want to distribute
and specifying which users are to receive those items. In addition, you must
specify whether the distributed items are to be added, updated, or deleted in
the destination databases.

If you distribute a structure to a user and they have already created a
structure with the same name in their personal database,  the new structure
will appear in the “DBA Items to Overwrite Personal” column when the
user performs a Refresh Preview. When the refresh is performed, the
current structure in the user’s personal database will be overwritten by the
newly distributed structure.

Note: Running the task processor

After you specify the structures for distribution and the recipients, you must
run the Task Processor to complete the distribution. Then, each user must
refresh his or her personal database in order to incorporate the changed
structures.

Related Help Topics:

Distributing Structures to Users

Distributing dimension values

When you distribute new dimension values to your users, it is important
that you also redistribute the dimensions that the values are associated with.
If you do not redistribute the dimension along with the new dimension
values, users may have trouble contributing data associated with those
values back to the shared database.

Processing Distribution Tasks
What is the task processor

When you choose OK in the Distribution dialog box to begin the
distribution process, the software sends a distribution task to the Task
Processor. The Task Processor must process the queued task in order for
the objects to be distributed. If your system is not set up to continually run
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the Task Processor as a separate workstation, an administrator must
manually start the Task Processor so that the task will run.

Administrators can set up the system so that the Task Processor ensures
that the appropriate users receive a message the next time they access the
database that there are structures in the shared database that they need to
refresh.

Related Help Topics:

Starting and Stopping the Task Processor

Confirming a distribution

If you are an administrator, after you distribute structures to users, you can
view a detailed distribution report. In order to view the distribution report,
you must first confirm the distribution.

Note: Confirming distributions

Confirming a distribution synchronizes your view of user access rights to
data in the shared database. If you do not confirm a distribution, the
information you see when you run a distribution report does not match the
current set of access rights that various users have been granted through
objects you have distributed to them.

Related Help Topics:

Confirming Distributions

Submitting Data From Administrator
Workstations
Introduction

As an administrator, you are responsible for submitting data that your users
submit to your shared database up to your administrator’s shared database.
This responsibility applies to all administrators below the super
administrator level. Because the Super Administrator workstation is
positioned at the top-most level of the tiered structure, the shared database
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that the super administrator maintains contains the highest level of
consolidated data.

As either an administrator or a super administrator, you can submit data
that you have created or modified in your personal database to the shared
database that you maintain.

Types of submission processes

The process of submitting data is the same whether you are submitting data
from your personal database to your shared database or whether you are
submitting data from your shared database to your administrator’s shared
database. The type of submission process that takes place is controlled by
the Operational Mode setting in the Application Options dialog box. The
following table describes the options.

If this option
is selected...

Then...

Workstation Data is submitted from your personal database to the shared
database that you manage.

Administrator Data in the shared database that you manage is submitted to the
shared database at the level above you, if you are part of a tiered
reporting structure.

Related Help Topics:

Submitting Data from Administrator Workstations

Specifying the Operational Mode

The Task Processor

After you use the Submit Data dialog box to submit data to the shared
database, a submission task is sent to the Task Processor. The Task
Processor must process the queued task in order for your data to be
incorporated into the shared database. If your system is not set up to
continually run the Task Processor as a separate workstation, you must
manually start the Task Processor so that the task will run.

Related Help Topics:

Starting and Stopping the Task Processor
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Submitting Data From Budget
Workstations
Introduction

After you prepare a budget or forecast using a worksheet, you can submit
your work to the shared database where it can be accessed by other users.
You can manipulate the data in your personal database using a worksheet
and save your work without affecting the shared database. If you want other
users to have access to your work, you must submit the data from your
personal database to the shared database using the procedure presented in
this section.

Submitting data slices

Before you can submit data to the shared database from a Budget
workstation, you must specify which slices of data you want to submit. In
this context, a data slice is defined by a stored financial data item (such as
Actuals, Budget, or Forecast), which is in turn defined by a set of
dimensions (such as Organization, Line, and Time). Therefore, specifying a
data slice involves choosing both a stored financial data item and a subset
of its dimension values (such as a set of organizations, line items, and time
periods).

Note: Synchronizing your database

In order to perform this procedure, your personal database must first be
synchronized with the shared database — that is, your personal database
must contain the most current set of structures defined for you by your
administrator. For information about refreshing your personal database to
incorporate new structures, see the Refreshing Data section of this chapter.

Related Help Topics:

Submitting Data From Budget Workstations
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Saving Data from Analyst Workstations
Saving data process

If you are using an Analyst workstation, you do not maintain a personal
copy of data from the shared database. Rather, you access the shared
database directly when you open a worksheet. Therefore, you need only
save the data in the worksheet in order to submit your work to the shared
database.

Related Help Topic:

Saving Worksheet Data

Important: Reverting to saved data

If you attempt to save a worksheet from an Analyst workstation and you
receive a message that states the submission failed, you must exit from
Financial Analyzer if you want to revert to the data in the shared database.
For example, a submission can fail if you attempt to change the value of a
dimension to which you do not have write access.

About Refreshing
When to refresh

In order to ensure that you are working with the most current information in
the shared database, you must periodically refresh your workstation’s data
structures (such as dimensions, hierarchies, models, and documents).
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Automatic refresh

You can refresh your structures and data manually or automatically.  To
determine how you will refresh, your Administrator must choose an
Automatic Refresh option in Application Options. The following table
describes the possible options.

If  Automatic
Refresh is set to...

Then...

Yes Your data and structures will automatically be updated each
time you start a new work session.

No You must periodically manually refresh your data and
structures by selecting Refresh Structures or Refresh Data
from the Manage menu.

Refreshing Analyst Workstations
Automatic refresh

If you are using an Analyst workstation, each time you start a new work
session, Financial Analyzer automatically updates your view of the shared
database to reflect the current set of structures your administrator has
defined for you.

Manual refresh

When a work session is in progress, you can refresh your view of the
shared database manually.

Related Help Topics:

Refreshing Data Structures
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Refreshing Budget Workstations
Automatic refresh

If you are using a Budget workstation and your administrator has set the
Automatic Refresh option to Yes, the software refreshes your data
structures automatically each time you start a new work session.

Manually refreshing structures

If the Automatic Refresh feature has not been activated for your
workstation by your administrator, you must manually refresh your
structures. Since you work with a personal copy of data from the shared
database, you must perform a separate refresh procedure (using the Refresh
Data menu option) if you want to refresh your financial data.

Related Help Topics:

Refreshing Data Structures

Manually refreshing data

If you are using a Budget workstation, and your administrator has set
Automatic Refresh to no, you must refresh your personal database when
you want to bring in the most current data from the shared database.

Specifying Data Slices

When refreshing data, you must specify which slices of data you want to
refresh. A data slice is defined by a stored financial data item (such as
Actuals, Budget, or Forecast), which is in turn defined by a set of
dimensions (such as Organization, Line, and Time). Therefore, specifying a
data slice involves choosing:

A stored financial data item

A subset of its dimension values (such as a set of organizations, line
items, and time periods).
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Note: Refreshing Structures

If an administrator has distributed new or updated structures, you must
refresh the new structures before you can refresh new data associated with
those structures.

Related Help Topics:

Refreshing Data

Refreshing Administrator Workstations
Overview

As an administrator, you need to periodically refresh your personal and
shared databases. You can refresh structures and data automatically or
manually.

Important Note: Setting operational mode

Refresh enables you to incorporate new or modified data into either your
personal database or the shared database that you manage, depending on
which operational mode is currently set in the Application Options dialog
box. The following table describes the options.

If this option is
selected...

Then...

Workstation The data in your personal database is refreshed from the shared
database that you manage

Administrator The data in the shared database that you manage is refreshed
from the shared database at the level above you, if you are part of
a tiered reporting structure

Related Help Topics:

Specifying the Operational Mode

Manually refreshing structures

Refreshing enables you to incorporate the objects that your administrator
distributes to you into your personal database. These may be completely
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new structures or modifications to structures that are already resident in
your personal database.

Related Help Topics:

Refreshing Data Structures

Automatically refreshing structures

If the Automatic Refresh option is set to Yes in the Application Options
dialog box, and your administrator has distributed structures or data to you,
the Refresh Preview dialog box appears automatically when your
workstation is started up.

Note: Automatic refresh

Whether a workstation has Automatic Refresh enabled or disabled is
determined by the workstation at the next highest level in the hierarchy.
Thus, the Super administrator controls Automatic Refresh for their
subordinate Administrators, and Administrators control Automatic Refresh
for workstations subordinate to them.

Related Help Topics:

Specifying Default System Configuration Settings

Refreshing structures on Super Administrator workstations

If you are a super administrator, there is no need for you to refresh
structures at all because there is no administrator above you to distribute
structures to you, and because any structures that you distribute from your
personal to your shared database are automatically applied to the shared
database when you process the distribution in the Task Processor.
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Manually refreshing data

As an administrator, you are responsible for refreshing the data in the
shared database that you maintain with any new or modified data from the
shared database in the tier immediately above you in the reporting structure.

If you are an administrator or super administrator and you work with data in
your personal database, you can refresh the data in your personal database
from the shared database that you maintain by selecting Refresh Data from
the Manage menu.

Important note: Setting the operational mode

Be sure that you have selected the setting in the Operational Mode box of
the Application Options dialog box that will result in the type of refresh
operation that you want to perform.

Specifying Data Slices

When refreshing data, you must specify which slices of data you want to
refresh. A data slice is defined by a stored financial data item (such as
Actuals, Budget, or Forecast), which is in turn defined by a set of
dimensions (such as Organization, Line, and Time). Therefore, specifying a
data slice involves choosing:

A stored financial data item

A subset of its dimension values (such as a set of organizations, line
items, and time periods).

Note: Refreshing structures

If an administrator has distributed new or updated structures, you must
refresh the new structures before you can refresh new data associated with
those structures.

Related Help Topics:

Refreshing Data

Specifying the Operational Mode
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Refreshing data on Super Administrator workstations

If you are a super administrator, you can refresh the data in your personal
database from the shared database that you manage, but you cannot refresh
the data in the shared database, because there is no shared database above
you in the reporting structure from which to refresh. To refresh the data in
your personal database, select Refresh Data from the Manage menu.

Refreshing the shared database

If you distribute structures from your personal database to the shared
database that you maintain, when you run the Task Processor to process the
distribution, the structures are automatically incorporated into the shared
database. There is no need to explicitly refresh the structures in the shared
database.
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Chapter 11

Task Processing

Overview
Introduction

This chapter describes the features of the Task Processor and Task Queue,
and provides an overview of their use.

Who should read this chapter

You need to know the information in this chapter if you are:

An Administrator who will be in charge of monitoring and running the
Task Processor

A Budget workstation user who wants to know what happens to your
data after you submit it.

An Analyst workstation user who wants to know what happens to your
data after you save it

In this chapter

This chapter contains information about the following topics:

About Task Processing

Using the Task Processor

Using the Task Queue
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About Task Processing
When to run the task processor

The frequency at which data is distributed by administrators and shared
among users will depend on:

The size of the company

The number of users within the administrator’s database network

To increase the efficiency of distributing and sharing data, Financial
Analyzer processes all tasks using the Task Processor and tracks them
using the Task Queue.

Maintaining the shared database

The Task Processor enables administrators to maintain the shared database.
All administrator distributions, solve definition processes, and data
submissions to the shared database are routed to the Task Processor, where
they wait in a queue until they are processed. This procedure:

Enables multiple users to submit tasks simultaneously

Gives the administrator the opportunity to monitor all processing events
in the database in addition to the users who submit data to be processed

Task processor configurations

The Task Processor can be set up in the following ways:

A Task Processor workstation can be defined as part of the
administrator’s workstation, which gives the responsibility of updating
to the administrator.

A Task Processor can be defined as a separate workstation, which
allows the administrator to continue working without being responsible
for processing data submitted by users.

A Task Processor can be defined directly on a server.
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Using the Task Processor
Processing tasks

The Task Processor dialog box lets you process the tasks in the Task
Processor database. When you process tasks using the Task Processor you
are sending them to the shared database, which makes all information
available to the appropriate users.

Related Help Topics:

Starting and Stopping the Task Processor

Related Information:

For information about submitting data to the shared database, refer to
Chapter 10 of this guide. For information about how to control user access
to information in the shared database, refer to Chapter 12 of this guide.

How tasks are processed

All tasks in the Task Processor are processed chronologically, which means
that like tasks can overwrite each other, depending on the order in which
each task is submitted for processing. As the administrator, you can
reschedule tasks so that the more critical information is not inadvertently
overwritten. See “Rescheduling Tasks in the Task Queue” in this chapter
for information.

Using the Task Queue
Information you can obtain from the Task Queue

When tasks are submitted and processed by the Task Processor, they appear
in the Task queue. For each task the Task queue displays the following
information:

The user who initiated the task.

The task type (such as "Distribution").

Whether the task is pending or has been processed.
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When the task was submitted for processing.

If pending, when the task is scheduled to be processed.

If pending, the task's position (priority) in the queue.

If processed, when processing was completed.

Using the Task queue to monitor task processing lets you control all
processing events, helping you to manage database activities more
effectively.

Viewing tasks in the Task Queue

If you are an administrator, you can view information about tasks in the
task queue you manage. You can view the history of any task and you can
view the details of Submit Data tasks.

Related Help Topics:

Viewing Task in the Task Queue

Rescheduling tasks in the Task Queue

As part of managing the task queue, you can change the scheduled start
time of pending tasks. This is useful if, for example, you want to schedule a
particularly large task to be processed after normal working hours. Note
that you cannot reschedule Distribute Structure tasks.

Related Help Topics:

Rescheduling Tasks in the Task Queue

Deleting tasks from the Task Queue

Administrators can delete tasks from the Task Queue.

Related Help Topics:

Deleting Tasks From the Task Queue
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Chapter 12

User Maintenance

Overview
Introduction

This chapter describes the user maintenance tasks that administrators must
perform.

Who should read this chapter

You need to know the information in this chapter if you are:

An Administrator who needs to maintain users and control access to
data in the shared database.

In this chapter

This chapter contains information about the following topics:

User Maintenance Tasks

Controlling Access to Shared Data

Write Access Control Examples

Methods of Controlling Write Access
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User Maintenance Tasks
Adding users

When new users join your organization, you can add them to your system.
You add users to the system by adding their names to your user list, which
contains the names of all users of the system that you manage.

Related Help Topics:

Adding Users

Deleting users

When users leave your organization, you can remove them from your
system by deleting their names from your user list.

When you delete a user from your user list, that user’s database and icon
are not automatically deleted. However, if a user that you have deleted
attempts to log in, that user will receive an error message stating that they
are not a valid Financial Analyzer user and the login process will be
discontinued.

Related Help Topics:

Deleting Users
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Controlling Access to Shared Data
Introduction

In addition to adding and removing users from your system, you are
responsible for controlling read and write access to the shared database on
your level in the tiered structure. By default users have both read and write
access to data in slices that you distribute to them. When appropriate, you
can prevent one or more users from writing to a particular slice of data to
which they would otherwise have access.

Restricting write access

When you distribute data to users, you automatically establish read and
write access between those users and the data in the shared database that
you have distributed to them. One of the user maintenance activities you
must perform as administrator is to restrict users’ write access to certain
data that you have distributed to them, when it is appropriate to do so. For
example, if one user is making changes to a particular data slice, you might
want to prevent all other users from changing that data slice to avoid
accidental overwriting of the new data.

When you restrict users’ write access to certain data, you prevent them
from writing new data values to the dimensions in the shared database; you
do not restrict the users’ ability to view that data or to work with it in
reports, graphs, or worksheets.

Related Help Topics:

Controlling Access to Shared Data
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Features that provide write access control

The Financial Analyzer software provides the following set of controls,
collectively called data access controls, which enable you to restrict write
access to data.

Control Description

Close
Write
Access

This control enables you to turn off write access to specific values of one
or more dimensions, which effectively turns off write access to the slice of
data related to those values. Turning off write access to certain dimension
values prevents users from writing new data to the shared database for
that slice.

This feature is useful  when you want to close a slice of data in the shared
database, such as a slice of data related to a business cycle that has
closed.

Lock
Write
Access

This control functions in exactly the same way that the Close control does:
it prevents users from changing a slice of shared data by turning off write
access to specific values of dimensions in the slice.

This feature is useful  when you want to prevent users from contributing
new data to a slice in the shared database. For example, you might want to
deny write access to forecast data in your January business cycle while
you verify that the data already entered for that time period is valid. If you
find that an adjustment to the data is required, you can unlock the data and
allow the changes to be made. After the data is made valid, it can be
closed using the Close control.

Limit
User
Write
Access

This control enables you to turn off write access for one or more specific
users to specific values of one or more dimensions. You can use the Limit
User Write Access control, therefore, to prevent one or more specific users
from writing new data to a slice in the shared database, while leaving that
slice open to input from other users.

This feature is useful when you want to enable one or more users to be
able to view a slice of shared data without being able to change that data.
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Write Access Control Examples
Introduction

The following examples describe ways you can use the shared database
controls.

Example 1: Locking or closing write access

If you want to prevent all users from changing any data in the system for
the month of June, you can lock or close write access to the June value of
the Time dimension, which denies write access by all users to the June
dimension value and to any data dimensioned by June.

Note: The Lock and Close Write Access features provide the same result
in terms of denying access to the data. Your choice of the Lock or Close
Write Access feature depends on the nature of your task.

Example 2: Locking or closing write access

If you want to prevent all users from changing data for the organizations
London, Chicago, and New York for the month of November, you can lock
or close write access to the London, Chicago, and New York values of the
Organization dimension and to the November value of the Time dimension.
This action denies all users write access to those dimension values and to
any data dimensioned by those values.

Note: Again, your choice of either the Lock or Close Write Access feature
depends on your task.

Example 3: Limiting write access

You might want to distribute a set of your Boston office’s financial data to
users in both Boston and Paris, so that users in Boston can maintain the
data and so that users in Paris can compare their financial data to that of
Boston. If you do not want users in Paris to be able to change any of
Boston’s data, you can use the Limit User Write Access control to deny
write access to the Boston value of the Organization dimension for each of
the users in your Paris office.
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Methods of Controlling Write Access
Introduction

The following sections explain the various methods you can use to set up
write access control to data on your system.

Preventing all users from accessing some values of one dimension

If you need to restrict access to a particular slice of data in the shared
database so that no user can submit new data to change it, you can restrict
access to the slice by denying access to particular values of a dimension in
the slice.

Related Help Topics:

Preventing All Users From Changing a Slice of Data Based on Values
of One Dimension in the Slice

Preventing all users from accessing a combination of values of two or more
dimensions

If you need to restrict access to a slice of data in the shared database so that
no user can submit new data to change it, you can restrict access to the slice
by denying access to particular values of two or more dimensions in the
slice.

Related Help Topics:

Preventing All Users From Changing a Slice of Data Based on a
Combination of Values of Two Dimensions in the Slice

Preventing specific users from accessing particular dimensions

You can deny write access to particular dimensions by specific users.

Related Help Topics:

Preventing Particular Users From Submitting Data For Particular
Dimensions
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Chapter 13

Using Reports

Overview
Introduction

This chapter describes reports and how to create, edit and maintain them.

Who should read this chapter

You need to know the information in this chapter if you are an
Administrator, Budget workstation, or Analyst workstation user who will
be responsible for creating, editing, or maintaining reports.

In this chapter

This chapter contains information about the following topics:

About Reports

Basic Reporting Tasks

Including Asymmetric Formatting in a Report

Formatting Reports

Report Calculations

Saving Reports

Managing Reports

Linking Documents

Drilling Through Levels of Data
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About Reports
Definition: Reports

A report is a powerful, interactive tool that enables you to view your
financial data from different perspectives and prepare effective
presentations based on your analyses.

How reports work

When you open a report, current financial data from your database is
automatically incorporated into the report’s data cells. Using the Selector,
you specify which slices of data you want to examine. Using various
controls in the report window, you can manipulate the report’s layout to
view each slice in different ways.

Your administrator typically defines the set of reports you are likely to use
most often and distributes them to you. These reports include predefined
views of financial data and preset formatting characteristics, which you
cannot overwrite. You may, however, create completely new custom
reports, or you can open a report your administrator has defined, modify it,
and save it under a new name.

Elements of the Report window

The report window contains various elements that enable you to manipulate
a report’s layout and format. Many of these elements can be shown or
hidden by choosing Report Options from the Report menu.
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The following illustration shows a typical report and its elements.

Page
Dimension
Tiles

Across
Dimension
Tile

Down
Dimension
Tiles

Edit Bar

Page
Controls

Footnote

Subtitle Title

Highlighter
Buttons

Row
Labels

Column
Labels

Redisplay
Button

Edit Bar
Buttons

The following table describes the elements of the report window.

Element Description

Dimension tiles Let you rearrange the layout of a document. There are three types
of dimension tiles:

Page dimension tiles—tiles located in the upper-left corner of
the report window represent dimensions located in the page
position
Across dimension tiles—tiles located in the upper-right corner
represent dimensions in the across position
Down dimension tiles—tiles located at the bottom of the report
window represent dimensions in the down position

Double-clicking a dimension tile opens the Selector dialog box,
which lets you choose a different set of values for the
corresponding dimension. You can change a report’s layout by
using the drag-and-drop technique to rearrange tiles. If you drag a
labeled tile and drop it onto another labeled tile, the two
corresponding dimensions swap positions in the report, if
appropriate. Tiles can be nested by dropping labeled tiles onto
blank tiles.
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Element Description

Edit bar Lets you edit text, such as titles, footnotes, and dimension labels.

Edit bar buttons  The Formula Tools button invokes the Formula Tools dialog
box which you can use to edit formulas to perform report
calculations.

 The Cancel button is used to clear text or formulas from the
edit bar.

 The Enter button is used to move text or formulas from the edit
bar into the currently selected area.

Page controls Let you move between pages in a multiple-page document. A
document can have more than one page control, depending on
how many page dimensions are currently selected.

Tip: To quickly page through an open report, select the paging
dimension by clicking on it and press ALT+PAGE UP or
ALT+PAGE DOWN.

Title, subtitle, and
footnote panes

Let you specify a title, subtitle, and footnote.

Row and column
labels

Identify which dimension values are currently selected, and,
therefore, what data the document currently displays.

Highlighter
buttons

Let you select data cells for formatting. You can select a single
row or column, a series of rows or columns, or the entire body of
a document by clicking the appropriate highlighter buttons.

Redisplay button Lets you refresh a document manually after making format or
selection changes. You can show or hide this button by selecting
or deselecting the Auto Redisplay option on the Report menu.

The Report menu

When you open a report in the document window, the Report menu
becomes available on the menu bar.
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The following table describes each item on the Report menu.

Menu Description

Report Options Enable you to:

Show or hide report window elements such as page
controls, highlighter buttons, and dimension tiles.
Show or hide text elements, such as titles and footnotes.
Specify an N/A value symbol, indentation, data handling in
report calculations, and a precedence order for formatting.
Show or hide gridlines.
Suppress rows containing only zeros, N/A values, or both.
Specify that you want labels to accompany data when you
copy data values to the clipboard.

Dimension Labels Lets you choose from a set of predefined labels to represent
dimension values in reports. Dimension value labels are
defined during dimension value maintenance. (See Chapter
3.)

Drill Lets you drill through levels of data for dimension values that
belong to a hierarchy. Select  this option to enable drilling.

Auto Redisplay When selected, Financial Analyzer automatically refreshes
the report you are working with each time you make a change
to it. If you deselect this option, you must use the Redisplay
button to refresh the report manually.

Asymmetric Format Lets you create a report that contains asymmetric formatting.
With asymmetric formatting you can juxtapose values in a
way that  lets you compare and contrast  them.

View in Spreadsheet This command, which is available if you have installed the
optional Financial Analyzer Excel Add-In, enables you to
extract data from a report and view it in an Excel spreadsheet.

Basic Reporting Tasks
Opening and closing reports

You can open any report you have previously created, or any report your
administrator has defined and distributed to you. After you finish working
with a report, you can close it to conserve system resources and save space
in the Financial Analyzer window.
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Related Help Topics:

Opening Reports

Closing Reports

Creating reports

You can create an entirely new report, you can create a report based on a
currently open report or graph, or you can open an existing report, modify
it, and save it under a new name.

Related Help Topics:

Creating Reports

Basic requirements for creating reports

Reports let you view and format financial data based on the financial data
items, dimensions, and dimension values that are currently defined in your
personal database. Therefore, before you can create a report, you must
make sure your personal database contains the required database objects.
Administrators typically define database objects and distribute them to
users. As a user, you can supplement objects defined by your administrator
with objects you define yourself. For information about defining
dimensions, dimension values and financial data items, see Chapters 3
and 4.

Selecting data to include in a report

As part of creating a report, you must specify which slices of data you want
the report to include. In the context of a report, a data slice is defined by a
financial data item and a set of dimension values.

Related Help Topics:

Selecting Data
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Example: Selecting data to include in a report

Suppose you want to create a report that compares Actual data with Budget
data. Using the Selector, you would select:

Both the Actual and Budget financial data items

A set of dimension values for each item

For example, if the financial data items are dimensioned by Time, Line
Item, and Organization, you would select a set of time periods, line items,
and organizations for each financial data item.

Including Asymmetric Formatting in a
Report
Definitions: Asymmetric combination

An asymmetric combination is the combination of the values of two
dimensions, or the values of a dimension and a financial data item, in a
report. An asymmetric combination gives you access to all of the values of
both dimensions and provides a great deal of flexibility for positioning the
values along the rows, columns, or pages of the report. This flexibility
enables you to format the information in the report so that it best represents
the information you need to view.

Creating asymmetric reports

To create an asymmetric report, you either create a new report or open an
existing report, and then choose Asymmetric Format from the Report
menu.

Related Help Topics:

Including Asymmetric Formatting in a Report

Example: Asymmetric report

If you have a report that includes the financial data item Actuals from the
years 1995 and 1996, you might need to compare the Actual values for the
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first quarter of 1995 to values for the first quarter of 1996. In a standard
report, they are listed chronologically, as shown here.

In order to make comparing the values for each month easier, you can
create an asymmetric report that will reformat the report so Actuals for
1995 and 1996 for each month appear in adjacent columns. The first step is
to choose Asymmetric Format from the Report menu, which invokes the
Create Asymmetric Combination dialog box. In this box, you select the
dimensions FinData and Time, as shown here.
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After you select OK,  the Asymmetric Report Layout dialog box appears.
In this dialog box, you arrange the Actual and Budget values in the order in
which you want them to be displayed in the report, as shown here.

To make the report easier to understand, you might rename the new tile, as
shown here.
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Once you rename the tile and are satisfied with the arrangement of the
values, select OK. The report now appears formatted as follows.

You can now easily compare Actuals for each month of the first quarter for
1995 and 1996.

Using asymmetric reports from which financial data items have been
deleted

When you open a previously saved asymmetric report that uses a financial
data item that you deleted since saving that report, you receive the
following error message:

“An error occurred setting up data for the report.
Consider changing the definition to access a different
selection.”

You can fix this error and still use the report by following the procedure
described in the on-line help topic, “Using Asymmetric Reports From
Which Financial Data Items Have Been Deleted.”

Removing asymmetric formatting from a report

You can remove the asymmetric formatting from a report at any time.

Related Help Topics:

Removing Asymmetric Formatting From a Report
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Changing the status of asymmetric combinations

When you separate the asymmetric combination into its component
dimensions, the values in status for those dimensions remain the same as
for the asymmetric combination. If you want to change the status, you need
to access the Selector and select the items you want to include in each
dimension. Also note that when you remove the formatting, you may need
to reposition the dimension tiles to set up the report as you want it.

Formatting Reports
Introduction

After you select the data you want your report to include, you can use a
variety of formatting tools to make the report attractive and easy to read.

Changing the layout of a report

Once you have created a report and selected the data you want to work
with, you can arrange the dimensions according to how you want to view
the data. You rearrange dimensions in a report by changing the positions of
the dimension tiles in the report window. You can move dimension tiles to
unoccupied locations, except when the combination of tiles would result in
more than 5,000 dimension values along one edge of the report. You can
also drop labeled tiles onto other labeled tiles to have the dimensions swap
positions.
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Report options

The following table describes tasks and related on-line help topics for using
Report Options to change the look of your report.

Task  Description Related On-line help topics

Specify the precedence order in which column,
row, and page formatting changes will take effect.

Specifying a Precedence Order
for Formatting in Reports

Add a title, subtitle, or footnote . Including Titles in Reports
Including Subtitles in Reports
Including Footnotes in
Reports

Edit the row, column, and page control labels that
are automatically generated when you create a
new report.

Editing Dimension Value Labels

Change the horizontal and vertical alignment of
titles, labels, footnotes, and values in data cells.

Aligning Text or Numbers in
Reports

Automatically suppress rows that contain only
zeros, N/A values, or both.

Specifying Row Suppression in
Reports

Place borders around titles or dimension labels in
a report

Placing Borders Around Text in
Reports

Automatically indent row labels to make the
structure of  hierarchies evident.

Indenting Row Titles by Level
in Reports
Specifying the Amount of
Indentation for Row Titles in
Reports
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Changing the look of rows and columns

The following table describes tasks and related on-line help topics for
changing the look of rows and columns.

Task  Description Related On-line help topics

Insert blank rows in a report to improve
readability or include report calculations

Inserting Rows or Columns

Insert blank columns in a report to
improve readability or include report
calculations

Inserting Rows or Columns

Move inserted columns or rows Moving Inserted Rows or Columns

Adjust the height of individual rows Adjusting Row Height in Reports

Adjust the width of individual columns Adjusting Column Width in Reports

Other formatting tasks

The following table describes other formatting tasks.

Task  Description Related On-line help topics

Control the way numbers are represented Choosing a Format for Numbers in
Reports

Choose fonts, font styles, and point sizes
for titles, labels, footnotes, and values in
data cells. The fonts that are available
depend on the printer you have selected.

Choosing Fonts for Text or Numbers in
Reports

Choose colors for text (such as titles,
labels, and footnotes) and for values in
data cells

Choosing Colors for Text or Numbers in
Reports

Choose background colors for text or
data cells, and for the report window

Choosing Background Colors in Reports

Specify a style, width, and color for
borders

Placing Borders Around Text in Reports

Insert page breaks Inserting Page Breaks In Reports And
Worksheets

Delete page breaks Deleting Page Breaks from Reports and
Worksheets
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Editing dimension value labels automatically

As an alternative to manually editing labels for a series of dimension values
as described in on-line help, you can choose from a set of labels that are
already defined for those values. To do this, choose Dimension Labels
from the Report menu, then select a label type. For information on label
types and how they are specified, see Chapter 3.

Related Help Topics:

Displaying Dimension Labels in Reports

Creating Dimension Values

Using Highlight Special

You can use the Highlight Special feature to apply formatting
characteristics to all dimension values associated with a dimension value in
a report. Formatting characteristics applied using Highlight Special:

Are applied to values on other pages as well as the currently displayed
page

Are applied to dimension values added to a report after the initial
formatting occurs

Can be applied to dimension value labels, data cells, or both

Related Help Topics:

Using the Highlight Special Feature in Reports

Report Calculations
Introduction

When you are working with an Oracle Financial Analyzer report, you can
define ad hoc formulas to calculate figures such as sums, counts, and
averages without having to define a model or a solve definition. These
formulas, called report calculations, operate only on the data that is
currently included in the report.
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When to use report calculations

If you require a temporary formula that you do not need to use in other
documents, you can use a report calculation. If, however, you require the
same formula frequently or in multiple documents, you should consider
using one of the following methods for performing calculations:

Create a formula financial data item as described in Chapter 4

Add a line item to the Line dimension and incorporate its calculation
into a model as described in Chapter 8.

Inserting rows and columns for calculations

In order to define a report calculation, you must first insert a new row or
column in the report and then define a formula for that row or column.
When you finish defining the formula, the system populates the appropriate
report cells with data calculated using the formula. Once you have inserted
a column or row and defined a formula for it, you can move or delete the
column or row as you can any inserted column or row.

If you insert a new report calculation and it conflicts with an existing
calculation (for example, if you create a column calculation when a row
calculation has already been defined), the most recently inserted report
calculation will take precedence.

Inserted rows or columns, and their associated formulas, exist only in the
context of the current report. You cannot link inserted rows or columns
between reports or gain access to them via the Selector.

Related Help Topics:

Inserting Rows

Inserting Columns

Moving Inserted Rows and Columns
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Associating formulas to report cells

You can associate a formula with:

All of the cells in the current column or row

Just one cell in a column or row

Financial data items

You cannot associate a formula with multiple randomly selected cells in a
row or column. You must select either just one cell or all cells in a column
or row related to a financial data item.

How inserted calculations relate to dimension values

Inserted rows and columns and their associated formulas can be linked to
the dimension to which they are added or to a position in the report. If a
row or column is inserted in relation to a particular dimension value, that
dimension value becomes the owner of the insert.  For example, if you
insert a row before the dimension value "Widgets", "Widgets" becomes the
insert’s owner. If you insert a row or column by specifying a position (for
example, “after the 2nth FinData”), the inserted row or column stays in the
same relative position, even if other dimension values change status,
because it is not associated with a particular dimension value.
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How moving dimension values affects calculations

You can move dimension values in reports either by swapping tiles or
selecting Move Insert from the Edit menu. The following table describes
methods of moving dimension values and the effect they have on inserted
calculations:

Method of moving a dimension value Effect on inserted calculations

Moving the dimension value that owns
the insert to another position in the report

The insert moves with the moved
dimension

Removing the dimension value that owns
the insert from the report by using the
Selector to remove the value from status

The insert and its associated formula are
deleted from the report

Moving the dimension to the page edge
of the report

The insert is suppressed, but retained; if
the dimension is moved to an across or
down position, the insert reappears

Hiding the dimension value that owns the
insert from the report using drilling

The insert is hidden until the dimension
value is redisplayed

Moving the inserted column or row that
contains the formula relative to another
dimension value (by selecting Move
Insert from the Edit menu)

The insert becomes “owned” by the
dimension value that you moved it
relative to

Moving the inserted column or row that
contains the formula positionally (by
selecting Move Insert from the Edit
menu)

The insert is no longer “owned” by a
dimension value and will remain in the
current position in the report until moved

Creating formulas

You can create formulas by:

Selecting the Formula Tools button on the toolbar and selecting values
from the tabs.

Entering the formula manually into the Edit bar.

A combination of entering the formula manually and using the mouse to
select dimension values.
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Report formulas are always constructed as follows:

result = expression

where:

“result” is the location in the report of the cell or cells where the result
will be displayed

“expression” is an algebraic expression made up of the following
elements: operators, numeric constants, dimension-value pairs, and
functions

Note that if you create a formula using Formula Tools, after you exit the
Formula Tools dialog box, the newly created formula appears in the edit
box, but is not reflected in the report until you select the Enter button.

Related Help Topics:

Defining Formulas for Report Calculations

Formula Syntax – This help topic describes the syntax required for
functions, operands, numeric constants and dimension-value pairs.

Using dimension values in formulas

You can include dimension values in report formulas. In  report formulas,
dimension values:

Can be displayed either as their description name or by their internal
identifier. You can select which way dimension values are displayed by
setting the Use Internal IDs in Report Calcs option in Application
Options. Note that internal IDs are always unique, but description
names do not have to be unique. If you choose to display dimension
values as their description name, you should ensure that the description
name you select for inclusion in your formula is unique to avoid
unexpected results.

Must always be included as part of a dimension-value pair. For
example, TIME:JAN96, where TIME is the dimension name, and
JAN96 is the dimension value.

Can only be included if they are in status in the current report.
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You cannot use the same dimension-value pair in both the result and
expression side of a formula.

Related Help Topics:

Formula Syntax

Displaying Internal Identifiers in Report Formulas

Using qualified data references in formulas

You can use the Qualify tab in the Formula Tools dialog box to create
qualified data references (QDRs) to the data in specific cells in the current
report. In reports, QDRs are used to describe specific cells that are
referenced by one or more dimensions. For example, a QDR can be used to
reference the cell that represents the Total Assets line item for the year
1996 for the East organization.

QDRs have many uses in report formulas. For example, in the expression
side, you can use a QDR to specify that you want to use data contained in a
specific cell in a formula. In the results side, you can use a QDR to choose
a specific cell into which a formula can be inserted. A useful application for
this would be to insert an NA value at the intersection of an inserted row
that contains a formula and a column that contains a formula, when neither
inserted formula produces an appropriate result.

Related Help Topics:

Defining Formulas for Report Calculations

Formula Syntax
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Report calculation errors

If you enter a formula incorrectly, you may receive an error in the cell into
which you were attempting to insert a formula. The following table
describes these errors and their meanings.

Error Description

#CIRC! The formula contains a circular reference.

#DIV/0 The formula is attempting to divide by zero.

#ERROR! This is a generic error.

#MISSING! The dimension-value pair used in the formula is not currently in
status

#NAME? The formula contains a function name that is not recognized.

#NULL! The formula contains dimensions that do not intersect in the report.

#NUM! There is a problem with a number.

#OVERFLOW! The expression evaluates more values than are specified in the
result.

#PAGE! The dimension-value pair used in the formula is not in the current
page.

#REF! The formula contains an invalid reference to a cell.

#VALUE! The formula contains the wrong type or number of operands.

Example 1:  Using report calculations

In the following report:

The formula was created using the mouse to select dimension-value
pairs from the current report

Dimension values are displayed by their description names (as opposed
to their internal identifiers)

The columns labeled “Year to Go” and “Year to Go % Year Outturn”,
and the Row labeled “Operating Income % Revenue” have been
inserted
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The Year to Go column contains the following formula:

'Time:Year to Go'='Time:Nov 96'+'Time:Dec 96'

where:

The single quotations (' ')  are required delineators

Time  represents the dimension

The colon (:) is a required separator between the dimension and
dimension value

Time:Year to Go  represents the inserted column

The plus sign (+) is an operand

Nov 96  and Dec 96  are the description names of the dimension
values

The Year to Go % Year Outturn column contains the following
formula:

'Time:Year to Go % Year  Outturn'=
   'Time:Year to Go'/'Time:Year Outturn'*100

The Operating Income % Revenue row contains the following formula:

'Line:Operating Income % Revenue'=
   'Line:Operating Income'/'Line:Total Revenue'*100
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Example 2: Placing a formula in a specific cell

In the report in the previous example, the number 90.3% (located at the
intersection of the two inserted formulas) is meaningless. To ensure that no
one who uses this report misinterprets this as a correct value, we can
replace the incorrect value with an NA value. For this report, the formula to
do this would be as follows:

'Line:Operating Income % Revenue;Time:Year to Go % Year
Outturn'=NAN()

Where:

The single quotations (' ')  are required delineators

Line  is the dimension

The colon (:) is a required separator between the dimension and
dimension value

Operating Income % Revenue  is the inserted row

The semi-colon (;) is a required separator between the two dimension-
value pairs

Time  is a dimension

Year to Go % Year Outturn  is the inserted column

NAN( ) is the NAN function, which places an NA value in the specified
cell.

To avoid typing mistakes in the long QDR, the results side of the
expression was created using the Qualify tab in the Formula Tools dialog
box.
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After inserting the above formula in the specified cell, the report appears as
follows:

Note that in this example, the NA value appears as a dash (-) because that is
how NA Spell is specified in report options.

Saving Reports
Introduction

After you create a report, you can save it for use in future work sessions.

When you save a report, only its shell, or form, is saved to disk. The next
time you open the report, the most current data from your local database is
incorporated into the report’s data cells.

Saving a new report

When you save a new report, you assign it a unique name and, optionally,
one or more keywords that can be used to access the document later.
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Whenever you save a report under a new name, the software gives you the
option of saving it as your default report. This enables you to use the saved
report as a starting point the next time you create a new report using the
New button or menu option.

Related Help Topics:

Saving New Reports

Saving changes to an existing report

When you save changes to an existing report, you can overwrite the
original version (if it belongs to your personal library), or you can save the
changed report under a new name, preserving the original version.

Related Help Topics:

Saving Changes to Reports

Managing Reports
Printing reports

You can print an entire report, just the current page, or a set of pages you
specify.

Both Financial Analyzer and Microsoft Windows provide a wide range of
printing options that let you adjust margins, create headers and footers,
preview a document before printing, and so on. For information about
printing options, choose the Help button from any printing-related dialog
box.

Related Help Topics:

Printing Reports

Exporting report data to a file

You can extract data  from a report and save it to a file so that you can
import the data into another application, such as a spreadsheet.
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Related Help Topics:

Exporting Data to Other Applications

Deleting reports

You can delete reports you no longer need. You can delete a report only if
it belongs to your personal library.

Related Help Topics:

Deleting Reports

Adding a report to a folder

Folders allow you to organize and store groups of related reports, graphs
and worksheets so that you can locate them quickly and easily.

Related Help Topics:

Adding Documents to Folders

Adding the Current Report to a Folder

Adding Multiple Documents to Folders

Viewing report data in a spreadsheet

If you have both Excel and the Oracle Financial Analyzer Excel Add-In
installed on your PC or network server, you can view data from an
Financial Analyzer report in an Excel spreadsheet. Once the data is in the
spreadsheet, you can manipulate the data using Excel’s spreadsheet tools.

You can view data in a spreadsheet by choosing the View in Spreadsheet
option from the Report menu or by clicking on the following button on the
toolbar:

Related Information:

For complete instructions on viewing report data in a spreadsheet, see the
Oracle Financial Analyzer Excel Add-In Installation and User’s Guide.
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Linking Documents
Introduction

If you need to create a series of documents that are related in some way
(such as multiple versions of a budget or forecast), you can link the
documents so that selections and label formatting changes you make in one
document are propagated to all the linked documents.

For example, suppose you need to prepare a series of reports based on the
same set of line items. By creating a series of new reports and linking their
Line Item dimensions, you need to select the set of line items only once; the
choices you make are automatically applied to all the linked reports. As
long as the dimensions are linked, any time you add or remove a line item
or change a label associated with a line item, your changes are applied to all
the linked reports.

Rules for linking documents

When linking documents, the following rules apply:

You can link a series of reports, a series of graphs, or some
combination of reports and worksheets. You cannot link graphs with
reports or worksheets.

You can link only dimensions of the same type (for example, Time with
Time, Line Item with Line Item, and so on).

You can link multiple dimensions with their corresponding dimensions
in other documents (for example, you may link the Time, Line Item,
and Organization dimensions across a series of documents).

You can form a link based on any dimension except the FinData
dimension.

Related Help Topics:

Links in saved documents

Links you create in a document are preserved until you overtly remove
them. That is, you can create a link and save and close the document. When
you reopen the document, the link remains intact.
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Drilling Through Levels of Data
Introduction

The drill feature enables you to view report data at different levels of detail,
based on the hierarchies that are currently defined in your database.

In order to use the drill feature, you must first select a hierarchy and place
its corresponding dimension in the down position of the report. Note that
you can only use the drill feature when there is no more than one dimension
in the down position.

Related Help Topics:

Drilling Through Levels of Report Data

Example: Drilling in reports

In the report shown in this example, the plus symbol beside “Resource
Rollup” signals that:

Drilling is activated

“Resource Rollup” has descendants
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After the plus symbol has been clicked on, the dimension value list expands
to reveal that “Resource Rollup” has three children, “Facilities Resources,”
“Machine Resources,” and “Comp and Comm Resources.”
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Chapter 14

Using Graphs

Overview
Introduction

This chapter describes how to use and create graphs.

Who should read this chapter

You need to know the information in this chapter if you are an
Administrator, Budget or Analyst workstation user who is responsible for
creating or maintaining graphs.

In this chapter

This chapter contains information about the following topics:

About Graphs

Managing Graph Documents

Creating Graphs

General Formatting

Specifying Series Options

Specifying Axis Options

Specifying Pie Options

Linking Graphs
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About Graphs
Introduction

In addition to its reporting capabilities, Financial Analyzer provides an
extensive graphing module that enables you to create visual representations
of your financial data. The types of graphs you can create include bar, line,
area, pie, scatter, and combination graphs. You can use graphs to view your
financial data from different perspectives, and you can format and print
graphs for use in presentations.

Types of graphs

Financial Analyzer provides a variety of different graph types that allow
you to represent data in many different ways. For example, some graphs let
you emphasize trends over time while other graphs let you show part-to-
whole relationships. The following table describes and shows samples of
Financial Analyzer’s basic graph types.

Graph Type Typical Use Sample

Line Graph Shows trends over time and emphasizes
rates of change.

Vertical Bar Graph Like a horizontal bar graph, compares
data associated with different dimension
values.

Horizontal Bar Graph Like a vertical bar graph, compares data
associated with different dimension
values.

Bar-Line Graph Shows relationships between data
measured in different units.
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Graph Type Typical Use Sample

Area Graph Shows trends and emphasizes degrees
of change.

Pie Graph Shows part-to-whole relationships.

Scatter Graph Shows the relationship between two
variables.

The Graph menu

When you open a graph in the document window, the Graph menu becomes
available on the menu bar.
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The following table describes each item on the Graph menu.

Menu Item Description

Type Lets you choose a graph type: line, bar, area, pie, or scatter.

Legend Lets you show or hide the legend and specify its location,
orientation, and label placement.

Pie Options For pie graphs, lets you specify formatting options for pie slices
and labels.

Grid Lets you show or hide gridlines.

Graph Options Lets you show or hide page controls, dimension tiles, titles,
footnotes, and axis labels, and lets you add or remove a Y2-
axis in a bar or line graph.

Dimension Labels Lets you choose from a set of predefined labels to represent
dimension values in graphs. Dimension value labels are
defined during dimension value maintenance. (See Chapter 3.)

Auto Redisplay When selected (checked), Financial Analyzer automatically
refreshes a graph you are working with each time you make a
change to it. If you deselect this option, you must use the
Redisplay button to refresh the graph manually.
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The Graph window

The graph window contains various elements that enable you to manipulate
a graph’s layout and format. Many of these elements can be shown or
hidden by choosing Graph Options from the Graph menu. The following
illustration shows a vertical bar graph with elements of the graph window
labeled.

Page
Dimension
Tiles

Page
Controls

Data
Dimension
TilesTitleSubtitle

Y-axis

X-Axis

Data
Markers

X-Axis
Dimension
Tile

Redisplay
Button

FootnoteLegend

Edit bar
Edit bar
buttons
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The following table describes each labeled element.

Element Description

Dimension tiles Let you rearrange the layout of a graph. Dimension tiles appear in
three locations:

Tiles in the upper-left corner of the graph window correspond to
the graph’s page controls
Tiles in the upper-right corner correspond to the graph’s legend
and data markers (e.g. bars, lines, pie slices)
Tiles at the bottom of the graph window correspond to values on
the graph’s X-axis (for graphs with X- and Y-axes), or to whole
pies (for pie graphs)

Double-clicking a dimension tile opens the Selector dialog box,
which lets you choose a different set of values for the
corresponding dimension.

You can change a graph’s layout by using a drag-and-drop
technique to rearrange tiles. If you drag a labeled tile and drop it
onto another labeled tile, the two corresponding dimensions swap
positions in the graph, if appropriate. Tiles can be nested by
dropping labeled tiles onto blank tiles.

Edit bar Lets you edit text such as titles, footnotes, and dimension labels.

Edit bar buttons  The Formula Tools button is used in reports. It is disabled in
graphs.

 The Cancel button is used to clear text from the edit bar.

 The Enter button is used to move text from the edit bar into the
currently selected area.

Page controls Let you move between pages in a multiple-page graph. A
document can have more than one page control, depending on
how many page dimensions are currently selected.

Title, subtitle,
and footnote
panes

Let you specify a title, subtitle, and footnote.

Dimension
labels

Identify which dimension values are currently selected, and,
therefore, what data the graph currently displays.

Redisplay
button

Lets you refresh a document manually after making format or
selection changes. You can show or hide this button by selecting
or deselecting the Auto Redisplay option on the Graph menu.

X-axis A graph’s horizontal axis.

Y-axis A graph’s vertical axis. A graph can have either one or two Y-axes.
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Element Description

Data markers Represent the data shown in a graph. Depending on the graph
type you are viewing, data markers are either areas, bars, lines,
points, or pie slices.

Legend A key to the data represented in a graph.

Managing Graph Documents
Opening and closing graphs

You can open any graph you have previously created, or any graph your
administrator has defined and distributed to you. After you finish working
with a graph, you can close it to conserve system resources and save space
in the Financial Analyzer window.

Related Help Topics:

Opening Graphs

Closing Graphs

Saving graphs

After you create a graph, you can save it for use in future work sessions.
When you save a new graph, you assign it a unique name and, optionally,
one or more keywords that can be used to access the document later.

When you save changes to an existing graph, you can overwrite the original
version (if it belongs to your personal library), or you can save the changed
graph under a new name, preserving the original version.

Whenever you save a graph under a new name, the software gives you the
option of saving it as your default graph. This enables you to use the saved
graph as a starting point the next time you create a new graph using the
New button or menu item.
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Note: Saving graphs

When you save a graph, only its shell, or form, is saved to disk. The next
time you open the graph, the most current data from your local database is
incorporated into the graph’s data cells.

Related Help Topics:

Saving New Graphs

Saving Changes to Graphs

Printing graphs

You can print the graphs you create on your screen. You can print an entire
document, just the current page, or a set of pages you specify.

Both Financial Analyzer and Microsoft Windows provide a wide range of
printing options that let you adjust margins, create headers and footers,
preview a document before printing, and so on.

Related Help Topics:

Printing Graphs

Deleting graphs

You can delete graphs you no longer need. Analyst and Budget workstation
users can delete a graph only if it belongs to their personal library.
Administrators can delete graphs located in either their personal library or
the shared library, depending on if they are working in Workstation or
Administrator mode.

Related Help Topics:

Deleting Graphs

Application Options

Adding a graph to a folder

Folders allow you to organize groups of related reports, graphs and
worksheets so that you can locate them quickly and easily. You can add
and remove graphs from folders. Folders are only used for organization, not
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storage. If you add or remove a graph from a folder, the file still appears in
it's original location.

Related Help Topics:

Adding Documents to Folders

Adding the Current Graph to a Folder

Adding Multiple Documents to Folders

Removing Documents From Folders

Exporting graph data to other applications

You can use the Export to File dialog box to export data from your active
graph to a file that can be used by other applications.

Related Help Topics:

Exporting Graph Data to Other Applications

Creating Graphs
Prerequisite database objects

Graphs let you view and manipulate financial data based on the financial
data items, dimensions, and dimension values that are currently defined in
your personal database. Therefore, before you can create a graph, you must
make sure your personal database contains the required database objects.
Administrators typically define database objects and distribute them to
users. Administrator and Budget workstation users can also supplement
objects defined by their administrator with objects they define themselves.

Related Help Topics:

Creating Dimensions

Creating Dimension Values

Creating Financial Data Items
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Creating new graphs

You can create an entirely new graph or a new graph based on a currently
open document. You can also open an existing graph, modify it, and save it
under a new name. Information about opening and saving graphs is
presented later in this chapter.

Once you have created the basic graph, your next steps are:

Step Action

1 Specify which data slices you want the graph to include.

2 Choose a graph type.

3 Apply the formatting characteristics you want.

These topics are discussed in the following sections.

Related Help Topics:

Creating Graphs

Selecting data to include in a graph

As part of creating a graph, you must specify which slices of data you want
the graph to include. A data slice is defined by a financial data item,
multiple dimensions,  and a set of values of those dimensions.

Suppose you want to create a graph that compares Actual data with Budget
data. Using the Selector, you would select:

Both the Actual and Budget financial data items

A set of dimension values for each item

For example, if the financial data items are dimensioned by Time, Line
Item, and Organization, you would select a set of time periods, line items,
and organizations for each financial data item.

Related Help Topics:

Selecting Data
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Choosing a graph type

When you create a new graph, Financial Analyzer displays your financial
data in a vertical bar graph. You can change the graph type to illustrate
your data differently.

Related Help Topics:

Choosing Graph Types

Changing the layout of a graph

Once you have created a graph and selected the data you want to work
with, you can arrange the dimensions according to how you want to view
the data. You rearrange dimensions in a graph by changing the positions of
the dimension tiles in the graph window. You can move dimension tiles to
unoccupied locations or drop labeled tiles onto other labeled tiles to have
the dimensions swap positions.

Formatting graphs

After you select the data you want your graph to include, you can use a
variety of formatting tools to make the graph attractive and easy to
interpret. You can:

Perform general formatting tasks

Specify graph options

Specify series options

Specify axis options

Specify pie options

The following sections describe formatting tools.
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General Formatting
Introduction

The following sections describe general formatting tasks as they apply to
graphs and list the related on-line help topics that available for each task.

Adding a title, subtitle, or footnote

As part of formatting a graph, you can add a title, subtitle, or footnote.

Related Help Topics:

Including Titles in Graphs

Including Subtitles in Graphs

Including Footnotes in Graphs

Editing dimension value labels

You can edit certain dimension value labels that the software automatically
generates when you create a new graph. For example, you can edit X-axis
labels and legend labels.

Tip: Using predefined labels

As an alternative to manually editing labels for a series of dimension
values, you can choose from a set of pre-defined labels for those values. To
do this, choose Dimension Labels from the Graph menu, then select a label
type. For information on label types and how they are specified, see
Chapter 3.

Related Help Topics:

Editing Dimension Value Labels

Creating Dimension Values
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Choosing a format for the legend

Legends serve as keys to data represented in graphs. If you have several
data series depicted in a graph, with each series represented by a different
marker, a legend helps you associate each marker with its corresponding
data series.

When you create a new graph, the software includes a legend that is
appropriate for the data shown in the graph. You can modify the legend’s
location, layout, and label orientation.

Note: Removing legends

You can remove a legend entirely by choosing Graph Options from the
Graph menu and deselecting the Show Legend option.

Related Help Topics:

Applying Patterns to Legends

Choosing Fonts for Legend Text

Including Legends in Graphs

Modifying the Location of a Legend in a Graph

Modifying the Orientation of a Legend in a Graph

Modifying the Placement of a Legend in a Graph

Aligning text

You can change the alignment of text elements such as titles, labels, or
footnotes. The following types of alignment are available: left, center, and
right.

Related Help Topics:

Aligning Text in Graphs
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Choosing a format for numbers

As part of formatting a graph, you can make various choices that control
the way numbers are represented. You can choose:

The number of decimal places

To include international currency, scaling, or percent symbols

To display decimal separators or thousands separators

Related Help Topics:

Choosing a Format For Numbers in Graphs

Choosing fonts

You can choose fonts, font styles, and point sizes for titles, labels, and
footnotes. You can use multiple fonts in the same document to improve
readability or to emphasize important elements. The fonts that are available
depend on the printer you have selected.

Related Help Topics:

Choosing Fonts For Text or Numbers in Graphs

Choosing colors and patterns

To help make your graphs attractive and easy to read, you can select colors
and patterns for the following elements:

Titles, axis labels, legend labels, and footnotes

Graph area, legend area, and graph window

Data markers

Related Help Topics:

Choosing Background Colors and Patterns in Graphs

Choosing Colors and Patterns for Data Markers in  Graphs

Choosing Colors for Text or Numbers in Graphs
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Specifying graph options

You can use the Graph Options command on the Graph menu to show or
hide elements in the graph window, and to add or remove components of
the graph itself. For example, you can add a Y2-axis to your graph and
show or hide its title.

Related Help Topics:

Graph Options Dialog Box help

Specifying Series Options
Introduction

The Series Options command on the Format menu allows you to
emphasize and manipulate the data series depicted in your graph. This
section explains how to perform the following tasks:

Change the shapes of data markers

Assign a data series to the Y1- or Y2-axis

Add or remove fit lines

Changing the shapes of data markers

When you are working with a bar or line graph, you can emphasize a
specific data series by changing the shape of its data markers. For example,
if you are viewing three data series whose data markers are currently shown
as bars, you can emphasize one of the data series by changing its data
markers to lines.

Related Help Topics:

Changing the Shape of Data Markers

Assigning a data series to the Y1- or Y2-axis

If you are working with a graph that contains both a Y1- and Y2-axis, you
can assign any data series in the graph to either axis. This is useful if you
want to compare dissimilar data series using different scales.
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Related Help Topics:

Assigning Data to a Graph's Y-Axis

Adding and removing fit lines

When you are working with a bar, line, or scatter graph, you can create fit
lines to emphasize trends. Fit lines represent a new series of data that is
statistically based on an original series. Fit lines, also called trend lines,
illustrate how original data series are changed by exponential, linear, or
logarithmic calculations.

Related Help Topics:

Including Fit Lines in Graphs

Specifying Axis Options
Introduction

You can use the Axis Options command on the Graph menu to specify
formatting and scaling characteristics for the X- or Y-axes in bar, area, line,
and scatter graphs.

Including tick marks

When working with bar, line, area, or scatter graphs, you can include tick
marks on the X- or Y-axis. You can include major tick marks, minor tick
marks, or both, and you can position them either inside, outside, or across
the selected axis.

Related Help Topics:

Including Tick Marks in Graphs

Changing the scale of the Y1- or Y2-axis

When you are working with a bar, line, area, or scatter graph, you can
adjust the scale of values on the graph’s Y1- or Y2-axis to accommodate
the range of data displayed by the graph. You can adjust the scale of each
Y-axis independently.
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Related Help Topics:

Scaling Y-Axes in Graphs

Arranging X-axis labels

When you are working with a bar, line, area, or scatter graph, you can
change the arrangement of the dimension labels that appear below the
graph’s X-axis. You can change the number of lines each label occupies,
stagger the labels, or show only a subset of the labels.

Related Help Topics:

Changing the Placement of Dimension Labels in Graphs

Specifying Pie Options
Introduction

The following sections describe tasks that are unique to formatting pie
graphs.

Exploding slices in a pie graph

When you set up a pie graph, you can explode one or more slices in the
graph for emphasis. You can explode pie slices in the following ways:

You can explode only the first slice of the pie

You can select any slice in the pie and explode it

Related Help Topics:

Exploding Slices in Pie Graphs

Labeling each pie in a multiple-pie graph

If you are setting up a pie graph that contains multiple pies, you can include
a label for each pie to explain what it represents.

Related Help Topics:

Labeling Pie Graphs
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Labeling pie slices

When you set up a pie graph, you can label the slices of the pie to show
what they represent.

Related Help Topics:

Labeling Slices in Pie Graphs

Adding pie slice feelers to a pie graph

If you include pie slice labels when you set up a pie graph, you can include
pie slice feelers to connect the labels to the appropriate slices.

Related Help Topics:

Including Pie Slice Feelers in Pie Graphs

Linking Graphs
Introduction

If you need to create a series of documents that are related in some way
(such as multiple versions of a budget or forecast), you can link the
documents so that selections you make in one document are propagated to
all the linked documents.

For example, suppose you need to prepare a series of reports based on the
same set of line items. By creating a series of new reports and linking their
Line Item dimensions, you need to select the set of line items only once; the
choices you make are automatically applied to all the linked reports. As
long as the dimensions are linked, any time you add or remove a line item
or change a label associated with a line item, your changes are applied to all
the linked reports.
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Rules for linking graphs

When linking documents, the following rules apply:

You can link a series of reports, a series of graphs, or some
combination of reports and worksheets. You cannot link graphs with
reports or worksheets.

You can link only dimensions of the same type (for example, Time with
Time, Line Item with Line Item, and so on).

You can link multiple dimensions with their corresponding dimensions
in other documents (for example, you may link the Time, Line Item,
and Organization dimensions across a series of documents).

You can form a link based on any dimension except the FinData
dimension.

Related Help Topics:

Linking Dimensions in Graphs

Saving links

Links you create in a document are preserved until you overtly remove
them. That is, you can create a link and save and close the document. When
you reopen the document, the link remains intact.
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Chapter 15

Using Worksheets

Overview
Introduction

This chapter describes how to create and use worksheets.

Who should read this chapter

You need to know the information in this chapter if you are an
Administrator, Budget or Analyst workstation user who is responsible for
creating or maintaining worksheets.

In this chapter

This chapter contains information about the following topics:

About Worksheets

Managing Worksheet Documents

Creating Worksheets

Formatting Worksheets

Manipulating Data

Calculating Data

Drilling Through Levels of Data

Linking Worksheets with Other Documents
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About Worksheets
Introduction

A worksheet is a tool you can use to:

Enter new financial data into your database

Make changes to existing data

Drill through various levels of data

Perform calculations such as growing, spreading, and increasing data

Worksheets allow you to view multiple slices of financial data from
different perspectives. In addition, they allow you to change the values in
data cells. You can enter data manually or have the software populate
worksheet cells based on instructions you provide.

Since worksheets enable you to enter, drill down, and perform calculations
on data, they are essential for developing budgets, forecasts, and what-if
analyses.

The Worksheet window

The worksheet window contains various elements that enable you to
manipulate a worksheet’s layout and format. Many of these elements can be
shown or hidden by choosing Worksheet Options from the Worksheet
menu.
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The following illustration shows a worksheet and its elements.

Page
Dimension
Tiles

Across
Dimension
Tiles

Down
Dimension
Tile

Redisplay
Button

Edit Bar

Page
Controls

Footnote

Subtitle Title

Highlighter
Buttons

Row
Labels

Column
Labels

Status
Bar

Edit Bar
Buttons

This table describes the elements of the worksheet window.

Element Description

Dimension
tiles

Let you rearrange the layout of a document. There are three types of
dimension tiles:

Page dimension tiles — tiles located in the upper-left corner of the
report window represent dimensions located in the page position
Across dimension tiles — tiles located in the upper-right corner
represent dimensions in the across position
Down dimension tiles — tiles located at the bottom of the report
window represent dimensions in the down position

Double-clicking a dimension tile with a label on it opens the Selector
dialog box, which lets you choose a different set of values for the
corresponding dimension. You can change a worksheet’s layout by
using a drag-and-drop technique to rearrange tiles. When you drag a
tile and drop it onto another tile, the two corresponding dimensions
swap positions in the worksheet.

Edit bar Lets you edit text (such as titles, footnotes, and dimension labels)
and individual data values. Select the text or data value you want to
edit to make it appear in the edit bar.
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Element Description

Edit bar
buttons  The Formula Tools button is used in reports. It is disabled in

worksheets.

 The Cancel button is used to clear text from the edit bar.

 The Enter button is used to move text from the edit bar into the
currently selected area.

Page controls Let you move between pages in a multiple-page worksheet. A
worksheet can have more than one page control, depending on how
many page dimensions are currently selected.

Tip: To quickly page through an open worksheet, select the paging
dimension by clicking on it and press ALT+PAGE UP or
ALT+PAGE DOWN.

Title, subtitle,
and footnote
panes

Let you specify a title, subtitle, and footnote.

Row and
column labels

Identify which dimension values are currently selected, and,
therefore, what data the worksheet currently displays.

Highlighter
buttons

Let you select data cells for performing calculations or formatting.
You can select a single row or column, a series of rows or columns,
or the entire body of the worksheet by clicking the appropriate
highlighter button(s).

Redisplay
button

Lets you refresh a worksheet manually after making format or
selection changes. You can show or hide this button by selecting or
deselecting the Auto Redisplay option on the Worksheet menu.

Status bar Displays information about currently selected models or hierarchies.

The Worksheet menu

When you open a worksheet in the document window, the Worksheet menu
becomes available on the menu bar. If you choose Worksheet Tools, a
cascading menu appears.
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The following table describes each item on the Worksheet menu and
cascading menu.

Menu item Description

Worksheet
Options

Lets you do the following:

Show or hide worksheet window elements such as page controls,
highlighter buttons, and dimension tiles
Show or hide text elements, such as titles and footnotes
Show or hide gridlines
Specify a null value symbol, decimal and thousands separators, a
precedence order for formatting, and specify whether to display
numbers in the edit bar in actual or truncated format
Specify that you want labels to accompany data when you copy data
values to the clipboard

Dimension
Labels

Lets you choose from a set of predefined labels to represent dimension
values. Dimension value labels are defined during dimension value
maintenance. (See Chapter 3.)

Drill Lets you drill through levels of data for dimension values that belong to
a hierarchy. Select this option to enable drilling.

Auto
Redisplay

When selected (checked), Financial Analyzer automatically refreshes
the worksheet each time you make a change to it. If you deselect this
option, you must use the Redisplay button to refresh the worksheet
manually.

Worksheet
Tools

Displays a cascading menu, from which you can select the following
options that enable you to perform calculations on data. You can also
access this menu by clicking the right mouse button with the cursor
positioned anywhere in the body of the worksheet.

Grow Data – Lets you “grow” data over a range of cells,
incrementally, by an amount or percentage you specify. For more
information, see the “Growing Data” section of this chapter.
Increase Data – Lets you increase data over a range of cells by a
constant value. For more information, see the “Increasing Data”
section of this chapter.
Spread Data – Lets you spread data within a hierarchy from parents
to children or all descendants. For more information, see the
“Spreading Data” section of this chapter.
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Menu item Description

Worksheet
Tools
(continued)

Recalculate – Recalculates worksheet data based on any models or
hierarchies that are currently selected. For more information, see the
“Recalculating Data” section of this chapter.
Recalc Options – Lets you specify parameters for recalculating data.
Save Data (Administrator and Budget Workstations only) – Saves
worksheet data to your personal database.
Reset Data – Returns worksheet data to the values that were
displayed when the worksheet was last opened or the worksheet data
was last saved.

Managing Worksheet Documents
Opening and closing worksheets

You can open any worksheet you have previously created, or any
worksheet your administrator has defined and distributed to you. You may
open only one worksheet at a time. When you finish using a worksheet, it is
best to close it to conserve system resources and save space in the Financial
Analyzer window.

Related Help Topics:

Opening Worksheets

Closing Worksheets

Creating worksheets

Worksheets let you view and manipulate financial data based on the
financial data items, dimensions, and dimension values that are currently
defined in your personal database. Administrators typically define these and
other database objects and distribute them to users. As a user, you can
supplement objects defined by your administrator with objects you define
yourself.

You can create an entirely new worksheet, or you open an existing
worksheet, modify it, and save it under a new name.
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Related Help Topics:

Creating Worksheets

Creating Dimensions

Creating Dimension Values

Creating Financial Data Items

Saving worksheets

You can save worksheets so that you can use them again in subsequent
work sessions. When you save a worksheet for the first time, you assign it a
unique name and, optionally, a keyword to help you locate the worksheet
later. When you resave a worksheet you can overwrite the original version
if it belongs to your personal library, or you can save the worksheet under a
new name, preserving the original version.

Whether you are saving a worksheet for the first time or resaving a
worksheet under a new name, the software gives you the option of saving it
as your default worksheet. This enables you to use the saved worksheet as a
starting point each time you create a new worksheet using the New button
or menu item.

Related Help Topics:

Saving New Worksheets

Saving Changes to Worksheets

Saving worksheet data

When you save a worksheet from a Budget workstation, both the worksheet
specification and any new data you entered into the worksheet are saved to
your personal database. If you want to save the data without saving the
worksheet specification (for example, if the worksheet belongs to the
administrator’s library and you cannot resave it), from the toolbar choose

or use the Save Data option under Worksheet Tools on the Worksheet
menu.
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Important Note: Saving data from Analyst workstations

When you save a worksheet from an Analyst workstation, Financial
Analyzer automatically submits to the shared database any data you have
entered or changed using the worksheet. For more information about
submitting data to the shared database, see Chapter 10.

Related Help Topics:

Saving Worksheet Data

Printing worksheets

You can print the worksheets you create on your screen.  You can print an
entire document, just the current page, or a set of pages you specify.

Both Financial Analyzer and Microsoft Windows provide a wide range of
printing options that let you adjust margins, create headers and footers,
preview a document before printing, and so on. For information about
printing options choose the Help button from any printing-related dialog
box.

Related Help Topics:

Printing Worksheets

Adding a worksheet to a folder

Folders allow you to organize and store groups of related reports, graphs
and worksheets so that you can locate them quickly and easily.

Related Help Topics:

Adding Documents to Folders

Adding the Current Worksheet to a Folder

Adding Multiple Documents to Folders

Exporting worksheet data to other applications

You can use the Export to File dialog box to export data from your active
worksheet to a file that can be used by other applications.
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Related Help Topics:

Exporting Worksheet Data to Other Applications

Deleting worksheets

You can delete worksheets you no longer need. You can delete worksheets
in your personal library only if you created them. If you are an
Administrator working in Administrator mode, you can also delete
worksheets from the Shared library.

Related Help Topics:

Deleting Worksheets

Creating Worksheets
Selecting data to include in a worksheet

As part of setting up a worksheet, you must specify which slice of data you
want to work with. A data slice is defined by a financial data item, multiple
dimensions, and a set of dimension values.

Suppose you want to work with Actuals data. Using the Selector, you
would:

Select the Actuals financial data item

Select a set of dimension values for that item

For example, if Actuals is dimensioned by Time, Line Item, and
Organization, you would select a set of time periods, line items, and
organizations.

Worksheets permit you to work with stored financial data items only. You
cannot include formula financial data items in worksheets.

Unlike reports and graphs, which allow you to include multiple financial
data items in the same document, worksheets allow you to work with only
one financial data item at a time.

For a discussion of stored and formula financial data items, see Chapter 4.
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Related Help Topics:

Selecting Data

Changing the layout of a worksheet

Once you have created a worksheet and selected the data you want to work
with, you can arrange the dimensions according to how you want to view
the data. You rearrange dimensions in a worksheet by changing the
positions of the dimension tiles in the worksheet window.

Example: Changing the layout of a worksheet

In the sample worksheet shown below:

The Commercial Sales and Parent Total: Product dimensions occupy
the page position.

The Financial Data and Time dimensions occupy the across position.

The Product Lines dimension occupies the down position.

Each page of the worksheet, therefore, displays data associated with
multiple line items and time periods for a single organization and product
line.
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To view data for multiple product lines on the same page, you could drag
the Product tile and drop it on the Time tile to have the corresponding
dimensions swap positions, as shown in the following illustration.

If you wanted to change your view of the data to reflect a single product
line and time period and multiple products and sales organizations, you
could swap the Organization and Line Item tiles. The following illustration
shows the results.

You could continue to rearrange tiles to yield as many different views of
the data as you needed.
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Tip: Paging through worksheets

To quickly page through an open worksheet, select the paging dimension
by clicking on it and press ALT+PAGE UP or ALT+PAGE DOWN.

Formatting Worksheets
Introduction

After you select the data you want your worksheet to include, you can use a
variety of formatting tools to make the worksheet attractive and easy to
read worksheets.

Worksheet options

The following table describes tasks and related on-line help topics for using
Worksheet Options to change the look of your report worksheet.

Task  Description Related On-line help topics

Specify the precedence order in which column,
row, and page formatting changes will take effect.

Specifying a Precedence Order
for Formatting in Worksheets

Add a title, subtitle, or footnote . Including Titles in Worksheets
Including Subtitles in
Worksheets
Including Footnotes in
Worksheets

Edit the row, column, and page control labels that
are automatically generated when you create a
new worksheets

Editing Dimension Value Labels

Change the horizontal and vertical alignment of
titles, labels, footnotes, and values in data cells.

Aligning Text or Numbers in
Worksheets

Place borders around titles or dimension labels in
a worksheets

Placing Borders Around Text in
Worksheets

Automatically indent row labels to make the
structure of  hierarchies evident.

Indenting Row Titles by Level
in Worksheets
Specifying the Amount of
Indentation for Row Titles in
Worksheets
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Changing the look of rows and columns

The following table describes tasks and related on-line help topics for
changing the look of rows and columns.

Task  Description Related On-line help topics

Insert blank rows in a worksheet to
improve readability

Inserting Rows or Columns

Insert blank columns in a worksheet to
improve readability

Inserting Rows or Columns

Adjust the height of individual rows Adjusting Row Height in Worksheets

Adjust the width of individual columns Adjusting Column Width in Worksheets

Other formatting tasks

The following table describes other formatting tasks.

Task  Description Related On-line help topics

Control the way numbers are represented Choosing a Format for Numbers in
Worksheets

Choose fonts, font styles, and point sizes
for titles, labels, footnotes, and values in
data cells. The fonts that are available
depend on the printer you have selected.

Choosing Fonts for Text or Numbers in
Worksheets

Choose colors for text (such as titles,
labels, and footnotes) and for values in
data cells

Choosing Colors for Text or Numbers in
Worksheets

Choose background colors for text or
data cells, and for the report window

Choosing Background Colors in
Worksheets

Specify a style, width, and color for
borders

Placing Borders Around Text in
Worksheets

Insert page breaks Inserting Page Breaks In Reports And
Worksheets

Delete page breaks Deleting Page Breaks from Reports and
Worksheets

Editing dimension value labels automatically

As an alternative to manually editing labels for a series of dimension values
as described in on-line help, you can choose from a set of labels that are
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already defined for those values. To do this, choose Dimension Labels
from the Worksheet menu, then select a label type. For information on label
types and how they are specified, see Chapter 3.

Related Help Topics:

Displaying Dimension Labels in Worksheets

Creating Dimension Values

Using Highlight Special

You can use the Highlight Special feature to apply formatting
characteristics to all dimension values associated with a dimension value in
a worksheet. Formatting characteristics applied using Highlight Special:

Are applied to values on other pages as well as the currently displayed
page

Are applied to dimension values added to a worksheet after the initial
formatting occurs

Can be applied to dimension value labels, data cells, or both

Related Help Topics:

Using the Highlight Special Feature in Worksheets

Manipulating Data
Entering data

You can enter financial data into your database by opening a worksheet,
inputting individual data values into the worksheet’s cells, and saving the
data to your personal database. You can then submit the data to the shared
database, making your work available to other users.

Note: Zero values in worksheets

Zero values entered into budget worksheets are stored in the database as
NA values. Zero values entered into worksheets through a data reader are
stored as zeros.
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Related Help Topics:

Entering Data Into Worksheets

Recalculating data

If you enter new data in a worksheet or change data used to calculate other
values, you can use the recalculate feature to refresh all the data in the
worksheet.

If you are recalculating data along a hierarchy or according to a model, you
need to specify the appropriate recalculation options before you use the
recalculate feature. The options that you specify are retained in the
worksheet until you change them.

Note: Data affected by recalculating

When you recalculate data in a worksheet, the recalculation affects only the
data slice that is currently selected for display in the worksheet. To
recalculate data beyond the boundaries of the worksheet, use a solve
definition or group solve definition. See Chapter 9 for information on
solving data.

Related Help Topics:

Calculating Worksheet Data
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Saving data

If you want to save data without saving the worksheet , from the toolbar
choose:

or use the Save Data option under Worksheet Tools on the Worksheet
menu.

Related Help Topics:

Saving Worksheet Data

Resetting data

If you decide not to keep changes you make to data in a worksheet, but you
want to continue using the worksheet, you can reset its data by selecting
Reset Data from the Worksheet tools menu.

You can only reset data that has not been saved. Once data is saved in a
worksheet you cannot reset it.

Related Help Topics:

Resetting Worksheet Data

Calculating Data
Introduction

You can use worksheets to perform calculations on data in your database.
The following sections describe types of calculations you can perform.

Growing data

You can grow data in a worksheet by an amount or percentage over a range
of cells. The first data value in the range remains unchanged and is used as
the base value upon which the calculation is performed. Each subsequent
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value in the range grows by the specified amount or percentage as
compared to the base value.

Related Help Topics:

Growing Worksheet Data

Example: Growing data

Suppose that in each month of the last quarter of 1996, Volume Sales for
Product A are reforecast to be 5% higher than the month before. By
orienting a worksheet to reflect 1996 forecast data with months in the
across position, you could select three cells representing Product A Volume
Sales for October through December.

If you grew the data values across columns by 5%:

October’s values would remain unchanged

November’s values would be 5% higher than October’s

December’s values would be 5% higher than November’s

Increasing data

You can increase data in a worksheet by a constant amount or percentage
you specify. You can increase values in individual cells or over a range of
cells spanning rows, columns, or both.

Related Help Topics:

Increasing Worksheet Data

Example: Increasing data

Suppose that, for each month of the fourth quarter of 1996, Volume Sales
for Product A are reforecast to be 5% higher than the corresponding figures
in the previous forecast. By orienting a worksheet to reflect 1996 forecast
data with months in the across position, you could select the three cells
representing Volume Sales for Product A for November through December.
You could then increase each of these values by 5%. Each new value
would, therefore, be 5% higher than its original value.
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Spreading data

You can use the Spread Data tool to spread data in a worksheet from a
parent value in a hierarchy to its descendants. There are three different
ways to spread data:

Evenly, so that each descendant receives an equivalent amount

Proportionally, so the descendants retain their original relationships to
the parent

Based on the proportions in another dimension value

You can spread data either down columns or across rows in a worksheet.

The following examples illustrate the three methods of spreading data.

Related Help Topics:

Spreading Worksheet Data

Example 1: Spreading data evenly

Suppose that Expenses for the fourth quarter of 1996 are initially forecast to
be $60,000 and is then reforecast to be $120,000. Suppose, too, that you
want to determine the effect of the reforecast on the figures for each month
in the quarter, and you want the change to be evenly spread to each month.
You could use an even spreading method to generate the figures shown in
italics.

Oct 96 Nov 96 Dec 96 Q4 96

Expenses (forecast 1) $10,000 $20,000 $30,000 $60,000

Expenses (forecast 2) $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $120,000

Example 2: Spreading data proportionally

Suppose that Expenses for the fourth quarter of 1996 are reforecast from
$60,000 to $120,000. Suppose, too, that you want to determine the effect of
the reforecast on the figure for each month in the quarter, and that you want
each month’s figure to retain its original proportion to the total for the
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quarter. You could use a proportional spreading method to generate the
figures shown in italics.

Oct 96 Nov 96 Dec 96 Q4 96

Expenses (forecast 1) $10,000 $20,000 $30,000 $60,000

Expenses (forecast 2) $20,000 $40,000 $60,000 $120,000

Example 3: Spreading data based on another dimension value

Suppose that Expenses for the fourth quarter of 1996 are reforecast to be
$120,000 and that you want to determine the effect of the reforecast on the
figures for each month in the quarter so that monthly figures adopt the
proportions in another dimension value (in this case, Sales). You could use
the spread data tool to generate the figures shown in italics.

Oct 96 Nov 96 Dec 96 Q4 96

Sales $60,000 $90,000 $30,000 $180,000

Expenses $40,000 $60,000 $20,000 $120,000

Example: Spreading data to visible elements only

In this example:

Expenses for the fourth quarter of 1996 are forecast to be $60,000

You want to determine the effect of the forecast on the figures for each
month in the quarter

You want the change to be evenly spread to each month

In the worksheet, the months of Nov 96 and Dec 96 are visible, but Oct 96
is not.  In the following scenario, there is no value for October, so the
$60,000 is distributed evenly between Nov 96 and Dec 96.

Oct 96 Nov 96 Dec 96 Q4 96

Expenses (forecast 1) $30,000 $30,000 $60,000
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In the next scenario, Oct 96 has a value of $10,000.  Spread deducts this
value from the $60,000 leaving $50,000 to spread evenly between Nov 96
and Dec 96.

Oct 96 Nov 96 Dec 96 Q4 96

Expenses (forecast 1) $30,000 $30,000 $60,000

Expenses (forecast 2) $10,000 $25,000 $25,000 $60,000

Drilling Through Levels of Data
Introduction

The drill feature enables you to view worksheet data at different levels of
detail, based on the hierarchies that are currently defined in your database.

In order to use the drill feature, you must first select a hierarchy and place
its corresponding dimension in the down position of the worksheet.

Related Help Topics:

Drilling Through Levels of Worksheet Data

Example: Drilling through data

In the following illustration, the worksheet has drilling activated.
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After the plus symbol has been clicked on, the worksheet displays the three
children of “Consulting:”  “Consulting East,” “Consulting Central” and
“Consulting West,” as shown in the following illustration.

Linking Worksheets with Other
Documents
Introduction

If you need to create a series of documents that are related in some way (for
example, multiple versions of a budget or forecast), you can link the
documents so that selections you make in one document are propagated to
all the linked documents.

For example, suppose you need to prepare a series of worksheets based on
the same set of line items. By creating a series of new worksheets and
linking their Line Item dimensions, you need to select the set of line items
only once; the choices you make are automatically applied to all the linked
worksheets. As long as the dimensions are linked, any time you add or
remove a line item or change a label associated with a line item, your
changes are applied to all the linked worksheets.
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Rules for linking documents

When linking documents, the following rules apply:

You can link a series of reports, a series of graphs, or some
combination of reports and worksheets. You cannot link graphs with
reports or worksheets.

You can link only dimensions of the same type (for example, Time with
Time, Line Item with Line Item, and so on).

You can link multiple dimensions with their corresponding dimensions
in other documents (for example, you can link the Time, Line Item, and
Organization dimensions across a series of documents).

You can form a link based on any dimension except the Financial Data
Item dimension.

Related Help Topics:

Linking Dimensions in Worksheets

Saving links

Links you create in a document are preserved until you overtly undo them.
That is, you can create a link and save and close the document. When you
reopen the document, the link remains intact.
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Chapter 16

Using Folders

Overview
Introduction

This chapter describes folders and how to manage them.

Who should read this chapter

You need to know the information in this chapter if you are an Analyst,
Budget or Administrator workstation user who will be using folders to
manage documents.

In this chapter

This chapter contains information about the following topics:

About Folders

Managing Folders
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About Folders
Definition: Folders

You can use folders to organize the reports and graphs that you create and
save in your database. Folders:

Are objects that you create and name expressly for the purpose of
grouping your documents so that you can work with them more
efficiently

Let you organize documents logically, which means that you have
complete control over the way in which your documents are arranged in
each folder

For example, you might always want to print a certain group of documents
together at the end of the month. You can group these documents together
in a folder, so that you can print them together whenever you need to. You
can also choose the order in which the documents in a folder are printed.

Storing folders

Documents are stored independently from folders in the database. This
means that if you delete a folder with documents in it, only the folder is
deleted, not the documents contained in it. Note, however, that if you are an
administrator and you distribute a folder, its contents are distributed along
with the folder. You can also add documents to more than one folder, so
that you have maximum flexibility in organizing your documents in the
way that makes most sense for you.
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Managing Folders
Creating folders

You can create folders to help you organize your documents. When you
create a folder it becomes part of your personal database. Only you can
delete it.

Once you create a folder, you can add documents to it. You can add the
document you are currently working with to a folder, or you can add any
existing document to any existing folder.

Related Help Topics:

Creating Folders

Renaming folders

You can change the name of any folder. When you change the name of the
folder, you do not alter its contents.

Related Help Topics:

Renaming Folders

Deleting folders

When you no longer need a folder, you can delete it. Note that when you
delete a folder, the contents of that folder are not deleted from your
database.

Related Help Topics:

Deleting Folders

Viewing the contents of folders

You can see which documents are contained in your folders at any time.

Related Help Topics:

Viewing Folders
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Adding documents to folders

You can add the document that you are currently working with to a folder.
You are not required to open the document in order to add it to a folder.
Any document in your database can be added to any folder in your
database. You can also add a document to more than one folder.

Related Help Topics:

Adding Documents to Folders

Adding Multiple Documents to Folders

Sorting documents within a folder

You can choose the order in which documents are listed within a folder.
Documents are printed in the order in which they are shown in a folder, so
you may want to sort the documents in a folder before you print them.

Related Help Topics:

Sorting Documents in Folders

Printing documents from folders

You can group documents together in a folder so that you can print them
together whenever you need to. You can also choose the order in which the
documents are printed out. When you print documents from a folder, the
documents you select are printed in the order in which they are listed in the
Print Multiple dialog box.

Related Help Topics:

Printing Multiple Documents in One Session
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Glossary

ACT–BUD variance
In formulas, ACT–BUD variance means the positive variance is displayed
when actual is greater than budget. Typically, if you are defining a revenue
line item, you should select the calculation ACT–BUD so that a positive
number is displayed if actual data is greater than budget data.

Add button

Button appearing on the Selector dialog box that enables you to add
selected items to the Selected box.

aggregation types
The following aggregation types are supported:

add month into quarters — Data for each month is added into
quarterly totals. Used for line items on income statements.

first month only into quarter — Only the first month of the quarter is
used in quarterly totals, or only the first month of the year is used in
yearly totals. Used for line items on cash flow statements.

last month only into quarter — Only the last month of the quarter is
used in quarterly totals, or only the last month of the year is used in
yearly totals. Used for line items on balance sheets.

average months into quarter — Values are averaged over the quarter
or over the year. Used for line items such as Head Count.
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average across time and org — Values are averaged over all
organizations and over the quarter of the year. Used for line items such
as Unit Price.

recalculate quarter — Values are recalculated at the end of the quarter
or year, using the line item equation. Used for line items such as Return
on Sales, which represents a ratio.

Aitkens delta-squared solution method
A solution method in which the first two of every three iterations over a
block of simultaneous equations are solved using the values from the
previous iteration, and the results are tested for convergence and
divergence. In every third iteration, the results are obtained not by solving
the equations, but by making a next-guess calculation. This calculation uses
the results of the previous three iterations. The results of the guesses are not
tested for convergence and divergence, and the solution always continues to
the next iteration.

area graph
A graph that emphasizes trends in data. While similar to a line graph, an
area graph highlights the amount of change, not the rate of change.

asymmetric combination
A set of database objects that enables you to customize the layout of a
report. An asymmetric combination joins the values of two dimensions so
that you can juxtapose values in a way that lets you compare and contrast
them.

attribute
A database object that links or relates the values of two dimensions. For
example, you might define an attribute that relates the Sales District
dimension to the Region dimension so that you can select data for sales
districts according to region.
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auto redisplay feature
An option on the Graph, Report, and Worksheet menus. When you select
this option, your report, graph, or worksheet is automatically redisplayed
when you make changes to the format or data in the document.

axis title
A label that you can assign to the X-, Y-, or Y2-axis of a graph to provide
information about the data represented by that axis.

bar graph
A graph that compares one or more data series. Each data point is
represented by a single bar. You can orient a bar graph either vertically or
horizontally.

BUD–ACT variance
In formulas, BUD–ACT variance means a positive variance is displayed
when budget is greater than actual. Typically, if you are defining an
expense line item, you should select the calculation BUD–ACT so that a
negative number is displayed if Actuals data is greater than budget data.

Cancel button

A button located to the left of the edit bar which, when chosen, clears all
text from the bar.

clustered bar graph
A graph that compares data for two or more data series. Each data series is
represented by bars of the same color. You can orient a clustered bar graph
either vertically or horizontally on your screen.
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current dimension
The dimension from which you are selecting values. The current dimension
is the dimension that you specified in the Dimension box of the Selector
dialog box. Choices that you make and actions that you take in lower-level
dialog boxes ultimately affect this dimension by selecting values from it to
include in a report, graph, or worksheet.

current object
The object upon which the next specified action takes place. Generally, the
current object is the most recently selected one. However, if you use a
highlighter button to highlight a group of objects, such as data cells in a
column, the first object in the group is the current object.

data marker
A graphical object that represents data in a graph. For example, the data
markers in a bar graph are bars, while in a pie graph they are pie slices.

data point
A graphical object that represents the point of intersection of multiple
values in a graph.

DBA library
If a database object belongs to a DBA library, it means that the object was
created by an administrator and cannot be modified by a user.

decimal data type
Variables with a decimal data type contain decimal numbers with up to 15
significant digits.

Defined by DBA option
If a dimension has the Defined by option set to DBA for hierarchies,
models, or relationships, that dimension can be used only by an
administrator in hierarchy, model, or relationship definitions.
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Defined by Everyone option
If a dimension has the Defined by option set to EveryOne for hierarchies,
models, or relationships, that dimension can be used by any user in
hierarchy, model, or relationship definitions.

Defined by No One option
If a dimension has the Defined by option set to NoOne for hierarchies,
models, or relationships, that dimension cannot be used in any hierarchy,
model, or relationship definition.

dimension
A database object used to organize and index the data stored in a variable.
Dimensions answer the following questions about data: “What?” “When?”
and “Where?” For example, a variable called Units Sold might be
associated with the dimensions Product, Month, and District. In this case,
Units Sold describes the number of products sold during specific months
within specific districts.

dimension label
A text label that displays the name of the dimension associated with an
element of a report, graph, or worksheet. For example, the data markers in a
graph’s legend contain dimension labels that show what data each data
marker represents. Dimension labels can be short, which means that they
display the object name of a dimension, or user-specified, which means that
they display a label that you typed using the Dimension Labels option on
the Graph, Report, or Worksheet menus.

dimension tile panel

A set of tiles in a graph, report, or worksheet.
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dimension values
Elements that make up a dimension. For example, the dimension values of
the Product dimension might include Tents, Canoes, Racquets, and
Sportswear.

draft quality printouts
You can print reports in either final quality or draft quality mode. Both
modes print out all data included in your report. Final quality printouts
reflect all formatting you have applied to the body of your report as well as
any customized headers and footers you add to your report. Draft quality
reports include customized headers and footers as well as row and column
labels, but they do not reflect any customized formatting in the body of the
report.

Because draft printouts use a default draft font and do not include
customized formatting they can print faster than final quality printouts.

You cannot print drafts of graphs or worksheets.

Drill button

Opens the Drill dialog box, which enables you to move up or down through
the levels of aggregated data in a report, graph, or worksheet.

drill icons
Icons on which you click to move up or down through the levels of
aggregated data in a report, graph, or worksheet. There are two drill icons:

 — Expands the list of related financial data items, enabling you to view
more detailed levels of aggregated data.

 — Collapses the list of related financial data items, enabling you to view
higher levels of aggregated data.
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edge
Across EdgePage Edge

Down Edge

The position in a report or worksheet along which a dimension or financial
data item is located. The report edges correspond to the sides of a three-
dimensional data slice.

edit bar

An element of the document area that enables you to edit the text associated
with components and options in graphs, reports, and worksheets.

Ellipsis button

A button that opens a Choice List dialog box, which provides a list of
values from which you can make one or more selections.

Enter button

A button located to the left of the edit bar which, when chosen, applies the
text in the box to a selected graph, report, or worksheet option.

financial data item
A database object that is made up of either a variable, or a variable and a
formula. For example, a financial data item called “Actuals” would be a
variable, while a financial data item called “Actuals Variance” would be
made up of a variable (Actuals) and a formula that calculates a variance.
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fitline
Represents a new series of data that is statistically based on an original
series. Fitlines, also called trend lines, illustrate how original data series are
changed by exponential, linear, or logarithmic calculations. A fitline
answers the question, “What, mathematically, can we say about the original
series?”

folder
An object in which you can store documents such as reports and graphs.
You can create a new folder and add documents to it by choosing the
Maintain Folders option from the Tools menu.

footnote
Text that you can include at the bottom of a graph, report, or worksheet to
annotate that document. Footnotes appear on your screen and on printouts
of a document.

Formula Tools button

A button located to the left of the edit bar which, when chosen, invokes the
Formula Tools dialog box. You can then use the formula tools to create a
formula to be used in the current report.

Gauss-Seidel solution method
A solution method in which equations in a simultaneous block are solved in
each iteration over the block. The results are tested for convergence and
divergence in each iteration.

graph components
The basic structural elements of a graph, such as the X- and Y-axes in line
and bar graphs, or the pie slices in pie graphs.

graph options
Elements, such as a title or legend, that provide additional information
about the data represented in a graph. Graph options can be displayed or
hidden using commands on the Graph menu.
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grids
Lines that help to visually separate the data cells and labels in a report or
worksheet, or that help to relate data markers and data points to axis tick
labels in a graph.

growing data
A worksheet calculation method that enables you to augment or decrement
the values of financial data items in a range of cells over a specified amount
of time by a constant amount or by a percentage.

highlighter buttons

Small rectangular graphical objects that cause specific areas of a report or
worksheet to become highlighted when you click on them. Highlighter
buttons produce highlighted areas in the following ways:

Clicking on the button to the right of a row label highlights that row of
data.

Clicking on the button beneath a column label highlights that column of
data.

Clicking on the square button at the intersection of the first row and
first column highlights all rows and columns of data on the current
page.

increasing data
A worksheet calculation method that enables you to augment or decrement
the values of specific financial data items for specific time periods by a
constant amount or by a percentage.

integer data type
Variables with an integer data type contain whole numbers with values
between -2.14 billion and +2.14 billion.
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legend
A graphical key that displays a graph’s data markers and the dimension
labels for the data that the markers represent.

library
An ownership designation associated with a database object, which
specifies who created the object and, therefore, who is permitted to modify
or delete it. Objects can have the following library designations:

Personal  An object that you created and which you can modify or
delete.

DBA  An object that your administrator created, which only that
administrator can modify or delete.

System  An object that is delivered with the software, which no user
or administrator can modify or delete.

line graph
A graph that depicts trends. Each data point is represented by a point on the
graph. When the points are connected by lines, trends become visible.

major gridlines
Vertical and horizontal lines that you can display in a report, graph, or
worksheet to visually separate data. Major gridlines visually segment the
report, graph, or worksheet area into larger areas than do minor gridlines.

Many-to-Many attribute
A relationship between one or more values of one base dimension with one
or more values of a second base dimension. For example, if you have a
Many-to-Many attribute definition where the first base dimension is
Organization and the second base dimension is Line Item, then a single
organization can be related to several line items, and a single line item can
be related to several organizations.
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minor gridlines
Vertical and horizontal lines that you can display in a report, graph, or
worksheet to visually separate data. Minor gridlines visually segment the
report, graph, or worksheet area into smaller areas than do major gridlines.

model
A set of interrelated equations for calculating data.

One-to-Many attribute
A relationship where one or more values of a base dimension are related to
a single value of an aggregate dimension. For example, if you have a One-
to-Many attribute definition where the base dimension is Organization and
the aggregate dimension is Level, each organization can be related to only a
single level.

Oracle GL library
If a database object belongs to an Oracle GL library, it means that the
object was created by importing data from Oracle General Ledger. Users
can add and move values that belong to Oracle GL libraries, but they
cannot rename or delete them.

page control

A graphical element that enables you to page through a graph, report, or
worksheet.

Tip: To quickly page through an open report or worksheet, select the
paging dimension by clicking on it and press ALT+PAGE UP or
ALT+PAGE DOWN.

personal database
Personal databases are used to store objects, and on some types of
workstations, financial data. Objects include dimensions, financial data
items, attributes, and hierarchies, as well as documents such as reports,
worksheets and graphs.
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personal library
If a database object belongs to a personal library, it means that the object
was created by the workstation user and can be modified.

pie slice feelers
Graphical lines that help you annotate a pie graph by connecting a pie slice
label to a pie slice.

qualified data reference
In reports, qualified data references (QDRs) are used to describe specific
cells that are referenced by one or more dimensions. For example, a QDR
can be used to reference the cell that represents the Total Assets line item
for the year 1996 for the East organization.

Redisplay button

Lets you redisplay a report, graph, or worksheet after you have modified it.

Remove button

Button appearing on the Selector dialog box that enables you to remove
selected items from the Selected box.

report components
The basic structural elements of a report, such as its rows and columns.

report options
Structural elements, such as titles or column headings, that organize the
data represented in a report. Report options can be displayed or hidden
using commands on the Report menu.
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scroll bars

Graphical elements of a report or worksheet that enable you to view
information that currently does not fit into the window display.

selection tools
A set of tools that provide shortcut methods for selecting the values that
you want to work with in a report, graph, or worksheet.

shared database
The shared database contains financial data and objects that are shared by
all users. Objects include dimensions, financial data items, attributes, and
hierarchies, as well as documents such as reports, worksheets and graphs.
Shared databases are maintained by Administrators.

shortdecimal data type
Variables with a shortdecimal data type contain decimal numbers with up
to 7 significant digits.

shortinteger data type
Variables with a shortinteger data type contain whole numbers with values
between -32768 and +32768.

solve definition
A set of information used to calculate new values for financial data items.
This information includes the variable for which new values are to be
calculated, the model to be used in the calculation, the dimensions of the
variable, and any hierarchies associated with the dimensions. When you run
a solve definition, the model is solved for the variable referenced in the
definition.
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spreading data
A worksheet calculation method that enables you to augment or decrement
the values of descendants in a hierarchy by entering a value for a parent
value in the hierarchy and modifying the descendants based on their
relationship with the parent.

text data type
Variables with a text data type can contain multiple lines of alphanumeric
text.

text dimension
A dimension whose values can contain characters in both upper and lower
case. The length of a text dimension’s values is determined by the Width
option on the Maintain Dimension dialog box.

thick client
A client is considered thick if the personal database and Express Server are
installed on the PC and all processing takes place on the PC.

thin client
A client is considered thin if the personal database and Express Server are
installed on the server and all processing occurs on the server.

tick labels
Text or numbers, located along a graph’s axes, that describe the data
presented in a graph.
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tick marks

Short line segments, located on a graph’s axes, that denote increments of
data. Major tick marks indicate primary levels of gradation, while minor
tick marks indicate secondary levels. When working with a bar, line, or
scatter graph, you can choose to include major tick marks, minor tick
marks, or both, to make the graph’s data easier to interpret.

tile

A graphical element of a report, graph, or worksheet that displays the name
of a dimension whose data appears in that document.

A tile’s location in a document indicates the position of the dimension it
represents. For example:

Tiles located above and to the left of a report represent dimensions in
the page position.

Tiles located above and to the right of a report represent dimensions in
the across position.

Tiles located at the bottom of a report represent dimensions in the down
position.

Tiles contain a number in parentheses beside the dimension name. This
number indicates how many values have been selected for the dimension.

You can manipulate the data in a document by dragging one or more tiles to
new locations in the document. This action changes the position of the tiles’
related dimensions.
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Time dimension
A dimension whose values represent time periods. A time period can be a
month, quarter, or year. The length of the Time dimension’s values is
determined by the Width option on the Maintain Dimension dialog box.

variable
A database object that holds raw data. Data can be numerical, such as sales
or expense data, or textual, such as descriptive labels for products.

worksheet components
The basic structural elements of a worksheet, such as its rows and columns.

worksheet options
Structural elements, such as titles or column headings, that provide
additional information about the data represented in a worksheet.
Worksheet options can be displayed or hidden using commands on the
Worksheet menu.

Y2-axis
A secondary vertical axis that can display:

A numeric scale that is different from that of the Y-axis, which can help
you compare values that belong to different ranges.

A numeric scale that is the same as that of the Y-axis, which can be
used to make a graph more easily readable.
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A
administrator tasks

adding users to the system, 136
confirming distributions, 121
controlling access to data, 137
deleting users from the user list,

136
distributing data, 119
distributing structures, 119
enabling Automatic Refresh, 128
methods of controlling data access,

140
refreshing data in the shared

database, 129
refreshing the shared database, 130
running the task processor, 120
setting the operational mode, 127
submitting data to shared database,

121
Administrator workstations

defined, 5
refreshing data, 127
refreshing structures, 128
types, 2

advanced mathematical functions, 95
aggregation functions, 98

aligning text
in graphs, 181
in reports, 152
in worksheets, 200

Analyst workstations
defined, 10
refreshing data, 125
submitting data from, 124

ancestor values, 66
area graphs

description, 171
including tick marks in, 184

asymmetric formatting
defined, 147
example, 147
removing from reports, 150

asymmetric reports, See asymmetric
formatting

attributes
creating, 78
defined, 74
deleting, 80
linking dimension values of, 78
many-to-many type, 76
one-to-many type, 75
renaming, 80
types, 74
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Auto Redisplay option
in graphs, 172
in reports, 145
in worksheets, 193

Automatic Refresh option
enabling, 128
setting in Application Options, 125

B
bar graphs

arranging X-axis labels in, 185
changing data marker shape in, 183
description, 170
including tick marks in, 184
using fitlines in, 184

bar-line graphs, 171
blank columns

inserting in reports, 153
inserting in worksheets, 201

blank rows
inserting in reports, 153
inserting in worksheets, 201

borders
placing around text in reports, 152
placing around text in worksheets,

200
Budget workstations

defined, 8
refreshing data, 126
refreshing structures, 126
submitting data from, 123

C
calculations in reports, See report

calculations
child values, 65

closing
graphs, 175
reports, 145
worksheets, 194

colors
specifying in graphs, 182
specifying in reports, 153
specifying in worksheets, 201

columns
inserting in reports, 153
inserting in worksheets, 201

compiling models, 92
conditions, using with functions, 100
configuring Financial Analyzer, 17
controlling write access

defined, 137
examples, 139
methods, 140

Copy data feature, 58
creating

asymmetric reports, 147
attributes, 78
folders, 213
graphs, 178
hierarchies, 70
models, 92
reports, 146
worksheets, 194

custom time dimensions, 42

D
data

calculating using group solve
definitions, 109

calculating using models, 88
calculating using solve definitions,

107
distributing, 119
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entering into worksheets, 202
refreshing in shared database, 129
saving in worksheets, 195, 204
solving, 104
sparse, See sparse data
submitting from Administrator

workstations, 121
submitting from Budget

workstations, 123
transferring, 113

data access control, See controlling
write access

data management tasks on different
types of workstations, 16

data markers, changing shape of, 183
databases

Super shared, 4
types, 3

deleting
asymmetric formatting from

reports, 150
attributes, 80
folders, 213
graphs, 176
hierarchies, 71
models, 93
page breaks from reports, 153
page breaks from worksheets, 201
reports, 165
tasks from the task queue, 134
users from the user list, 136
worksheets, 197

descendant values, 66
dimension tiles

in graphs, 174
in reports, 143
in worksheets, 191

dimension value labels
in graphs, 180
in reports, 152
specifying predefined in reports,

154
specifying predefined in

worksheets, 202
dimension values

defined, 38
in report calculations, 158
maintaining, 40

dimensions
defined, 38
defining by class, 41
maintaining, 40
rules for ordering in stored

financial data items, 46
distribution

confirming a distribution, 121
defined, 117
of data, 119
of strutures, 119
recipients of, 118
relation to Task Processor, 120
reports, 121
when to use, 118

drilling
in reports, 167
in worksheets, 208

E
Edit bar, 32
Edit bar buttons

in graphs, 174
in reports, 144
in worksheets, 192

Edit menu, 25
editing hierarchies, 70
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embedded total dimensions, 64
equations, modifying in models, 92
errors in report calculations, 160
exporting

data from graphs, 177
data from reports, 164
data from worksheets, 196

Express Server, logging in to, 33

F
File menu, 24
financial data items

calculating using group solve
definitions, 109

calculating using solve definitions,
107

defined, 46
formula, 48
in asymmetric reports, 150
maintaining, 52
sparse data handling, 53
stored, 46

financial functions, 97
fitlines in graphs, 184
folders

adding existing documents, 214
adding graphs to, 176
adding reports to, 165
adding the current document, 214
adding worksheets to, 196
creating, 213
defined, 212
deleting, 213
printing documents from, 214
renaming, 213

sorting documents, 214
viewing contents, 213

fonts
specifying in graphs, 182
specifying in reports, 153
specifying in worksheets, 201

footnotes
adding to graphs, 180
adding to reports, 152
adding to worksheets, 200

Format menu, 26
formatting

graphs, 179
reports, 151
worksheets, 200

formula financial data items, See
financial data items

functions
advanced mathematical, 95
aggregation, 98
conditional, 100
examples, 98
financial, 97
time-series, 96
types, 95
using in models, 94

G
Graph menu, 171
graph options, 183
graphs

adding to folders, 214
assigning data series to axes, 183
changing the layout of, 179
changing the scale of the Y1- or

Y2-axis, 184
choosing a graph type, 179
closing, 175
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creating, 178
defined, 21, 170
deleting, 176
elements of, 173
example, 21
exporting data from, 177
formatting, 179
legends, 181
linking, 186
opening, 175
prerequisites for creating, 177
printing, 176
saving, 175
selecting data in, 178
specifying axis options in, 184
specifying pie graph options, 185
types, 170
using fitlines in, 184

group attribute dimensions, 42
group solve definitions

defined, 109
description, 105
using to calculate data, 109

growing data in worksheets, 204

H
Help menu, 31
Help system, 35
hierarchical dimensions, 42
hierarchies

creating, 70
defined, 64
deleting, 71
drilling through in reports, 167
editing structure, 70
entering data, 66
example, 67
multiple, 67

renaming, 71
typical structure, 64

highlighter buttons
in reports, 144
in worksheets, 192

horizontal bar graphs, 170

I
increasing data in worksheets, 205
indenting row labels

in reports, 152
in worksheets, 200

inserting
page breaks in reports, 153
page breaks in worksheets, 201

L
leaf values, 66
legends in graphs, 181
line graphs

arranging X-axis labels in, 185
changing data marker shape in, 183
description, 170
using fitlines in, 184

linking
graphs, 186
reports, 166
worksheets, 209

M
Maintain menu, 29
Manage menu, 30
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many-to-many attributes
defined, 76
example, 77

Menu bar, 23
Microsoft Excel compatibility with

Oracle Finacial Analyzer, 22
model dimensions, 41
models

compiling, 92
defined, 88
deleting, 93
examples, 89
modifying equations associated

with, 92
moving in choice lists, 93
renaming, 93
saving, 92
specifying options for, 101
viewing associated equations, 92

moving
inserts in reports, 153
models in choice lists, 93

N
N/A values,suppressing in reports,

152
numbers

formatting in graphs, 182
formatting in reports, 153
formatting in worksheets, 201

O
objects, See structures
one-to-many attributes

defined, 75
example, 75

opening
graphs, 175
reports, 145
worksheets, 194

options
series in graphs, 183
specifying for graphs, 183

Oracle Express Analyzer
compatibility with Oracle Finacial
Analyzer, 22

Oracle Express Objects compatibility
with Oracle Finacial Analyzer, 22

Oracle Financial Analyzer
compatibility with other products,

22
defined, 2
documents, 20
logging in to, 33
typical system configurations, 17
workstation types, 2

Oracle General Ledger compatibility
with Oracle Finacial Analyzer, 22

P
page breaks

deleting from reports, 153
deleting from worksheets, 201
inserting in reports, 153
inserting in worksheets, 201

page controls
in graphs, 174
in reports, 144
in worksheets, 192

parent values, 65
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Paste Link feature
in graphs, 186
in reports, 166
in worksheets, 209

pie graphs
adding pie slice feelers to, 186
description, 171
exploding slices in, 185
labeling multiple pies, 185
labeling pie slices, 186
specifying options, 185

precedence order
specifying in reports, 152
specifying in worksheets, 200

printing
documents from folders, 214
graphs, 176
reports, 164
worksheets, 196

Profile to Solve feature, 108

Q
QDRs

example, 162
using in report calculations, 159

qualified data references, See QDRs

R
recalculating worksheet data, 203
Redisplay button

in graphs, 174
in reports, 144
in worksheets, 192

refreshing data
on Administrator workstations, 127
on Analyst workstations, 125
on Budget workstations, 126

refreshing structures
on Administrator workstations, 128
on Budget workstations, 126

renaming
attributes, 80
folders, 213
hierarchies, 71
models, 93

report calculations
creating formulas, 157
creating inserts for, 155
dimension values in, 156
errors, 160
examples, 160
using dimension values, 158
using QDRs, 159

Report menu, 144
report options, 152
reports

adding to folders, 214
calculations, See report calculations
changing the layout, 151
closing, 145
creating, 146
defined, 142
deleting, 165
drilling through data in, 167
elements of, 142
example, 20
exporting data from, 164
formatting, 151
linking dimensions, 166
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opening, 145
prerequisites for creating, 146
printing, 164
saving, 163
selecting data in, 146
viewing data in spreadsheets, 165

resetting worksheet data, 204
row labels

indenting in reports, 152
indenting in worksheets, 200

rows
inserting in reports, 153
inserting in worksheets, 201

S
saving

data in worksheets, 204
graphs, 175
models, 92
reports, 163
worksheets, 195

scale, changing in graphs, 184
scatter graphs

arranging X-axis labels in, 185
description, 171
including tick marks in, 184
using fitlines in, 184

scheduling tasks, 133
selecting data

in graphs, 178
in reports, 146
in worksheets, 197

Selector
accessing, 82
example, 84
items you can select, 86
tools, 86

series options, 183

shared databases
defined, 3
refreshing, 130
relation to task processor, 132

sibling values, 65
solve definitions

defined, 106
description, 105
Profile to Solve feature, 108
using to calculate data, 107

solving data, 104
sorting documents in folders, 214
sparse data

defined, 53
modifying the handling of, 54

spreading worksheet data
based on another dimension value,

207
defined, 206
evenly, 206
proprortionally, 206
to visible elements only, 207

spreadsheets,viewing in reports, 165
stand-alone sessions, conditions for

working in, 34
stored financial data items, See

financial data items
structures

association with data, 115
distributing, 119
flow through system, 115
transferring, 113

submitting data
from Administrator workstations,

121
from Analyst workstations, 124
from Budget workstations, 123
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subtitles
adding to graphs, 180
adding to reports, 152
adding to worksheets, 200

Super Administrator workstations
defined, 3
refreshing data, 130
refreshing structures, 128

Super shared database, 4
system management tasks on

different types of workstations, 15

T
Task Processor

configurations, 132
maintaining the shared database,

132
relation to distribution, 121
using, 133
when to run, 132

Task Processor workstations
defined, 6
methods of running, 7

Task queue
deleting tasks, 134
obtaining information using, 133
rescheduling tasks, 134
viewing tasks, 134

text
aligning in graphs, 181
aligning in reports, 152
aligning in worksheets, 200

thick clients, 34
thin clients, 34
tick marks, including in graphs, 184
time-series functions, 96

titles
adding to graphs, 180
adding to reports, 152
adding to worksheets, 200

Toolbar, 31

U
User workstation types, 2
users

adding to system, 136
deleting from the user list, 136

V
viewing

contents of folders, 213
equations in models, 92
tasks, 134

W
Window components, 23
Window menu, 30
Worksheet menu, 192
worksheet options, 200
worksheets

calculating data in, 204
changing the layout of, 198
closing, 194
creating, 194
deleting, 197
description, 190
example, 21
exporting data from, 196
formatting, 200
growing data in, 204
increasing data in, 205
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inputting data, 202
linking with other documents, 209
opening, 194
printing, 196
recalculating data in, 203
resetting data in, 204
saving, 195
saving data in, 195
selecting data in, 197
spreading data in, 206

workstations
Administrator, See Administrator

workstations
Analyst, See Analyst workstations
Budget, See Budget workstations
comparison of types, 15
in a typical corporate environment,

11
Super Administrator, See Super

Administrator workstations

Task Processor, See Task Processor
workstations

types, 2

X
X-axis labels, 185

Y
Y1-axis

assigning a data series to, 183
changing the scale of, 184

Y2-axis
assigning a data series to, 183
changing the scale of, 184

Z
zeros

as N/A values in worksheets, 202
suppressing in reports, 152



Reader’s Comment Form

Oracle Financial Analyzer User’s Guide
Release 6.0
Part No. A53534-01

Oracle Corporation welcomes your comments and suggestions on the quality and usefulness
of this publication. Your input is an important part of the information used for revision.

• Did you find any errors?
• Is the information clearly presented?
• Do you need more information? If so, where?
• Are the examples correct? Do you need more examples?
• What features did you like most about this manual?

If you find any errors or have any other suggestions for improvement, please indicate the
topic, chapter, and page number below:

Please mail or FAX your comments to:

OLAP Products Documentation Manager
Oracle Corporation
200 Fifth Avenue
Waltham, MA  02154

FAX: (617) 684-5756

Alternately, you can send your comments by e-mail to olapdoc@us.oracle.com.

If you would like a reply, please give your name, address, and telephone number below:

Thank you for helping us improve our documentation.
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